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Abstract 
The implementation of the 1988 Constitution of Brazil underlined a fast-paced and multi-

encompassing process of democratic state-building that sought to shift the balance of political 

power from a small elite to the people. Yet contrary to the pluralistic ambitions set forth in the 

constitution, the representative body thirty years on assumes a largely homogenous outward 

face that fails to reflect the diversity of the Brazilian population. In seeking to explore, analyse 

and elucidate the continued political marginalisation of women and afrodescendants in Brazil, 

this thesis utilises a sequential mixed-methods design consisting of (i) a qualitative analysis of 

interview materials collected in Rio de Janeiro over three weeks in January 2020 and (ii) a 

quantitative analysis of a self-constructed dataset covering electoral data from the 2018 

Brazilian General Election and demographic data from the 2010 Population Census. 

Interpreting the analytical results through a theoretical framework that draws on theories of 

representative politics and intersectionality, the thesis illustrates how processes of inclusion 

and exclusion manifest themselves throughout the sociocultural and institutional landscapes in 

a manner that is non-conducive to ensuring descriptive representation. It concludes that the 

monetary cost of competing for representative office contributes to the maintenance of politics 

as an elite realm, and that marginalisation must consequently be addressed at both the 

socioeconomic and the institutional levels in order to adequately tackle the gendered and 

racialised nature of political exclusion in Brazil.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

To the memory of Colonel Carlos Alberto Brilhante Ustra,  

the dread of Dilma Rousseff.1  

Jair Bolsonaro (DTRR 2016: 232) 

What does it mean to be a woman in Brazil? Resistance.  

Resistance is the principal word.  

Interviewee (17a)2 
 

 

1.1 Order and Progress: Brazil’s Democratic Rebirth  
Brazilian democracy was reborn on October 5th, 1988, with the signing of the Constitution of 

the Federative Republic of Brazil, following a period of almost 30 years of authoritarian rule 

during which time the military regime persecuted, imprisoned, tortured and murdered tens of 

thousands of its citizens. The new Constitution represented a figurative nail in the coffin of 

authoritarianism, seeking to shift the balance of power from a small elite to the people through 

its emphasis on the foundations of sovereignty, citizenship, human dignity, the social values of 

labour and free enterprise, and political pluralism. These sentiments are echoed in the sole 

paragraph from Title 1, Article 1: “All power emanates from the People, who exercise it 

through elected representatives or directly, under this Constitution” ([1988] 2016). Whilst 

much of the constitution was based on previous drafts—inspired by the French and U.S. 

models—the neoliberal epoque that coincided with its formulation provided additional 

inspiration, importing weight on the values of a free-market oriented economic system and 

minimalist state interference in the economy. The fast-paced and multi-encompassing project 

of democratic statebuilding initiated by the constitution’s commencement included the 

implementation of rights-based social services such as education, healthcare, pensions and 

sanitation, but also the recognition of historical wrongs stemming from the legacies of 

 
1 My translation. Original: “Pela memória do coronel Carlos Alberto Brilhante Ustra, o pavor de Dilma Rousseff.” 

These were the words spoken by then-Senator for Rio de Janeiro, Jair Bolsonaro, upon casting his vote during the 

impeachment process against President Dilma Rousseff. In 1970, Rousseff was detained, imprisoned, and tortured 

under Ustra’s command, owing to her involvement in an anti-dictatorship Marxist resistance movement.  
2 Interview citations included in-text are annotated using the interviewee’s identification number paired with a 

number indicating the interviewee’s citation count. Original quotes are available in Appendix 1.  
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colonialism, slavery and authoritarianism. These were set to be righted through the introduction 

of redistributive economic practices and, over time, affirmative action policies aimed at 

ensuring greater inclusivity for historically marginalised groups—women, afrodescendants, 

and indigenous peoples—in those areas historically dominated by white Brazilians and men. 

Perhaps the most visible manifestations of the new inclusionary turn of Brazilian politics, 

quotas are now in place in both electoral politics and the enrolment processes of public 

universities, enforced to ensure the inclusion of respectively female political candidates and 

non-white students from low-income households (the latter of which constitutes a “bottom-up 

approach” to promoting diversity (Htun 2016: 136)).  

Yet despite the implementation of a gender quota law for female political candidates in 

municipal elections in 1995, which has been gradually expanded over time obliging political 

parties to ensure that (i) a minimum of 30 per cent of nominees for political parties’ candidate 

lists are of the underrepresented sex; and (ii) a minimum of 30 per cent of political parties’ 

campaign funding is reserved for female candidates running for office at all levels of the 

legislature where the quota is enforced (the city councils, state assemblies and federal chamber 

(Araújo 2003)), comparatively few women win a chance to take office in Brazil’s political 

institutions. Alongside Paraguay, Brazil has the most disproportionate distribution of elected 

officials by gender in Latin America at the federal level, where women make up 15 per cent 

(77 of 513) of Federal Deputies and 14.8 per cent (12 of 81) of Senators in the National 

Congress (IPU 2019). At the state and municipal levels, respectively 4 per cent of Governors 

(1 of 26) and 15.5 per cent of State Deputies (161 of 1035) are women, compared to 14.6 per 

cent in the county’s Municipal Chambers (8441 of 57,814) (TSE 2016, cited in Câmara 

Municipal de São Paulo 2017). Among Brazil’s 5570 city councils, 23 per cent (1300) consist 

exclusively of male legislators (Ibid.).  

While the total number of women representatives rose significantly between the 1992 and 

1996 elections (marking the introduction of the gender quota at municipal levels (Araújo 

2003)) and received a small boost following the 2002 election of the Workers’ Party (PT) 

president Luiz Ignacio Lula da Silva (Htun 2003), developments in terms of the proportion of 

women who are elected to represent across Brazil’s legislative bodies over the past 32 years 

have been modest at best. This has led many scholars to conclude that initiatives made to 

improve women’s political representation in Brazil have been largely ineffective, citing 

explanations such as weaknesses of the gender quota law and electoral rules (Aguilar et al. 

2015a; Araújo 2003; Htun 2002, 2003; Htun and Jones 2002; Miguel 2008, 2012; Sacchet 

2018); clientelistic and patrimonial political cultures (Htun 2002; Costa and Cornwall 2014); 
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electoral vote choices (Aguilar et al. 2015a, 2015b); the viability of the women candidates who 

are nominated (Wylie 2018; Wylie et al. 2019); the willingness of women to run for political 

office (Silva et al. 2016); the willingness of political parties to encourage more women to run 

as candidates (Costa and Cornwall 2014; Samuels 2008; Silva et al. 2016); and the distribution 

of political finance among competing actors (Sacchet and Speck 2012; Sacchet 2018; Samuels 

2001, 2002; Speck and Mancuso 2014; Fisch 2019).  

 

 
Figure 1: Representatives elected in the 2018 general election by sex and office (%). Data: TSE (2018).  

 

Furthermore, among those political candidates who run for and are elected to legislative office 

in Brazil, a clear majority self-identify as white. The salience of issues relating to race-based 

inequalities and racial self-identification in Brazil is deeply rooted in the country’s history of 

colonialism and slavery, a subject that will be expanded upon in chapter two. For now, it is 

imperative to note that whereas race-based inequalities have in part been addressed through the 

implementation of a quota at the university level, no similar mechanism addressing the 

marginalisation experienced by Brazil’s afrodescendant communities exists at the political 

level. Htun (2003) notes that “though women have made significant gains in recent decades, 

the social gap between blacks and whites has stayed relatively constant” across social spheres. 
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She holds that social stratification along racialised and gendered lines in Brazil has important 

implications for the extent to which different groups are represented in politics, both in terms 

of the extent to which individuals are able to access and mark their presence in decision-making 

arenas, but also through the content of the policies that are drafted and implemented.  

 

 
Figure 2: Representatives elected in the 2018 general election by race and office (%). Data: TSE (2018). 

 

In terms of political presence, whereas 48.7 per cent of the female population of Brazil self-

identify as white (IBGE 2010), white women made up 70 per cent of the 287 women who were 

elected to political office in the 2018 general election. Afrodescendants, from here on referred 

to interchangeably as parda/o (or “brown”) and preta/o (or “black”), in comparison made up 

respectively 20 and 9 per cent of elected women (TSE 2018) while making up 49.5 per cent of 

Brazil’s female population (parda 42.5 per cent and preta 7 per cent) (IBGE 2010).  

This racial divide in political representation is not exclusive to women: of the 1495 men 

that were elected in 2018, 72.5 per cent were white, 24 per cent were pardo, and only 3 per 

cent were preto, compared to respectively 46.5 per cent, 43.5 per cent, and 8 per cent of Brazil’s 

male population. The overrepresentation of white legislators was most prominent at the federal 

level, where a total of 75.9 per cent of senators and 75 per cent of deputies elected to the 

National Congress were white, compared to respectively 18.5 and 20.3 per cent pardo, and 5.6 
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and 2.1 per cent preto. This, in sum, signifies a representative situation where men and the 

white population are disproportionately overrepresented among elected officials compared to 

both women and all other racial groups,3 a reality that is at odds with the pluralistic ambitions 

of the new Constitution. This is the quandary with which this thesis concerns itself.   

 

1.2 Research Question  
Employing a sequential mixed-methods design consisting of (i) a qualitative analysis of 

interview materials collected in Rio de Janeiro over three weeks in January 2020 and (ii) a 

quantitative analysis of a self-constructed dataset covering electoral data from the most recent 

Brazilian General Election (BGE) ([Tribunal Superior Eleitoral] TSE 2018), transactions of 

public funding made to political parties in the calendar year 2018 (TSE 2019) and population 

data from the last Brazilian census ([Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica] IBGE 

2010), the objective of this thesis is to explore, analyse, and provide some elucidation to the 

following research question:  

What factors contribute towards the continued political marginalisation of 

women and afrodescendants in Brazil? 

The breadth of the research question is deliberate: through emphasising the multifaceted nature 

of the problem, as exemplified by the varied and extensive existing literature on the subject, 

the research design is constructed with the aim of narrowing the scope for analysis. 

Correspondingly, while the existing literature is an important starting point for the analysis, I 

also draw on insights from my qualitative field work to develop more narrow hypotheses, thus 

allowing the qualitative phase of the research design to function as a hypothesis-generating 

“funnel” linking the two analytical phases together.  

 

 
3 Asian and indigenous representatives make up an extremely small proportion of both the population and of 

elected officials. Two indigenous candidates and three Asian-Brazilian candidates were elected in the 2018 

general election, which entails that these two categories are actually proportionally overrepresented in politics as 

compared to their proportion in the national population. The limited scope of this thesis entails that further 

discussion of the representative situation for Asian and Indigenous Brazilians will be excluded from the text.  
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1.3 Thesis Structure  
In exploring the reasons for the continued marginalisation of women and afrodescendants in 

Brazil, the thesis is structured as follows: 

 

Chapter 2: Theory presents the central literature, outlines important academic contributions 

to the fields of political representation and marginalisation in Brazil and globally, and discusses 

some key contextual concepts concerning gender and race constructs in Brazil. The chapter 

ends by presenting the theoretical framework that will be applied throughout the text.  

 

Chapter 3: Methodology outlines the thesis’ research design, a mixed-methods design in 

which two analytical phases, consisting of the collection and analyses of respectively 

qualitative interview materials and quantitative data, are implemented sequentially. The 

chapter further outlines the methodological choices that were made relating to these phases. 

 

Chapter 4: Qualitative Analysis consists of a thematic analysis of qualitative materials 

gathered from 17 semi-structured interviews conducted in Rio de Janeiro over three weeks in 

January 2020. The chapter is structured according to cultural and institutional explanations for 

the political underrepresentation of women and afrodescendants in Brazil and concludes with 

a presentation of the hypotheses generated from the analysis.  

 

Chapter 5. Quantitative Analysis consists of two main sections where the hypotheses 

generated through the first analytical phase are tested by means of logistic regression. The first 

half of the chapter analyses the predicted effect of nominated candidates’ sex and race on 

whether or not their candidacy was approved by the TSE, while the second half looks more in-

depth at the relationship between candidate-level factors such as sex, race, political finance, 

and electoral success. The chapter concludes with a summary of the analysis results. 

 

Chapter 6: Findings and Conclusion discusses the findings in light of the theoretical 

framework and existing research literature, considers their implications for political 

representation in Brazil, and proposes avenues for further research on the subject matter.   
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2 THEORY  

Expediency governed the slaveholders’ posture toward female slaves: when it was 

profitable to exploit them as if they were men, they were regarded, in effect, as 

genderless, but when they could be exploited, punished and repressed in ways suited 

only for women, they were locked into their exclusively female roles. 

Angela Y. Davis ([1981] 2019: 4) 

There is a stereotype of who can be intelligent and competent, who can have power. 

In Brazil it is rich, white men who represent the face of power. 

Benedita da Silva (1997: 61) 

 

2.1 Minorities, Majorities and Elite Representation in Brazil  
The clear mismatch between Brazilian representatives and their constituents in terms of both 

descriptive traits and lived experiences is a subject that has been extensively explored in the 

academic literature. One question that has divided scholars relates to the Brazilian system’s 

prospects for good governance: Avritzer (2019) claims to take an intermediate position in this 

debate, where the outer points represent respectively a belief in the system’s unsuitability for 

delivering good governance (Ames 2001), and a belief in the system’s well-adeptness at 

providing such an outcome (Figueiredo and Limongi 2000). Avritzer (2019) argues that 

whereas the democratic model implemented in 1988 should in theory produce good 

governance, the close ties between private capital interests and a progressively politicised 

judiciary following a series of corruption scandals from 2012-13 has led to a deterioration of 

institutional quality, causing Brazilian democracy to undergo a “double crisis of representation 

and participation”. This crisis of representation, a concept that is also evoked in Avritzer (2017) 

and Miguel (2008), is “understood as the progressive effect of the erosion of political cleavages 

rooted in the world of work and of the connection between political parties and their historical 

social bases” (Houtzager and Lavalle 2009).  

Authors including Amann and Baer (2002) and Saad-Filho and Morais (2010) present 

rather discouraging perspectives concerning the maturation process of the Brazilian 

representative model, arguing that the neoliberal ideology that underlined the 1988 

Constitution has proved a pervasive force throughout the country’s democratic and economic 

development, undermining efforts of “reducing income inequality and poverty” (Amann and 
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Baer 2002) by providing elites with the means and incentives to maintain their hold on political 

and economic power during the democratic transition. This ties in to what Hagopian (1990) 

refers to as a process of “democracy by undemocratic means”, where the failure to replace 

cultures and practices associated with the military dictatorship with ones more suited to 

democratic governance during the transition is perceived as having seriously undermined 

ordinary Brazilians’ opportunities to actively participate in and influence political processes 

and decisions.  

While providing many compelling explanations for the political status quo in Brazil, the 

existing literature on democratic transition, quality, and representation in Brazil often shies 

away from delineating the sociocultural terms of that representation. That white men 

constituted the majority of the elite preceding the transition from military dictatorship to 

democracy may reasonably explain why they also represented the majority of elected officials 

in the transition’s immediate aftermath, but does little to explain why the formation of Brazilian 

governing bodies for the most part continues to align with historical conceptions of white 

masculinity as a prerequisite for the ability to lead. This being the conundrum with which this 

thesis concerns itself, the rest of this chapter will present the theoretical bases of this thesis—

theories of political representation and intersectionality—in more detail, outlining their central 

theoretical premises alongside examples of their real-life application, before concluding with 

a brief presentation of the thesis’ theoretical framework.   

 

2.2 Political Finance: The Cost of Representation  
A subject that has received substantial attention from scholars of the Brazilian representative 

system concerns the mere cost of running for public office. Though several regulatory laws 

have been introduced over the past decades with the intention of limiting campaign expenses 

and dissuading corruption, political candidates are nevertheless dependent on high levels of 

funding in order to cover the costs of running an effective marketing campaign (Fisch 2019). 

Political parties distribute campaign funding to their candidates based on their own internal by-

laws, in accordance with the Political Parties Act (Law No. 9,096/1995), which includes a 

newly ratified law obliging political parties to reserve 30 per cent of their public funding 

resources for female candidates (International IDEA 2020). Though this latter law has only 

been in effect for a period covering one election (the 2018 BGE), there is already ample 

evidence suggesting that parties have made use of creative solutions such as nominating orange 
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candidates4—“extreme non-viable candidates” (Wylie et al. 2019) included on party lists for 

the sole purpose of meeting quota targets—that have allowed them to cover up the reallocation 

of quota funds within the candidate base.  

An article published by the Brazilian Report in 2018 indicated that whereas female 

candidates are allocated approximately 30 per cent of funds from public resources when 

running in municipal elections, they receive only around 20 per cent of such funds when 

running in general elections – that is, a quarter of what is allocated to men (Soares 2018). The 

total amount of public funding that individual political candidates receive varies substantially 

dependent on a range of factors, including not only the amount of funding that is distributed to 

the respective political parties, but also the parties’ own calculations concerning which 

candidates they perceive as more likely to achieve a positive electoral outcome. To provide an 

example, a candidate for the Brazilian Labour Renewal Party (PRTB) in Rio de Janeiro 

received R$500 in base campaign funding from public resources during the 2018 elections, 

whereas many candidates for the Brazilian Socialist Party (PSB) were reported to have received 

no funding from public resources (TSE 2018). The latter group appeared to have been 

supplemented by private sources through online donations at a base rate of R$300 each (Ibid.). 

In both cases, this is not a lot. Meanwhile, whereas a candidate who successfully ran for office 

as State Deputy for the Social Democratic Party (PSD) in Rio de Janeiro was registered as 

having been allocated R$288,310.83 from public revenues to fund their political campaign, the 

median income from public revenues registered with PSD candidates running for the same 

representative office was only R$12,536.35 – indicating substantial financial puzzling on the 

part of political parties in determining which candidate campaigns to prioritise.    

Ultimately, though political candidates are entitled to receive a basic level of funding from 

public resources, the amount of funding they receive is often negligible to the point where 

candidates are dependent on accessing resources from outside the public system in order to 

fund their campaigns. Whereas Brazil banned legal entity (corporate) donations to electoral 

campaigns in 2015, alongside other measures aimed at making political finance transactions 

more transparent (Marshall and Soares 2019), private individuals are still allowed to donate 

money (Mancuso 2020: 124). The aforementioned authors indicate that this new law is fatally 

 
4 Portuguese: Laranjas, literally oranges. The etymology of the term is uncertain. One source, the news outlet 

Globo (2016), presents the appealing hypothesis that the term references the use of hollowed out oranges to 

conceal alcohol consumption during Prohibition, thus referring to the concealment of a criminal act behind the 

façade (peel) of an unsuspicious object.  
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flawed in that it may actually serve to make political finance transactions less transparent by 

incentivising company donations made under the names of physical persons. This is 

problematic when considering not only the negative implications of specific candidate groups 

receiving substantially larger amount of funding from private sources than others, but also 

because accepting funding from private businesses may entail that political representatives are 

indebted to those sources, and thus use their representative platform to defend the interests of 

private investors. 

 

2.3 Descriptive and Substantive Representation  
The legitimacy of political decisions in representative democratic systems is often argued to 

rest on substantive representation: that is, elected officials’ capacity to act “in the interest of 

the represented, in a manner responsive to them” (Pitkin 1967: 209). Descriptive 

representation—or standing for representation, as it is also referred to by Pitkin (60)—on the 

other hand refers to a representative scenario in which elected officials function as a “mirror 

image” of the electorate in descriptive terms. Whereas Pitkin states that she is “not even sure 

that we could call a mirror image a representation at all” (72), ultimately emphasising the 

representative’s agency and capacity to “act independently [with] discretion and judgement” 

(209) in delivering representation, a growing number of scholars have emphasised the 

importance of the latter category for delivering truly representative governance. 

Anne Phillips (1998: 228–239) identifies four common arguments for women’s 

descriptive representation – arguments that are also applicable to research concerning ethnic 

minorities’ and other marginalised groups’ political representation. These arguments refer 

respectively to women politicians as role models; women’s political presence as just; women 

politicians as representative of women’s interests; and the democratic benefits (revitalisation) 

of gender parity in politics. Omitting the first argument from her discussion based on the 

assessment that it “has no particular purchase on politics per se” (228), Phillips focuses her 

attention on the latter three:  

 

i. The Justice Argument posits that historically marginalised groups such as women 

should be included in politics as a compensatory measure addressing the injustice 

of their prior exclusion. It is, in Phillips’ words, “patently and grotesquely unfair 

for men to monopolize representation”, and subsequently just and fair that women 

should be allowed equal access to politics. 
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ii. The Overlooked Interests Argument posits that, though assumed to be covered 

substantively, the interests of marginalised groups are in actuality overlooked in 

political agenda setting. By ensuring women a seat at the table, women’s interests 

too are expected to be included on the political agenda.  

iii. The Revitalized Democracy Argument posits that the political inclusion of 

historically marginalised groups is a necessary measure for ensuring that the 

electorate participates in political processes and perceive the political institutions 

as legitimate. Gender parity, she argues, revitalises democratic institutions by 

improving democratic quality and accountability.  

 

In sum, authors concerned with the descriptive representation of marginalised groups propose 

that their political underrepresentation “is a problem for democratic justice, legitimacy, 

responsiveness, and effectiveness” (Celis et al. 2008), and that the presence of elected officials 

from such groups “helps create a social meaning of the ability to rule” (Mansbridge 1999). 

Many proponents of descriptive representation have further theorised that an important link 

may exist between the descriptive and substantive forms. While descriptive representation from 

this perspective is not considered a sufficient prerequisite for achieving substantive 

representation, authors including Young (1990), Phillips (1995; 1998) and Mansbridge (1999) 

propose that representatives who share traits and experiences with their electorate may be more 

capable of understanding their constituents’ needs, values and experiences, and may as such 

be expected to more accurately formulate policies that represent their interests.   

 

2.3.1 Engineering Inclusion: Electoral Systems and Affirmative Action  
In an effort to improve the political representation of historically marginalised groups, many 

states have opted to include affirmative action mechanisms in their electoral models. The most 

common approaches, quotas and reserved seats, refer respectively to mechanisms where 

candidates from specific identity groups are mandated to make up a set proportion of 

individuals within a population (e.g. electoral candidates), and ones where candidates from 

specific identity groups are mandated to make up a predetermined number or proportion of 

elected officials within the governmental or parliamentarian apparatus (e.g. a ministerial 

position).  

While the rationale of implementing affirmative action policies—improving the 

proportion of historically underrepresented groups present in political decision-making 
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arenas—is sound, the arguments for their implementation tend to fall on what Jensenius 

describes as a “normative bias toward wanting to see group inclusion leading to group 

representation” (2017: 3). As previously noted, descriptive representation does not guarantee 

substantive representation, with contextual factors including differences in the types of policies 

that are enacted; differences in overarching state systems; the interplay between affirmative 

action mechanisms and other institutional factors; and the manner in which the electorate, 

public officials, and other relevant actors respond to these policies playing an important role in 

their overall effectiveness (e.g. Celis et al. 2014; Jensenius 2017). By example, while electoral 

systems that employ party-list proportional representation (PR) in multimember districts are 

generally considered those most conductive towards generating more diverse representative 

bodies (Jones and Navia 1999; Krook and Moser 2013; Norris 2006), a plenitude of 

examples—including Brazil—have electoral systems that include some element of PR 

combined with electoral quotas for marginalised groups, yet still produce homogenous 

representative bodies that fail to mirror the electorate in descriptive terms. Often-cited 

explanations for why such disproportionalities in outcome occur relate to party-level 

explanations, such as the number of candidates from marginalised groups on the ballot, and 

candidates’ position on the ballot (the ballot position effect); the type and design of the 

affirmative action mechanism(s) in use, if any (referring to for instance scope, strength, and 

penalties for non-compliance); and voter-level explanations such as voters preferencing a 

specific type of candidate (e.g. candidates who ‘look the part’, or with whom voters identify) 

(Aguilar et al. 2015a; Aguilar et al. 2015b; Jones and Navia 1999; Schwindt-Bayer 2011).  

According to Hughes (2011), factors including which groups are targeted by quotas, the 

level at which quotas are regulated, and the interaction between quotas targeting different 

groups (e.g. women and ethnic minorities) are also important predictors of which groups will 

benefit and which will continue to experience exclusion. In a comparative study of affirmative 

action policies in the Netherlands and Belgium, Celis et al. (2014) find that quotas neither 

obstructed nor fully explained minority women’s electoral success compared to other minority 

groups. They posit that “the intersectional puzzling behind the formation of candidate lists, the 

degree to which gender and ethnicity are institutionalised within parties, and the strategies of 

party elites to maximise electoral support” constitute the most important explanations for why 

ethnic minorities and women are, or are not, elected. In the Dutch and Belgian cases, ethnic 

minority women were found to be advantaged in political competition at the expense of ethnic 

minority men’s political representation, leading the authors to advise against singularly 

“attributing too much importance to gender quotas” as a remedy for political marginalisation 
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– a sentiment that is also echoed in Phillips (1998: 228). Further, Evans (2016) notes that 

campaigns aimed at increasing the representation of marginalised groups are often essentialist 

in that they are preoccupied with the number of candidates that are nominated or elected from 

a group, as opposed to the diversity of the individuals within that group. As a consequence, 

affirmative action policies may merely provide the more privileged members of marginalised 

groups access to arenas from which their less advantaged peers continue to experience 

exclusion, entailing little real change in terms of representation (Hughes 2011; Young 1997).   

 

2.4 Intersectional Theory 
The term intersectionality was coined by American scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw (1989), who 

critiqued the tendency within antidiscrimination and feminism doctrines of conceptualising 

discrimination as occurring along single-categorical axes, thus creating unilinear explanations 

of marginalisation that fail to take into account the complexities of experience that arise from 

the interconnected nature of social categories and identities such as gender, race, and class. The 

application of intersectional theory to social science research provides a lens for interpreting 

how the interaction between individual human traits are conductive of marginalisation or 

privilege contingent on the social structures within and between social, cultural, institutional 

and historical contexts. An intersectional approach as such entails making efforts to recognise 

and address the impasses that are created through “the interaction between systems of 

oppression” (Weldon 2008: 193) in a manner that is attentive to “the social constructions of 

identities across time, geographic space, and cultural contexts” (Smooth 2011).  

Rooted in feminist thinking and critical race theory (CRT), intersectionality has 

traditionally been associated with analyses of the discrimination faced by black women in 

patriarchal and racist contexts, advanced by those women who identified a gulf between black 

women’s participation in the civil rights and feminist movements and the articulation of their 

distinctive, dually-rooted interests. Crenshaw argued that the theoretical short-sightedness 

endemic to the antidiscrimination and feminist doctrines causes the marginalisation of black 

women within the same political movements that claim to represent them, as “the most 

privileged group members [marginalise] those who are multiply-burdened and [obscure] 

claims that cannot be understood as resulting from discrete sources of discrimination” (1989). 

This position is epitomised in Smooth’s (2006) usage of the term “mess makers” to describe 

African American women within the US civil rights movement whose narratives “complicated 
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the dominant narratives” of their respective movements through not being neatly encapsulated 

into either.  

 

 
Figure 3: Intersectionality. 

 

While the umbrella of intersectionality has been expanded upon substantially since its 

inception—often including additional identity categories associated with discrimination, such 

as sexual orientation, physical ability, religion, and Caste—gender, race and social class are 

among those variables most frequently included in intersectional analyses, as is the case in this 

thesis. Importantly however, the meaning and interpretation of identities is often contextual: 

how we understand varying identities is contingent both on our personal experiences as well 

as the wider social, cultural, and historical context in which the concept exists, entailing that 

an interpretation of what it means to be white in a largely ethnically homogenous nation such  

as Norway differs substantially from the meaning added to whiteness in a heterogeneous nation 

like Brazil. In order to provide some elucidation to readers unfamiliar with social constructions 

of race and gender in the Brazilian context, these topics are briefly addressed in the next two 

subchapters. 
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2.4.1 Racial Identities and Categorisation in Brazil  
Race and racial identities are constructed and interpreted differently in Brazil than what is the 

case in the societies we more frequently read about in the Western political science literature, 

in large part owing to the centrality of miscegenation in the Brazilian national origins myth 

(Rocha and Rosemberg 2007). Unlike the United States, Brazil never prescribed to a “one-drop 

rule”, according to which children born to interracial couples were automatically classified as 

‘black’ (Htun 2004). Rather, racial identities may be best understood as existing along a 

spectrum or continuum along which both the skin tone of the individual, the spatiocultural 

context they exist within, and their socioeconomic status influence how they and others 

interpret their socio-racial affiliation or identity. This is intrinsically linked to the theory that 

Brazil constitutes a ‘racial’ or ‘post-racial’ democracy, most widely associated with the work 

of Brazilian sociologist Gilberto Freyre. Following the racial democracy theory, gradual 

miscegenation through the melding together of traits and practices from indigenous Brazilians, 

Euro-Brazilians and Afro-Brazilians is described as causing a process of physical, social and 

economic ‘whitening’ (branqueamento) that culminates in the formation of a distinct Brazilian 

“meta-race” (Roth-Gordon 2017: 21) or “multi-coloured national race” (Htun 2004). From this, 

a social and political culture is born in which discrimination and differentiation on the basis of 

race by definition cannot exist. In the words of Freyre ([1930]1986: 349): 

[There does not] exist in the Brazilian, as in the Anglo-American, two enemy 

halves: the white and the black; the master and the slave. By no manner of 

means. We are two fraternizing halves that are mutually enriched with 

diverse values and experiences; and when we round ourselves out into a 

whole, it will not be with the sacrifice of one element to the other. 

Roth-Gordon (2017: 21) writes that “this pride in a racially mixed Brazilian identity and in a 

country that had achieved racial harmony and even “fraternity” was constantly evoked (and 

only made sense) in relation to North America’s reputation as a land of racial hatred and violent 

conflict,” an evocation that was eagerly adopted by Brazilian conservatives at the time and that 

continues to form the basis of right-wing actors’ approach—or lack thereof—to conversations 

concerning racial inequalities. According to Ceralent, “[Freyre’s] hymn to miscegenation was 

parlayed by Brazilian conservatives into an image of “democracy” that masked Brazil’s 

ongoing racial issues” (2017: 51).  

The distinctive understanding of race that has developed in Brazil has important 

implications for the collection of demographic data, where self-declaration has historically 
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been the preferred method for mapping the racioethnic composition of the population. This 

entails that Brazilian demographic data provides an account of how individuals interpret their 

own position along a racial spectrum by placing themselves within one of the five official racial 

categories employed by the Brazilian state: black (preta/o), mixed-race (parda/o), white 

(branca/o), Asian (amarela/o), and indigenous (indígena/o) – a system of categorisation with 

notoriously fuzzy edges owing to gradual changes over time in how individuals elect to identify 

(Rocha and Rosemberg 2007). In everyday parlance, the terms preta and parda are often 

combined under the umbrella term negra to indicate that the person or group in question is of 

visible African descent, or that an individual or group views their African heritage as central 

to their personal identity. This term is widely used by Afro-Brazilian social movements, and is 

generally preferred over ‘afrodescendant’, the usage of which though initially aimed at 

avoiding the negative connotations of inferiority and otherness associated with the terms preta 

and negra has been criticised as an attempt at sanitising or dismissing the relevance of the 

wider debate on racial identities and discrimination in Brazil (Rocha and Rosemberg 2007; 

Santos 1999).5 

 

2.4.2 Machismo and Maríanismo: Gender in Brazil  
Whereas gender constructs, ideals and norms in Brazil share many similarities with those that 

exist in Europe and the wider Western world, some peculiarities specific to Latin American 

culture and the historical importance of Catholicism in the region deserve brief clarification 

here. First and foremost, the centrality of machismo culture in structuring social relations and 

gendered behaviours is of importance to the subject matter addressed in this thesis. Machismo 

denotes a gender perspective “[emphasising] the importance of being strong rather than being 

intelligent and sensitive” (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 2020), where the superiority 

of masculine traits over others is highlighted and prescribed as an ideal. While the machismo 

and machista terms are generally used in English in a contextual manner—referencing a form 

of male chauvinism or sexism often seen as distinctive to Latin America—Sequeira (2009) 

negates this usage as relating to a popular misconception of machismo as an exclusively 

 
5 Owing to this, the terms afrodescendant and Afro-Brazilian will be used within the text in generalised 

reference to individuals of African descent (i.e. pretas and pardas) following its more accepted usage in the 

English language literature, the term negra will be used to describe these same groups where it is more natural 

to assume the Portuguese vocabulary, and the term non-white will be used when the reference group is all 

Brazilians excepting those who self-identify as white. 
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Hispanic phenomenon. Rather, he argues, machismo denotes a subset of patriarchal culture for 

which Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking societies have a word.  

Contrasting machismo, Maríanismo (the feminine ideal as modelled on the Virgin Mary) 

refers to a traditionalistic perspective of femininity where “piety, purity, and self-sacrifice” 

(Baldwin and DeSouza 2010) are seen as integral traits of idealistic womanhood. The 

modelling of femininity on the image of Mary, they argue, “acts, on one hand, as a shadow 

upon women, binding them to a traditional sense of womanhood, and, on the other hand, as a 

beacon, giving them unique sources of power in terms of Brazilian gender relations” (Ibid.). 

Evelyn Stevens, who is credited with introducing the term to the Anglo-American academic 

literature in 1973, focused particularly on this latter aspect. In her words:  

[Maríanismo] pictures its subjects as semi-divine, morally superior and 

spiritually stronger than men. A female cannot hope to attain full spiritual 

nature until her forbearance and abnegation have been tested by male-

inflicted suffering. Men’s wickedness is therefore the necessary precondition 

of women’s superior status. (61)  

Stevens argues, based predominantly on qualitative data from Mexico (yet presented as 

generalisable to the Latin American level—e.g. “from the Rio Bravo south to Patagonia it is at 

least 50 percent a woman’s world, even though the men don’t know it” (57))—that machismo 

and Maríanismo form a “stable symbiosis” (63) in which one sex is not subjugated by another, 

but rather both gain significant and prototypical strengths from the gendered dynamics that 

structure their relations. This view has been criticised by several authors, including Navarro 

([2002] 2016: 259) and Melhuus and Stølen (1996), as constituting a binary explanation to 

gender relations in Latin America that does not account for “the importance of economic and 

political conditions for [their] constitution” (Ibid.). In the Brazilian case, where politico-

economic conditions are intimately connected to gender and race (Htun 2003; Silva et al. 

2016)—and where, as elsewhere, heteronormative explanations of gender relations fail to 

address the full spectrum of identity and differences in experience where gender and sexuality 

are concerned (DeSouza et al. 2004)—binary perspectives of gender relations, and as such 

gender inequalities, are not sufficient in explaining why men continue to dominate political 

spaces while women in large part remain absent.  
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2.5 Theoretical Framework 
Scholars of political representation in representative democratic systems differ in their views 

concerning representatives’ capacities of addressing the electorate’s interests, the necessary 

scope of interests represented in the policies that are enacted, and how the needs and interests 

of the represented should be measured. Claims of representing or promoting the interests of 

historically marginalised groups, such as women and ethnic minorities, often make the 

essentialist presupposition that these groups are homogeneously constructed of individuals 

with shared needs and experiences (Celis et al. 2014; Evans 2016). As argued in this chapter, 

treating such groups as homogenous is problematic from an intersectional perspective, as doing 

so diminishes the experiences of individuals faced with more complex forms of 

marginalisation. That identity-based oppression and the complexities stemming from 

intersecting social categories persist across contexts is an integral premise of this thesis: groups 

that are marginalised in one context are in all likelihood subjected to discrimination in other 

contexts too, though the discrimination they experience may manifest itself differently across 

contexts. Based on the theory and literature covered in this chapter, the analyses presented in 

chapters four and five will follow a theoretical framework as illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Intersectionality and the electoral process at the candidate level 
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The framework combines intersectional and representative theory in posing that the factors that 

may cause an individual or group to experience marginalisation or inclusion in one context—

i.e. biological sex and gender identity, ethnic background and racial identity, and 

socioeconomic class and access to political finance—may similarly present challenges or 

opportunities between and across contexts. In the case of political representation in Brazil, it 

follows that such traits not only affect the extent to which individuals are able to overcome the 

initial barriers to arenas that may lead to the greater representation of their interests (e.g. by 

accessing higher education or running for political office), but also the extent to which 

individuals are able to transfer from one state to another, such as in the electoral process.  

In chapter five, this framework is applied quantitively by analysing the predictive power 

of individual traits on nominated political candidates’ rates of candidacy approval and a 

positive electoral outcome, employing candidate-level data from the most recent BGE (2018) 

covering the nomination, approval, and election stages of the candidacy process. The 

unquantifiable phase of the candidacy process—recruitment to political parties and 

organisations—is covered qualitatively alongside the wider cultural and institutional 

explanations for political marginalisation in Brazil in chapter four.  
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3 METHODOLOGY 
A research design encompasses the “procedures for collecting, analysing, interpreting, and 

reporting data” (Creswell and Plano-Clark 2007: 58) with the objective of making valid 

inferences concerning the phenomena under scrutiny. In devising a method for assessing the 

research question—that is, what factors contribute towards the continued political 

underrepresentation of women and afrodescendants in Brazil—I decided to make use of the 

extensive electoral data that is issued continuously by the Brazilian Electoral Tribunal (TSE). 

However, naïvely approaching Brazilian electoral data in search of a coherent narrative is like 

scouring the ocean floor in search of that necklace “the old lady dropped into the ocean in the 

end” (Martin and Rami 2000): in lieu of somebody willing to “go down and get it for you” 

(Ibid.), you’re going to need a lot of time, patience, and the necessary tools required to complete 

the job. These elements constitute the methodological approach.  

This chapter is divided into three main parts: the first subchapter presents the two-phase 

mixed-methods design that was adopted in order to approach the research problem. The second 

subchapter outlines the methodological choices and limitations of the first analytical phase: a 

thematic content analysis using transcripts from semi-structured interviews conducted for the 

purpose of this thesis in January 2020. Finally, the third subchapter outlines the methodological 

choices and limitations of the second analytical phase: a quantitative analysis where hypotheses 

generated from the first phase are tested empirically using a self-constructed dataset covering 

electoral data from the 2018 BGE (TSE 2018; 2019) and demographic data from the last 

Brazilian census (IBGE 2010).  

 

3.1 Methodological Approach: Exploratory Sequential Design  
Mixed methods research (MMR) involves the literal mixing of research methods on the 

premise that “such integration permits a more complete and synergistic utilization of data than 

do separate quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis” (Wisdom and Creswell 

2013). The value of mixed methods designs (MMD) as such does not lie in the separate 

advantages of utilising qualitative and quantitative methods in order to approach the same 

research problem from different angles, but rather in the integration of these methods (Berman 

2017). This thesis follows a variation of an MMD typically referred to as a sequential 

exploratory design or exploratory sequential mixed-methods design (ESD), in which 

qualitative and quantitative data are collected, analysed and presented in a sequence of phases 
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where the first phase (qualitative) precedes the second phase (quantitative), as illustrated 

below: 
 

 
Figure 5: The Exploratory Sequential Design, adapted from the model in Creswell and Plano-Clark (2007: 76) 

 

The rationale of employing an ESD lies in the design’s inductive, exploratory potential: unlike 

data triangulation approaches where qualitative and quantitative data are collected and 

analysed simultaneously, the ESD constitutes a (qualitative) data-driven approach where the 

first analytical phase informs the methodological choices of the second phase – hence the 

annotation QUAL à quan, highlighting the integral role of the qualitative phase in the overall 

structure of the design. According to Ivankova et al. (2006), the structure of an ESD relates to 

“the priority or weight given to the quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis in 

the study, the sequence of the data collection and analysis, and the stage[s] in the research 

process at which the quantitative and qualitative data are connected and the results are 

integrated.” Such considerations are contingent on the researchers’ objectives and requirements 

for using such a design. In studies where the initial research problem is broad, owing to the 

multifaceted factors assumed to influence the phenomena under scrutiuny, exploratory designs 

can provide a useful instrument with which to guide the direction and focus of the analysis 

(Creswell et al. 2003; Creswell and Plano-Clark 2007: 86-87).  

Following the “confirm and discover” strategy as outlined by Bryman (2006), the 

objective of the exploratory design in this thesis is to allow the primary phase to serve a 

hypothesis generating function. The generation of hypotheses based on qualitative research 

further provides the benefits of enhancing the findings through the introduction of a “diversity 

of views” (Ibid.).  

 
Figure 6: Phases of the Exploratory Sequential Design, adapted from Creswell et al. (2003: 180) 
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The rationale is that by allowing elements of the analysis to be formed by the qualitative 

phase—notwithstanding potential biases introduced as a consequence of the approach, which 

will be addressed at a later point in the text—the qualitative phase works as a thematic prism 

from which hypotheses can be more easily formulated, while simultaneously allowing lesser 

themes or explanations to be noted, reflected upon, and/or tested. In sum, the hypotheses 

developed from a thematic reading of the interview materials utilised in this thesis will inform 

both the selection of the quantitative data as well as the variables and hypothesised 

relationships under scrutiny in the secondary phase. Compelling themes and explanations that 

cannot be tested quantitatively will aid in nuancing the findings of the combined analytical 

approach and concluding remarks. The outlined structure can be boiled down to:  
 

Phase 1, which consists of the collection of data through semi-structured interviews 

conducted in Rio de Janeiro during January 2020 (step 1), and the thematic analysis of 

these data (n = 17) (step 2). The themes of the respondents’ explanations relating to 

political representation, or underrepresentation, in Brazil are used to develop 

hypotheses (step 3) that are tested quantitatively in the next section.  
 

Phase 2, which consists of a quantitative analysis in which a self-constructed dataset 

(n = 29,085) composed of pre-existing candidate- and party-level electoral data (TSE 

2018) and census data (IBGE 2010) (step 4) provides the empirical basis for testing the 

hypotheses from Phase 1 (step 5).  
 

The conclusion, consisting of an interpretation of the findings based on the QUAL à 

quan results (Creswell and Plano-Clark 2007: 76) (step 6).  

 

3.2 Methodological Design: Qualitative Analysis (Phase 1)  
The collection and qualitative analysis of interview data in the first phase provide the 

exploratory tool aimed at uncovering overarching themes to the interviewees’ perspectives of 

and explanations for the research problem, which concerns the political marginalisation of 

women and afrodescendants in Brazil. These themes form the basis for developing hypotheses 

that may be tested using quantitative data. The qualitative analysis thus (i) explores the wider 

research problem relating to predictors of electoral success in order to (ii) inform the selection 

of variables and design of the quantitative analysis, the results of which will be combined with 

the findings of the qualitative analysis in order to (iii) nuance the concluding remarks of the 

research project. The qualitative materials employed in this thesis consist of interview 
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transcripts of audio recordings from 17 semi-structured interviews that were conducted in 

various locations within the state of Rio de Janeiro over a three-week period in January 2020, 

alongside field notes composed during and directly after each interview. The interviews lasted 

between 45 minutes and 2,5 hours each, amounting to approximately 1400 minutes of audio 

material and 200 pages of translated transcript materials, as well as two A5 notebooks’ worth 

of fieldnotes. The interview transcripts, paired with observations from the fieldnotes, provide 

the empirical basis for the analysis. 

 

3.2.1 Case Selection  
Brazil is a geographically large nation consisting of 27 federative units—26 states and a federal 

district—that vary substantially in size and population count, and that are culturally, ethnically, 

topographically and linguistically diverse. This diversity presents a problem of generalisation: 

excepting citizens’ shared identities as Brazilians, the near-universal usage of Portuguese, and 

the unifying presence of the federal state, many Brazilian states are so different that they are 

largely incomparable. Such incomparability may not represent a significant issue were the aim 

of the thesis to make specific claims about one population or phenomenon locked in time and 

space. However, it would not be safe to conclude that the findings from a study of one Brazilian 

state or within-state population, selected indiscriminately or as-if random, could be seen as 

representative of those that may have been uncovered were the interviews to have been 

conducted in another state or within another population. The degree of generalisation 

necessitated by the research design, paired with time and financing constraints limiting the 

scope of the field research, entailed that a lax approach to the selection of a state for the case 

study could present a substantial threat to the external validity of the research – i.e. the extent 

to which “causal relationships [may be] inferred for a broader population” (Gerring 2017: 24). 

Owing to this, it became a primary concern to select a case for the analysis that could be 

defended as somewhat representative of the national-level phenomena being studied.  

The criteria that were adopted for the selection of a case follow the typical-case approach 

as outlined in Gerring (2007), in which “the typical case exemplifies what is considered to be 

a typical set of values, given some general understanding of a phenomenon” (91). The approach 

involved utilising census (IBGE 2010) and electoral data (TSE 2018) to examine wider 

similarities and differences in voter behaviour and racial composition within states and state 

capitals (state and capital means) as compared to those at the national level (the national mean). 

The selection approach using electoral data quickly appeared futile in terms of comparability: 
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though some political parties appeared to attract substantial vote proportions at both the 

national and state levels, the differences between states in terms of party preference were often 

so extreme6 that it would be hard to defend the case selection on the basis of the set criteria. 

Whereas it is conceivable that selecting a case based on national- and state-level party voting 

patterns may have proved beneficial following the selection criteria for a deviant case, where 

a case is selected which “by reference to some general understanding of a topic […] 

demonstrates a surprising value” (Gerring 2007: 105), such an approach might quickly have 

amounted to a thesis in its own right. Differences in terms of candidate preferencing, e.g. the 

proportion of votes cast for female or non-white candidates, also varied substantially across 

states (TSE 2018)– but not to the extent where one state singled itself out as an obvious choice 

for the case study on those bases alone. 

The second approach, using census data to select a case on the basis of the racial 

composition of the state population as compared to the national mean, proved more fruitful in 

identifying concrete differences between populations. In the existing literature on political 

representation and voter behaviour in Brazil, three states and cities appear more frequently than 

others: São Paulo (São Paulo), Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro) and Bahia (Salvador). These 

city-state combinations are among the five largest in Brazil (including Minas Gerais (Belo 

Horizonte) and the Federal District (Brasília)), providing the added benefit of accessibility for 

data collection due to their proximity to large international airports. Based on these 

considerations and the observation that all three city-state combinations provided interesting 

patterns in terms of the racial composition of their populations, the decision fell on selecting 

one of them for the case study.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 One likely explanation for this relates to the electoral tradition of running for office as part of a wider multi- 

party coalition, often including five or more political parties that may differ substantially in terms of both political 

ideology and size. 
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Racial identification in Brazil: Bahia, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo 
Population Total /  

Proportion 

Branca Preta Parda Negra Amarela Indígena 

Brazil 190,732,694 91,051,646 14,517,961 82,277,333 96,795,294 2,084,288 817,963 

 - 0.477 0.076 0.431 0.507 0.011 0.004 

Bahia 14,016,906 3,110,605 2,397,249 8,293,057 10,690,306 158,925 56,281 

  0.222  

[-0257] 

0.171 

[0.095] 

0.591 

[0.16] 

0.762 

[0.255] 

0.011 

[0] 

0.004 

[0] 

(Salvador) 3,458,571 629,901 936,393 1,833,522 2,769,915 48,541 9,655 

  0.182 

[-0.295] 

0.270 

[0.194] 

0.530 

[0.099] 

0.8 

[0.293] 

0.014 

[0.003] 

0.002 

[-0.002] 

Rio de 

Janeiro 

15,989,929 7,583,047 1,978,681 6,288,095 8,266,776 122,838 15,894 

  0.474 

[-0.003] 

0.123 

[0.047] 

0.393 

[-0.038] 

0.516 

[0.009] 

0.007 

[-0.004] 

0.0009 

[-0.0031] 

(Rio de 

Janeiro) 

6,320,446 3,234,812 724,197 2,307,104 3,031,301 46,484 6,764 

  0.511 

[0.034] 

0.114 

[0.038] 

0.365 

[-0.066] 

0.479 

[-0.028] 

0.007 

[-0.004] 

0.001 

[-0.003] 

São Paulo 41,262,199 26,371,709 2,277,764 12,010,079 14,287,843 558,354 41,794 

  0.639 

[0.162] 

0.055 

[-0.021] 

0.291 

[-0.14] 

0.346 

[-0.161] 

0.013 

[0.002] 

0.001 

[-0.003] 

(São Paulo) 13,804,831 8,443,476 871,381 4,193,984 5,065,365 280,300 15,355 

  0.611 

[0.134] 

0.063 

[0.013] 

0.303 

[-0.128] 

0.366 

[-0.141] 

0.020 

[0.009] 

0.001 

[-0.003] 

Table 1 Census data of population by state and state capital (in brackets), by numeric value and by proportion of population 
in the respective state or city. Proportional deviation from national mean in [square brackets]. The Negra (afrodescendant) 
category is a composite of the Preta and Parda categories. Data: IBGE (2010). 

 

Table 1 illustrates the differences between the three state-city areas in terms of racial 

composition, displaying both the states’ and cities’ total population numbers in terms of the 

five racial categories employed by the Brazilian state as well as a sixth category, negra, a 

composite of the preta and parda categories. The first observation worth noting is that the 

racial compositions of São Paulo (São Paulo) and Bahia (Salvador) deviate substantially from 

the national mean in terms of self-identification: whereas respectively 76 per cent of the 
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respondents from Bahia and 80 per cent of the respondents from Salvador identified themselves 

as either preta or parda, the majority of Paulistas7 (63.9 and 61.1 per cent) self-identified as 

branca. This deviation in all probability relates to the areas’ distinctive histories.8 However, 

while São Paulo has the smallest afrodescendant population by proportion, its preta and parda 

populations are numerically far larger than those in the two other case options at both the state- 

and capital-levels, indicating that the proportional weight of the white population in that region 

should not limit access to a diverse informant pool.  

A second observation concerns itself with the patterns of self-identification among the 

afrodescendant populations: although the city of Rio de Janeiro has a larger negra population 

than Salvador, a larger number of inhabitants of the latter city self-identify as preta. This 

indicates that both cities may have compelling stories to tell in terms of the social explanations 

for racial self-identification and the relationship between race and political representation.  

Ultimately, Rio de Janeiro appears to represent a Goldilocks case: whereas the two other 

case options are compelling first and foremost for their distinct deviation from the national 

mean, Rio—with its diverse population that is largely consistent with the national mean at both 

the state and city levels—is ‘just right.’ While this representativity of Rio de Janeiro does not 

necessarily mean that it unequivocally represents the best case for the study, an additional 

consideration ultimately cemented the decision to select Rio de Janeiro as the destination for 

data collection: in 2018, Rio de Janeiro made Brazilian history by nominating and electing the 

highest-ever proportion of black female candidates during a general election. This entails that 

Rio de Janeiro, as well as being representative in the comparative (“average”) sense, in addition 

offers a compelling story concerning the most recent election that relates directly to the 

research problem.   

 

3.2.2 Informant Selection (Sampling)  
Following the objectives of the qualitative research, the case study informants were selected 

following specific pre-established criteria which were set on the assumption that individuals 

qualifying under such criteria may be expected to be particularly well-adept at discussing topics 

relating to the research problem in an informed and reflective manner. Criteria included factors 

 
7 Residents of São Paulo. 
8 Salvador was the capital of Brazil from 1549 to 1763, making it a dominant slave trade destination during that 

period. São Paulo has functioned as the financial capital of Brazil since the late 19th century, and as such became 

a common destination for European immigrants in the late 19th to early 20th century.    
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such as (i) evidence of close proximity to or direct participation with political processes, 

including as political candidates and/or elected representatives at the municipal, state and 

federal levels, civil society actors, journalists and academics; (ii) personal characteristics, e.g. 

gender and race (with a particular focus on black women); (iii) longevity of experience, e.g. 

participants over a certain age or participants with long track records within relevant activities; 

and (iv) complexity of experience, e.g. participants with overlapping identity characteristics 

and lived experiences that could be expected to inform their responses (such as black female 

political candidates or representatives with prior participation in civil society organisations, 

political activism, journalism or academia) as well as individuals who appeared to have 

undergone some process of status elevation during their lives (e.g. undertaken a “class 

journey”).  

Potential informants were identified using a variation of different approaches, such as 

manually assessing political candidates based on information and images published on online 

electoral lists; assessing civil society actors using information published on civil society 

organisation websites; and undertaking Portuguese and English keyword searches in order to 

identify news and academic articles concerning or written by potential informants. Additional 

informants were also identified during the fieldwork, either through the continuation of the 

aforementioned processes, or by word-of-mouth. The final informant pool consisted of 

members of all the aforementioned groups, with the addition of two student activists who were, 

alongside two male informants, added to the pool during the field work period following an 

assessment of impending data saturation that led to the further expansion of the participant 

criteria.  

During the initial outreach wave, conducted via email in late November to early December 

2019, only black female political candidates based in the state of Rio de Janeiro who had 

attracted at least 400 votes in the 2018 general election were contacted. Following the 

exhaustion of this category, the criteria were expanded to include white females and black 

males, as well as black females who had attracted at least 200 votes in the 2018 general election. 

Political candidates were contacted from across the ideological spectrum, and measures were 

taken to ensure that the email queries and attached materials were composed using accessible 

and politically unbiased language and content. The conservative composition of the initial 

outreach served two primary purposes relating to the internal validity of the interview data: (i) 

to avoid providing potential informants with information that may bias their responses were 

they to opt to participate in the study; and (ii) as a measure to counteract self-selection bias 

within the informant pool.  
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Approximately one third of the respondents expressed a desire to receive more in-depth 

material relating to the research project and its objectives prior to their interview. The most 

frequently voiced explanations related to wishing to prepare for the interview, as well as 

wishing to assist in the project by reaching out to potential participants from their own social 

circles. The majority of these individuals appeared satisfied with the promise that they would 

be at liberty to ask questions following their interview’s completion. The interviewees further 

expressed their willingness to avoid divulging any information to potential informants they 

might know that they themselves had not been party to preceding the interview. On the basis 

of this, and the content of the interview responses, there appears to be little reason to suspect 

that the results are biased owing to preestablished convictions of what information respondents 

felt expected to report in the results.  

The second issue, self-selection, presents a far greater risk to the internal validity of the 

results. Lavrakas (2008: 808) writes that “the extent [to which] respondents’ propensity for 

participating in the study is correlated with the substantive topic the researchers are trying to 

study [creates] self-selection bias in the resulting data.” Despite attempts at formulating 

outreach emails in a manner that may appeal to a wider base of respondents, a pattern soon 

emerged concerning those individuals who expressed willingness to participate: the vast 

majority of positive respondents were female candidates/representatives from leftist or centre-

left political parties. It became apparent during the process of the fieldwork that among the 

non-politicians included in the study, the majority here too appeared more aligned with the 

political left than the right. In addition, among the candidates/representatives who responded 

positively during the primary outreach waves, none were male and three were trans women 

(two men and one trans woman ultimately participated in the study). This entailed that trans-

female political candidates/representatives were disproportionately overrepresented among the 

positive respondents respective to both their proportion in the population (Brazilian 

representatives) and the universe (the Brazilian population), whereas male 

candidates/representatives were disproportionately underrepresented. These findings were 

hardly surprising, as individuals whose identity traits are often seen as synonymous with 

specific terms relating to identities (e.g. interpreting gender to mean women, race/ethnicity to 

mean non-white) might be expected to interpret research on gender and race/ethnicity as 

relevant to themselves, and may by extension be more interested in the subject matter and 

assisting in research relating to it than might be expected by individuals who see themselves 

as representing a neutral or default form. Whereas the research design goes some way in 

addressing probable bias owing to self-selection—in that the utilisation of the primary phase 
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as a hypothesis generating instrument entails recognising the inferential limitations of the 

qualitative data—the relative absence of e.g. right-wing politicians and men from the 

population should nonetheless be assumed to imply the absence of potentially useful 

information. It should therefore be acknowledged that the hypotheses generated from the 

primary phase are by no means exhaustive, and that a different approach, such as a large-n 

open-ended survey, would in all likelihood provide further avenues for exploration that are not 

represented in the analysis presented here.  

 

3.2.3 Interview Guide and Practice  
The interview guide, available in Appendix IV, consisted of in total 24 questions that were 

phrased in such a way that respondents may give consistent yet reflective responses concerning 

their perspectives on the topics relating to the research, with emphasis on simplicity of 

language and open-endedness of questions. As such questions may be interpreted differently 

depending on the recipient, prompts were included in the interview guide as a security measure 

for scenarios where the interviewees failed to provide an answer to the underlying question 

(e.g. misinterpretation or derailment). The sequence of the questions was selected with the 

purpose of avoiding the potential pitfalls of erroneous question orders (order-effects bias, e.g. 

setting expectations or introducing information that may influence later responses or introduce 

dissonance (Perreault 1975)). The question order was further designed with the intention of 

gaining rapport with the interviewees, e.g. putting respondents at ease by “ask[ing] the easy 

questions first” (Leech 2002). Following the semi-structured nature of the interview design, ad 

hoc alterations to the question sequence were made in scenarios where interviewees 

‘prematurely’ provided feedback relating to a scheduled question. Such alterations took the 

form of either (i) using the structured question or prompts relating to it as follow-up in order 

to extract more information relating to a specific topic from the interviewee, or (ii) scrapping 

structured questions where the interviewee had already provided a satisfactory response 

relating to the topic. In situations where interviewees provided information relating to 

potentially pertinent topics not included in the interview guide, ad hoc questions were 

introduced where relevant, aimed at providing more in-depth details concerning that case. Such 

topics were subsequently taken into consideration for questioning in later interviews.  

The interview guide was loosely sorted into three categories for questioning: (1) 

concerning the interviewees’ perspectives on social constructs and social hierarchies; (2) 

concerning the interviewees’ perspectives relating to the Brazilian political system, including 
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representativeness, institutions, and laws; and (3) concerning the interviewees’ perspectives on 

citizens’ political access, participation, and mobilisation. These categories were made up of a 

series of subcategories that represented the initial coding schema of the analysis. As a 

heuristic—“an exploratory problem-solving technique without specific formulas to follow” 

(Saldana 2016: 8)—coding has value both as a categorical schema for guiding the preliminary 

data collection, and as a explorative lens for nuancing and layering findings. Coding as such 

constitutes an integral cog in the analysis both during and following data collection, as will be 

expanded upon in the final Phase 1 subchapter.    

As a grand finale, all respondents were posed the same concluding question: “If you could 

change the Brazilian political system, what would it look like?” This question had two main 

benefits: it allowed for an opportunity to gain insight into the interviewees’ ideological leanings 

and general knowledge relating to the political system, while simultaneously ending each 

interview at a ‘high’. The vast majority of interviewees laughed upon receiving the question, 

before shedding the best part of their cynicism and setting out on illustrative and hopeful 

accounts of their very own Utopia.  

 

3.2.4 Language  
That language would present an issue to be overcome in the process of collecting qualitative 

data was a potential pitfall that was acknowledged at an early stage of the project’s preparation. 

English proficiency in Brazil is generally low, entailing that finding enough informants with a 

strong grasp of the English language would present a mammoth task. Crucially, even if enough 

English-speaking informants were available to provide a reasonably sized population for the 

analysis, the socioeconomic prerequisites for accessing English language schooling in Brazil 

would mean that an all-English-speaking population would be biased in favour of higher 

income groups. Important too, the expected benefits of conducting interviews in Portuguese 

(fluency of dialogue, interviewees’ comprehension and level of comfort in discussing complex 

topics, and avoiding crucial information being excluded or misinterpreted) outweighed the 

benefits of conducting interviews in English (i.e. workload minimisation). Owing to this, all 

preliminary contact and written communication with potential informants and all interviews—

with the exception of four—was conducted in Portuguese. The aim of employing Portuguese 

as the working language for the primary stages of the qualitative phase was largely achieved 

through (i) immersive Portuguese language training preceding the data collection, and (ii) 

hiring a bilingual interpreter for assistance with interviews and translation. The presence of an 
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interpreter during interviews proved highly beneficial both in assuring flow of communication 

and a pleasant tone in all respondent encounters. The assistant was in addition instructed to 

take notes during the interviews, leading to the production of three sets of observational notes: 

(i) English, (ii) Portuguese, and (iii) cross-compared observational notes made post-interview. 

These triangulated notes would provide an additional source of data supplementing the 

transcribed and translated interview recordings.  

Whereas the majority of audio recordings and subsequent transcripts were in Portuguese, 

the qualitative analysis is in large part based on the translated transcripts.9 The analysis of 

translated data can provide a risk to the validity of the data, especially where the original 

citations are hidden from the reader’s view (Nikander 2008). Further, a risk to the reliability of 

the data exists in that translation errors and particularities of translation—relating to e.g. 

linguistic and cultural differences in expression and interpretation of meaning across 

languages—may distort the original statement as expressed by the respondent (Sutrisno et al. 

2014). Whereas measures were made to ensure that the translated transcripts mirror the original 

transcripts to the highest achievable degree, alterations have been made in both the English 

transcripts and the presented citations in the qualitative analysis in order to preserve the original 

meaning of statements (e.g. by replacing colloquialisms with terms more recognisable in the 

linguistical context of the translated text and altering syntax to allow greater readability in 

English). In an effort to address these issues, the original Portuguese citations may be found in 

Appendix III. 

 

3.2.5 Data Management, Interview Participation and Consent  
The data collection process followed the guidelines of data management, data storage and 

respondent confidentiality as mandated by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD) and 

the Faculty of Political Science at the University of Oslo. All respondents received 

documentation outlining their rights as participants alongside a brief outline of the project’s 

purposes as an email attachment during the first stage of participant recruitment. The 

respondents additionally received a printed copy of this documentation upon meeting for the 

interview, which they were required to read before signing a consent form. No copies were 

made of the consent forms, which were stored physically in a safe location pending destruction 

upon the completion of the project. The respondents were informed that they were free to 

 
9 The Portuguese audio files were transcribed by the assistant during the collection phase and translated by me 

following the completion of the fieldwork.  
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withdraw their consent at any time without further explanation and at no consequence to 

themselves. The names and contact information of all relevant parties to whom the respondents 

may forward an enquiry or complaint to concerning their participation in the study and the 

storage of any documentation relating to this was included in the information document.  

Audio recordings of the interviews were made using the University of Oslo’s (UiO) 

encrypted audio recording application Nettskjema-diktafon installed on a smartphone made 

available by the UiO IT department. This application uploads audio files to a secure website 

for data treatment, thus ensuring that the files are only accessible to the registered project 

manager (the author) within the time frame specified for the project. All audio files were 

accessed and treated on this site using a laptop also made available by the UiO IT department, 

and all transcripts of the audio recordings were subjected to anonymisation during the 

secondary stage of transcription (translation). Audio files will be deleted upon project 

completion.  

 

3.2.6 Approaching the Data: Analysis, Coding, and Reliability 
The analytical part of the first phase consists of what is interchangeably referred to as a 

thematic analysis (TA) (Braun and Clarke 2006; Bryman 2016: 584-589) or thematic content 

analysis (TCA) (Anderson 2007), defined as “a method for identifying, analyzing and reporting 

patterns within data” (Braun and Clarke 2006) in which the qualitative data are subjected to a 

preliminary set of codes based on the interview schema before new codes are progressively 

induced and revised through repeated close-readings of the materials. The codes ultimately 

produce a set of themes from which the research hypotheses are drawn. A governing principle 

of TA relates to the researcher’s “objective or objectivistic [epistemological stance]” 

(Anderson 2007), where structuring themes are drawn “[giving] expression to the communality 

of voices across participants” (Ibid.). It is in other words the content of the material being 

analysed, as opposed to the expectations and interpretations of the researcher, that should guide 

the formation of codes and themes. This does not mean that the process can be considered 

‘organic’ or free of interpretation, but that adaptations concerning subject matter are made prior 

to the analysis (through the data collection methodology) and interpretation is applied 

following the conclusion of the analysis (in the conclusive chapter where findings are 

presented). The presented analysis as such takes the form of a descriptive recounting of the 

central themes and ‘meanings’ as expressed by interview subjects in the analysed text, a 
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recounting that involves the integration of many voices into one—a small-scale Leviathan—as 

opposed to the piecemeal retelling of individual cases.  

While some scholars contend that TA should be considered an analytical method through 

which inferences may be drawn in its own rights (Braun and Clarke 2006; Nowell et al. 2017)—

i.e. that it is not dependent on mixed-methods designs to produce meaningful findings—the 

approach presented in this thesis uses TA as an integrated exploratory element, or “generic 

approach” as described in Bryman (2016: 587), within a wider mixed-methods research design 

(Creswell and Tashakkori 2007; Ivankova et al. 2006; Vaismoradi et al. 2013). This decision 

was made based on the specific purposes of the design as opposed to judgements concerning 

the quality of findings derived from a single-method TA approach. Nevertheless, the potential 

weaknesses of the qualitative research—which may be seen in relation to what Bleich and 

Pekka (2013) refer to as “skittishness about the reliability of interview data”—will be 

addressed in brief. According to Bleich and Pekka (Ibid.), researchers may rightly fear that 

issues arising from the representativeness of the sample; the type of information that is obtained 

through interviews; and the accuracy of which findings are reported all present significant 

“dangers” (to paraphrase King, Keohane and Verba 1994: 104) to both the qualitative as well 

as to any integrated analytical elements. This skittishness is addressed in this thesis through 

attempts at identifying potential dangers at an early stage, applying some level of abstraction 

to the qualitative findings, recognising the exhaustibility of the approach, and employing large-

n quantitative data as the ultimate tool of assessing the hypothesised relationship between 

gender, race, and electoral outcomes. Further, that saturation was identified at a relatively early 

stage in the data collection process may be interpreted as an indicator of strength in terms of 

the expected replicability of the data (Saunders et al. 2017; Aguinis and Solarino 2019): 

following the criteria for sampling and case selection as outlined in this chapter, a similarly 

sized pool of participants interviewed within the same loosely set timeframe (e.g. before the 

introduction of events or information that may influence responses) should be expected to 

produce themes of explanations similar to those presented in chapter four. 

 

3.3 Methodological Design: Quantitative Analysis (Phase 2)  
Building on the hypotheses developed from the thematic analysis of the interview materials 

presented in the next chapter, the purpose of the quantitative analysis is to test these hypotheses 

statistically using a compositive dataset consisting of electoral data from TSE (2018) and 
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population data from the most recent census (IBGE 2010). The methodological choices and 

considerations relating to the quantitative analysis will be expanded upon below. 

 

3.3.1 Data Collection and Dataset Construction  
The dataset employed in the analysis is a composite of data from two sources: the first 

encompasses five distinct datasets covering the 2018 general election published by TSE 

consisting of candidate-level information, such as candidate name, gender, self-determined 

race, party affiliation, highest achieved education and employment type (2018a); candidate and 

party vote distribution by municipality, state and region (2018b); and individual candidates’ 

campaign funding and expenses as declared by their account managers (contracted expenses, 

paid expenses, and registered receipts) (2018c-e); as well as data covering transactions from 

the Party Fund to political parties in 2018 as a measure of party size (TSE 2019). The addition 

of demographic data from the most recent Brazilian census (IBGE 2010) allows for the 

inclusion of population data variables covering state and national population size, self-

determined racial composition, self-determined gender composition, as well as interaction 

terms. The data was merged using the individual candidates’ unique identification numbers, 

individual candidates’ unique account manager identification numbers, and federal unit 

abbreviations. Information about the data included in the dataset is available in Appendix  1. 

 

3.3.2 Empirical Context: State Legislatures and the Chamber of Deputies 
Brazil is a Presidential Federative Republic with a bicameral legislature, the National Congress, 

at the federal level, and autonomous governmental systems within each of the 26 states and the 

federal district (federal units). General elections are held every four years, and cover elections 

to the Federal Senate (the upper house of the National Congress), the Chamber of Deputies (the 

lower house of the National Congress), the Legislative Assemblies (state-level legislatures), 

the Legislative Chamber (the federal district-level legislature), and the Presidency (Head of 

State and of the National Government). Brazil employs a mixed electoral system, where the 

President, governors, senators and mayors (the Executive Branch) are elected according to a 

majority system, whereas the federal deputies, state deputies, and municipal representatives 

(the Legislative Branch) compete following an open-list PR system (Cruz 2018). Individuals 

wishing to run for political office are nominated by their respective political party at the 

national or state level, and subsequently confirmed or rejected as candidates following a review 
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by the electoral tribunal. Confirmation and rejection rates for the 2018 general election are 

outlined in Table 2 and analysed in greater depth in Chapter 4.  

 

 General Election 2018: Distribution of political candidates by electoral office 
Office Elected Not elected Candidate/seat 

FS: Senator10 52 210 (306) 5.04 (6.88) 

FS: 1st Alternate11 52 212 (333) 5.07 (7.40) 

FS: 2nd Alternate 52 214 (342) 5.12 (7.57) 

CD: Federal Deputy 513 6,632 (8,075) 13.92 (16.74) 

LA: Governor 26 132 (176) 6.07 (7.76) 

LA: Vice-Governor 26 133 (182) 6.12 (8) 

LA: State Deputy 1,035 14,103 (16,906) 14.62 (17.33) 

LC: District Deputy 24 870 (957) 37.25 (40.87) 

HS: President 1 12 (13) 13 (14) 

HS: Vice-President 1 12 (13) 13 (14) 

Table 2 Distribution of political candidates and candidate/seat ratio by electoral office in the 2018 BGE. Pre-nomination 
values in brackets. Data: TSE 2018. 

 

The number of political candidates by office is a central variable in the analysis, allowing for 

comparison across and between office and state levels concerning the predictors for electoral 

outcomes (a binary variable). However, as one of the key predictors utilised in the analysis 

(campaign expenses) varies substantially across state and office levels, it is difficult to draw 

reliable inferences concerning the effect of political finance on electoral success in a manner 

that generalises across these levels. This is true for two main reasons. First, though running for 

political office in Brazil can be an extraordinarily expensive ordeal irrespective of what level 

a candidate is running at (Speck and Mancuso 2014; Samuels 2001), some seats are 

nevertheless pricier than others. This entails that a high-cost rate for one type of office (e.g. the 

Senate) may be average or even small for another (e.g. a State Legislature). Second, the cost 

of funding a political campaign is contingent on the state the candidate is running in: as Speck 

and Mancuso (2014) argue, “R$1000 for a campaign in Roraima is not the same as R$1000 for 

 
10 Senators are elected to an eight-year term, with respectively 1/3 and 2/3 of senatorial elections held every four 

years, amounting to a total of 81 (3 for each of the 26 federal units and the federal state).  
11 Senators are elected with two alternate members who fill in for the senator in scenarios where they are unable 

to fulfil their duty. 
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a campaign in São Paulo.” Campaign costs depend on differing factors including constituency 

size, local-level income and cost of living rates, as well as state- and office- specific levels of 

electoral competitiveness. Consequently, the cost of a political campaign (measured as 

candidates’ campaign expenses as registered with the TSE) is not comparable across state or 

office levels. For this reason, I decided to limit the analysis to the electoral outcomes of 

candidates running for two specific offices: Federal Deputy (the Chamber of Deputies) and 

State Deputy (the State Legislatures). Seats for these offices are (i) bound by the 30 per cent 

gender quota for candidates, which allows for the assessment of the political parties’ upholding 

of the gender quota in real terms; (ii) calculated through an open party-list proportional 

representation system, entailing that state-level measurements relating to the demographic 

makeup of the electorate are meaningful in the analysis in terms a race effect on voting patterns; 

and (iii) have the highest number of candidates running for them, entailing both stronger 

measures of statistical prediction and more diverse candidate pools than are available in more 

elite categories, e.g. President, Senator and Governor.      

 

3.3.3 Dependent Variables  
The logistic regression analyses presented in Chapter 5 are modelled using two distinct 

outcome variables: a first analysis looks at the predicted probability of a nominated political 

candidate being approved or rejected by the TSE (Table 3) when controlling for sex and race, 

with TSE Approval set as the dependent variable. The second, and primary, analysis looks at 

the predicted probability of a political candidate achieving a positive electoral outcome when 

controlling for sex, race, campaign expenses, political incumbency, and the interaction terms 

between sex and race, and expenses and political incumbency. In the latter analyses, which 

focus on elections to both the Chamber of Deputies and the State Legislatures, the outcome 

variable is candidates’ electoral outcome. The dependent and independent variables employed 

in the logistic regression models will be outlined below.  

 

i. Electoral Outcome  
The dependent or outcome variable Electoral Outcome is a dichotomous measure of whether 

or not a political candidate won the seat they were running for. Though a particularity of the 

Brazilian electoral system entails that the proportion of votes cast for runner-up candidates and 

parties are translated into supplementary seats that determine the line of succession to the seat 

in a scenario where the incumbent steps down or is otherwise incapable of filling the 
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representative role (i.e. non-winners are not automatically labelled losers), the dependent 

variable follows the criteria of one candidate per electoral seat in its operationalisation. As 

such, the variable is observed as 0 where an observation fails to surpass the electoral threshold 

(achieving one or above the minimum vote count required for a candidate or party to gain an 

electoral seat), and 1 where an observation meets the requirements for surpassing the threshold. 

 

ii. TSE Approval 
The dependent variable TSE Approval is a dichotomous measure of whether an individual 

nominated as a political candidate by their party had their candidacy accepted or rejected by 

the electoral tribunal. This variable is set as the outcome variable in a preliminary logistic 

regression presented in the first half of Chapter 5. The variable is observed as 0 where an 

observation’s candidacy is rejected by the TSE, and 1 where an observation’s candidacy is 

approved by the TSE. 

 

3.3.4 Independent Variables 

i. Sex   
The independent variable Sex is a binary variable where 0 = Female and 1 = Male. Whereas 

both the terms sex and gender will be used in the discussion of the analysis results, the 

sex/gender distinction is made here on the basis that transgender political candidates in the data 

are registered using their sex as determined at birth. Whereas Brazil introduced legislation 

permitting persons the right to change their official name and sex as registered in their identity 

documents from March 1st 2018, this change does not appear to have been extended to the 

registration of political candidates running in the 2018 general election. The variable is 

operationalised as “The political candidate’s sex as determined at birth.”   

 

ii. Race 
The independent variable race is a categorical variable measured in two ways in the data. The 

first measure consists of the five official race categories recognised by the Brazilian state: 

branca, parda, preta, amarela and indígena. This variable is operationalised as “The political 

candidate’s self-determined racial identity,” and is employed in Figure 3, Chapter 5. The 

second and primary measure of racial identification combines the observations for indigenous 

and Asian-Brazilian candidates on the basis that these observations are few in number and 

display similar (negative, non-significant) results when compared to the reference group (white 
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candidates) across measures. This variable is operationalised as “The political candidate’s self-

determined racial identity, where indígena and amarela candidates are combined as other.”   

 

iii. Political Finance 
Political finance, presented in the analysis as Finance, is a standardised measure of individual 

candidates’ registered campaign expenses by office (federal or state deputies) and state (federal 

unit). The transformation of observations to standard scores involves subtracting the mean of 

expenses from the total sum of expenses by federal unit, before dividing by one standard 

deviation:  

 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 	
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠–𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠)

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑	𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠)
 

 

The resulting standardised regression coefficients are interpreted as the change in the 

dependent variable given a one standard deviation change in the independent variable (Hellevik 

2011: 304-305) and are expressed in odds ratios. This measure allows for a more intuitive 

interpretation of the effect of campaign costs on electoral outcome across states and offices, as 

measures are not skewed by political candidates who run on exceptionally expensive 

campaigns. The initial design utilised five distinctive categories measuring political 

candidates’ financial transactions.12 However, owing to the observation that the data appear to 

be affected by considerable inconsistencies in reporting (e.g. the median for candidate total 

expenses is significantly higher than the median for candidate total funding, a finding that is 

consistent with comments made by respondents in the qualitative analysis), this approach was 

discarded. 

 

 
12 The original variables, covering respectively public funding, private funding, personal funding, total funding, 

and total expenses, took a considerably long time to produce. Further, their exclusion entails that specific 

relationships concerning the various levels of funding (e.g. which candidates receive the largest amounts of 

funding per category—public, private, or personal—and what effect this has on the outcome variable) are 

unfortunately not examined in the analysis. 
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3.3.5 Control Variables  

iv. Incumbency 
The control variable Incumbent is a dichotomous variable where 0 = Challenger (a political 

candidate running for an office that they do not currently hold) and 1 = Incumbent (a 

representative running for re-election to the same political office that they currently hold). This 

variable is included on the basis that (i) incumbency should be expected to improve a 

candidate’s likelihood of attracting substantial financial resources from across funding sources, 

given that they have already proven that they are capable of gaining office and are in addition 

more likely than challengers to have access to influential contacts and would-be donors; and 

(ii) incumbents are already tried and tested representatives, and may as such have an advantage 

over challengers in terms of recognisability and popularity (granted that the incumbent is 

indeed recognisable and popular). The variable is operationalised as “The political candidate 

is (or is not) running for re-election to an office that they currently hold.”  

 

3.4 Model Choice: Logistic Regression 

3.4.1 Binary Outcome Variables and Logit Transformation  
The quantitative analysis employs binary outcome variables, Electoral Outcome and TSE 

Approval, written:  

 

𝑦! =	9
		1			where	𝑦! > 0																		
0			otherwise																						

 

 

Modelling causal relationships of effect variables on dichotomous outcome variables has 

important implications for the selection of a statistical model. When the dependent variable is 

dichotomous, the random component of dependent variable 𝑌!, written 𝑦!, follows the binomial 

Bernoulli distribution. This distribution has the parameter 𝜋!, where the probability 𝜋! 

corresponds with the value 𝑦! = 1 and 1 − 𝜋! correspondents with the value 𝑦! = 0 (Ward and 

Ahlquist 2018: 4, 51). The Bernoulli model is expressed as: 

 

Pr{𝑌! = 𝑦!} = 𝜋!
"!(1– 𝜋!)#$"! = J	𝜋! 													where			𝑦! = 1

	1 − 𝜋! 					where			𝑦! = 0 
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The underlying probability 𝜋! is connected to the mean and variance of the observations: as 

such, variation in  𝜋! entails that there is also variation in the mean and variance of the 

observations (Ibid). As the calculations of ordinary linear models are made based on the 

assumptions that the outcome variable is continuous and the variance constant, a different 

approach is necessitated in order to address the variance stemming from the dichotomous 

dependent variable, while simultaneously achieving model outputs that can be interpreted in a 

natural way (Christophersen 2013: 130). Logistic regression, a class of generalised linear 

model, offers perhaps the simplest solution to this issue. In logistic regression models, 

logarithmic transformation is used to calculate the probability of the model in terms of log-

odds (i.e. the natural logarithm of an odds ratio (OR)). This transformation involves a two-step 

process where the probability, 𝜋!, is calculated into OR (the proportional difference between 

𝑦! = 1 and  𝑦! = 0, “[simplified] to the exponential coefficient” (Norton and Dowd 2018)), 

expressed as:  

 

odds! =	
%!

#$%!
= exp O&"!

'
P  

 

Where the log-odds are the coefficient, 

 

O&"!
'
P = log O %!

#$%!
P  

 

The output generated from a logistic regression model is intuitive, yet not as straight-forward 

to interpret as that generated from an OLS model. The central point to be made is that logistic 

regression model outputs are interpreted as probabilities presented as the natural logarithm of 

odds, rather than as more straight-forward accounts of the influence of effect variables on the 

outcome (Ward and Ahlquist 2018: 54-58). As the outcome variable is dichotomous, the model 

employed in the analysis is specified as a logit, and interpretations of the model predictions 

presented in the thesis are made in terms of probabilities or odds. All predictions presented in 

the regression models in this thesis have been back-transformed from logits to odds ratios in 

order to allow for a clearer reading of the output, while preserving the p-values and standard 

errors from the logit model. 
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3.4.2 State Fixed Effects 
Brazilian states are not homogenous entities. and treating state data as such should be expected 

to negatively affect the parameter estimates of the logistic regression models (e.g. omitted 

variable bias) (Christophersen 2013: 174–176). In order to control for differences in predictions 

across states, all logistic regression models presented in this thesis include fixed effects at the 

state-level. Modelling fixed effects entails modelling “group-specific components in clustered 

data as separate parameters” (Townsend et al. 2013) in order to avoid making statistical 

inferences “about the nature of units based on information about the groups containing them” 

(Ibid.). The inclusion of fixed effects at the state level ensures that state-specific variation is 

held constant in the analysis by calculating a separate regression coefficient for each state and 

is achieved by specifying the State variable as a factor within the logistic regression models.   

 

3.5 External Validity and Replicability  
The external validity of the study relates to how generalisable the results of an analysis are to 

other empirical contexts (Adcock and Collier 2001), in this case contexts such as other 

Brazilian legislative offices than those under scrutiny, the same legislative offices as included 

in the analysis analysed under different circumstances (e.g. a different election year), or cases 

from other institutions or countries. This issue has been alluded to in the text through the 

decision to focus the analysis on two distinct empirical contexts within the 2018 BGE, 

following the assessment that several of the distinct elections held during the same electoral 

period in Brazil are largely incomparable due to reasons such as differences in electoral design 

(i.e. how votes are translated into seats and whether the gender quota is implemented) and 

differences in seat competitiveness (i.e. the cost of electoral campaigns and the candidate limit). 

Further, the frequency with which electoral laws in Brazil are implemented, redrafted, or 

repealed (Salgado 2017) entails that even elections for the same office may differ substantially 

across years. Accepting this, the results of the analysis should be interpreted as predictions 

relating to the empirical contexts under scrutiny, yet that hold no claim to generalisation across 

empirical contexts, nor the same empirical contexts over time. 

Relating to the replicability of the results, part of “the pragmatic ground on which the 

argument rests” (Gerring 2005), anyone wishing to replicate the results presented in the 

analysis should have no problem doing so following the approach outlined in this chapter and 

employing the data materials included in the composite dataset. Information about the data is 

available in Appendix I, and the composite dataset or code can be made available upon request.   
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4 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS   

The cheapest meat on the market is the black meat.13 

Farofa Carioca14 
 

The qualitative analysis follows the structure as outlined in chapter three: respondents 

participated in semi-structured interviews lasting between 45 minutes and 2 hours, where they 

were queried about their perspectives and experiences concerning topics such as gender and 

racial identities; class constructs and social hierarchies; the effectiveness and 

representativeness of political representatives and the wider political system; the political 

interest and engagement of the Brazilian public; and what part individuals’ personal 

characteristics and experiences play in explaining political engagement, access, 

competitiveness, and success.15 The interview questions were selected based on the existing 

literature presented in chapters one and two, with the goal of answering the research question. 

The transcribed and translated interview materials were subjected to a thematic analysis, the 

results of which are presented in this chapter. Respondent and citation count numbers are 

indicated preceding each quote, and the original citations are available in Appendix III. 

Throughout the interviews I conducted, the respondents repeatedly described socio-

structural factors as important in predicting not only electoral success, but in affecting an array 

of factors that may contribute further towards individuals’ chances of accessing political office 

or otherwise influencing political decisions. The interviewees’ responses often aligned with the 

theories of intersectionality and descriptive representation presented in chapter two, indicating 

not only that the initial assessments of the respondents as well-suited participants for the study 

were made on legitimate grounds, but that the theoretical framework is contextually sound. 

Themes and explanations concerning the social prerequisites for marginalisation provided a 

backdrop throughout the interview responses: the respondents did not see gender, race, social 

class, or any other indicator of individuals’ position on context-specific social hierarchies as 

 
13 Portuguese: A carne mais barata do mercado é a carne negra.   
14 Popularised by samba singer Elza Soares, her rendition became an anthem of resistance against the systemic 

violence committed towards black Brazilians following the murders of Marielle Franco in 2018 and 19-year-old 

Pedro Gonzaga in 2019. The latter passed away following a heart attack resulting from being forcibly pinned 

down and smothered by a supermarket security guard who had suspected him of shoplifting.  
15 The interview guide is available in Appendix IV. 
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single-cut categories or separate phenomena. Consistent with theories of intersectionality, 

social characteristics and identities were rather described as mutually reinforcing categories, 

complexly intertwined, that were redeeming or damning depending on the other factors at play. 

The respondents’ descriptions of Brazilian society, politics, social norms and culture were of 

something simple yet endlessly complicated, of diversity undercut by historical inflexibility 

and embedded elitism. As themes relating both to glass ceilings and to doors unlocked and 

open permeated the respondents’ descriptions of the phenomena they were queried about, the 

first section of this chapter will concern itself with this dominant cultural theme. Following 

this, explanations relating to institutional factors are presented. Finally, the hypotheses that 

emerge from the qualitative material are presented, thus providing the crossover between 

phases one and two of the sequential research design.  

 

4.1 Sociocultural Perspectives 

4.1.1 Gender 
All of the respondents described gender as an important predictor for which individuals gain 

access to political office, and which do not. The respondents described Brazil as a deeply sexist 

and patriarchal society in which individuals are expected to conform to strict heteronormative 

gender standards. These standards were described as integral to both machismo culture and the 

tenets of the Catholic church,16 where a patriarchal figure—whether it be a father, a manager, 

a president, a minister, or God—is naturally positioned on top. Gender hierarchies and sexism 

were described as pervasive across social and professional contexts, from the family to the state 

level, and were as such seen as something deeply ingrained within the collective psyche of the 

Brazilian people, manifesting themselves both through measures of psychological control and 

through physical violence. By example, the saying “in a dispute between husband and wife, 

nobody sticks a spoon in”17 was twice cited in descriptions of the silent acceptance and 

normalisation of violence committed towards Brazilian women by their spouses or partners. 

The respondents indicated that in scenarios where men are seen to openly commit acts of 

violence towards women, onlookers will often assume that the woman has committed some 

 
16 The growing Evangelical movement, headed by the Igreja Universal do Reino de Deus (“The Universal Church 

of the Kingdom of God”), was also frequently mentioned in this context.  
17 In other words, “it is none of your business.” Portuguese: em briga de marido e mulher, ninguém mete a colher. 
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wrongdoing that justifies the man’s doling out of corrective punishment, and will consequently 

avoid getting involved.  

The nation’s high femicide rates and the high concentration of households led by single 

women were mentioned as further symptoms of this issue. One respondent, a human rights 

lawyer who works for a civil society organisation that focuses on the rights of Afro-Brazilian 

women, described machismo culture as something that permeates Brazilian society from 

interpersonal relationships to institutions:   

[…] in addition to the interpersonal question of how men forge their families, 

interpersonal relations, work relationships, [masculinity exists] as 

something that reaffirms a violent state. If we think about institutions as an 

expression of this masculinity, they help to reinforce this understanding of 

what it is to be a man in Brazilian society. (1a)  

In reference to differences in status and treatment relating to individuals’ gender identities, the 

respondents in generalised terms described women as being treated as socially inferior to men. 

They believed women have lower social status; are more at risk of socially mandated violence, 

abuse and stigma; have lower access to status-elevating opportunities such as higher education, 

high-status work and leadership positions; have to work considerably harder than their male 

counterparts in the pursuit of accessing such opportunities; are more likely to be ignored, 

ridiculed, challenged, or subjected to hostile behaviours when present in traditionally male-

dominated spaces; are more reliant on informal, insecure and poorly paid labour; and are 

burdened with a far greater proportion of unpaid labour, such as housework and carework.  

Men were on the other hand described as being considered more capable and in control 

than women; as dominant or domineering across social settings, particularly within 

professional contexts and the family; as exhibiting entitlement concerning their right to express 

aggression; as approaching challenges and status-elevating opportunities in a more haphazard 

and outwardly assertive fashion than women; as typically treated with respect and admiration 

upon succeeding in such pursuits; and as less active, unwilling, or entirely absent from 

participation in unpaid labour such as housework and carework.  

Being a man means being on top of the structures, of all the infrastructures 

that exist not only in Brazil, but in the world. (3a, employed with a public 

policy monitor and citizens’ advisory network) 
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Many of the respondents shared the perspective that sexism and patriarchy are global 

phenomena that exist within the same-cross contextual paradigm, but that are manifested 

differently depending on the culture under study. The globalisation processes of recent decades 

were described as having played an important part both in maintaining and in restructuring 

gender ideals in Brazil: though respondents believed that traditional gender roles are still 

important, several observed that tropes from other cultures—particularly the United States—

appear to have influenced contemporary Brazilian gender ideals: 

With the rise of the right-wing movements, I think [the ideal of masculinity] 

has become more and more like the stereotype of an American cowboy. I 

think it corresponds pretty much to what we know of being a man: being 

strong, not talking about your feelings. (14a, doctoral graduate student in 

international relations)  

The implication was that despite some progress in terms of addressing gender-based 

inequalities through e.g. the gender quota for political candidates and the election of a female 

president in 2010, as well as some subtle changes in how gender ideals and norms are 

manifested, gender-based inequalities still present a very real problem in both Brazilian culture 

and politics.  

 

4.1.2 Race 
While the respondents clearly viewed gender as important, not one person saw gender-based 

marginalisation as a stand-alone issue: gender roles and perspectives were expressed as highly 

contingent on the racialised characteristics of the individual or group in question. This 

observation is made evident by the practically fixed pairing of terms relating to gender and race 

across interviews, independent of the personal characteristics of the interviewee.  

[…] it is necessary to differentiate what it means to be a woman and what it 

means to be a black woman in Brazil. (10a, teacher and left-wing political 

candidate)  

Being a woman in Brazil today is an act of resistance, and being a black 

woman in Brazil today, coming from a favela, is an even greater act of 

resistance. (17b, public health technician and centre-right political 

candidate) 
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Being a man and being white is what we call the supreme sum of oppression, 

though in reality it is the supreme sum of privilege. (12a, geographer and 

leader of a black feminist organisation)  

The respondents all described racialisation and racism as deeply engrained within the social 

fabric of Brazilian society, something the majority described as intrinsically linked to the 

nation’s legacy of slavery. The widely held understanding of Brazil as a racial democracy, 

alongside white Brazilians’ blindness to the privileges they are granted by virtue of their skin 

colour, were seen as contributing towards the maintenance of racialised social hierarchies: 

[People make] speeches and speeches saying “race doesn’t matter, the race 

is human. It doesn’t mean anything to talk about black people, about white 

people, about indigenous people, people who live in the rivers, it is no use 

talking about class or groups or tribes, it is no use talking about black and 

white to me, because to me the race is human, and I respect everyone the 

same,” when in fact this is not the case, race is important, but it is not treated 

with that importance. (4a, city councillor for a centre-left political party)  

Being white is a space of privilege. As it is a privilege, white people in 

general do not think about it, so they do not realise it is a privilege. (2a, 

journalist)  

Skin tone, the standard indicator of racial identity in Brazil, was frequently described as a 

‘mark’ that guides assumptions reflective of racial stereotyping. Skin tone was as such 

described as the go-to indicator of a person’s social class, including their education, 

geographical or territorial affiliation (as will be described later in the chapter) and occupation, 

and in turn of their perceived value, capacities, and inclination towards certain behaviours (e.g. 

criminality). The gendered behaviours that people are expected to or feel compelled to exhibit 

were expressed by the respondents to be highly contingent on individuals’ racialised 

characteristics. While black women were described as expected to conform to traditional 

standards of femininity, such as being subservient and playing the part of a good mother and 

wife, they were also described as hypersexualised and charged with an aggression that 

differentiated them from lighter-skinned women. For black men, this difference meant 

embodying a masculinity that is widely held as deviant and more violent than the idealistic 

masculinity of white men: 
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[…] there is a direct feedback between masculinity, which is expressed in 

the institutions, the man, and in the individual. How men, depending on their 

identity, relate to this masculinity, which is built collectively and produced 

and reproduced by the institutions, is very different. How the white man, how 

he receives, reproduces and transforms this masculinity, which is socially 

and institutionally affirmed, is different from how a black man does it. (1b, 

human rights lawyer employed with a black women’s rights organisation)  

Prejudices relating to the perception of black men as dangerous were described as causing them 

to be barred access to spaces where others can venture uncontrolled. One respondent, a white 

woman, spoke about how she had not reflected properly over the extent to which black men 

are treated as suspects and undesirables until she started dating a black man:  

I go through situations with him that are subtle moments that I have never 

been through before. For example, arriving at my house and he is at my side 

and the doorman stops him and I have to say “no, but he’s with me.” They 

would never think that someone two steps away from me with whom I am 

talking would not have been with me if they were white. (2b, journalist)  

Another respondent described how black men like her brother often choose to avoid areas 

where they are met with suspicion and hostility in order to avoid potentially unsafe situations:   

[He] is afraid to go to the beach because every time he goes there the police 

find some reason to either search him or scold him. (7a, student activist and 

member of a left-wing party)  

A multitude of physical and psychological barriers barring black Brazilians access to certain 

spaces was described as contributing towards the continued racialised segregation of Brazil’s 

communities. Some respondents argued that low-income communities, in which black 

Brazilians are typically overrepresented, are often perceived as accountable for much of the 

violence that continues to plague them. Several of the respondents spoke in-depth about 

rampant police brutality and the disproportional incarceration rates of black men in Brazil. That 

black men are disproportionately killed or imprisoned by the state was seen as contributing not 

only towards feelings of insecurity and fear in black communities, where the latter—

particularly black women—are forced to take on the shared emotional and financial toll of 

managing households alone in the absence of fathers, partners and sons, but was also seen as 
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contributing towards the normalisation of negative perceptions of black men as criminals or 

suspects, and their communities as dangerous and unstructured. This, the respondents believed, 

contributed further towards marginalisation and poverty in communities such as favelas, the 

normalisation of racism as expressed both by the population and the institutions, and the 

strengthening of the perceived and actual relationship between racialisation and social class. 

We’re talking about masculinity that also takes on the form of absence, that 

is unverifiable, as a rule, within white, middle-class, elite families. So, there 

is a masculinity there, marked by absence, or by the absence or lack of 

responsibility, or by the absence even by an external agent, by the action of 

the State, which kills, which murders black men in terrible numbers. So this 

masculinity, as seen by the black man, also plays a role in reproducing 

racism, because it helps to reaffirm that black communities are unstructured, 

because their men are absent. (1c, human rights lawyer employed with a 

black women’s rights organisation)  

Black women, seen as multiply burdened through their gender identity and skin colour, were 

described as particularly disadvantaged in Brazilian society. Middle-class, and often white, 

Brazilians’ reliance upon low-cost domestic labour18 typically provided by working class, and 

often afrodescendant, women was mentioned by several of the respondents as a case-in-point 

example of how social hierarchies are structured along gendered and racialised lines in a way 

that particularly disadvantages black women, yet is expressed publicly as disadvantaging the 

middle-class and high-income communities that rely on their services. According to one 

respondent, having adjusted to the privilege of being able to access cheap domestic services, 

many middle-class Brazilians responded with horror and indignation to the recent introduction 

of a labour law that officially recognises the rights of this section of the workforce to standard 

entitlements such as capped working hours and holiday entitlement: 

Until a few years ago we had separate legislation for domestic workers. They 

were treated differently in terms of social security, in working hours, and 

such. Hence, when this legislation was passed, saying things like for example 

“a maid can only work 8 hours a day” and she is entitled to time off, […] 

 
18 Domestic servants, often live-in, charged with household tasks such as cleaning, cooking, shopping and 

childcare. Domésticos have historically not been granted access to the same rights as other labour groups, forcing 

them to subsist on informalised contracts offering low wages in return for long, labour-intensive working days.  
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when rights were equated, because [domestic workers] had fewer rights than 

regular workers and this was seen as normal, people responded: “But my 

God, what do you mean? The housekeeper!” The relationship with these 

employees is a bondage, they were seen almost as slaves. (2c, journalist) 

The respondents expressed the belief that the differential treatment and expectations that 

individuals are faced with based on the colour of their skin has the detrimental effect of 

communicating to Brazilians of all creeds that to be black is to be subaltern. The various 

attitudes and prejudices concerning black Brazilians that are expressed and normalised were 

seen as having a negative influence both on black Brazilians’ representations of self, as well as 

on impressions of racialised individuals as capable, worthy of trust, competent to lead – and, 

by extension, to represent.   

 

4.1.3 Institutions as White Masculine Spaces  
In conjunction with their perspectives on the wider cultures of party politics, as will be 

discussed in further detail in the second half of the chapter, the respondents described Brazil’s 

political institutions as resolutely masculine spaces, dominated both by men and by the dog-

eat-dog machismo philosophy.  

Politics is an extremely masculine space, practices are masculine, all the 

time you need to convince someone that the orientation you gave makes 

sense. […] When guidance comes from women it is difficult for people to 

understand that it makes sense. (10b, teacher and left-wing political 

candidate)  

As machismo culture connotes feminine traits and behaviours with weakness, the political 

institutions were described as aggressively sexist and homophobic spaces where the bullying 

and harassment of women, non-straight, and gender-nonconforming representatives is not only 

accepted, but openly encouraged. The typical manifestation of such abuse directed towards 

female—as well as male—representatives was described as revolving around their perceived 

failures to live up to heteronormative gender standards:  

People feel allowed to go hard on women, in a sexist country it's even harder. 

[Dilma Rousseff] is a woman and she is also a serious woman, she wasn't 

giggling, so they said, "she's so serious, she's a lesbian.” Come on, she's the 

President! […] (2, journalist) 
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Someone attacked [the openly gay congressman] David Miranda and asked 

him "who takes care of your children?" No one asks [straight] male 

politicians "who takes care of your children? How many kids do you have? 

How do you plan to be a President or to be a Member of Congress if you 

have kids?" (2, journalist)  

This harassment was described as increasing in intensity when the representatives in question 

are additionally non-white. One respondent provided an example by retelling the experiences 

of a black female representative from Rio de Janeiro: 

In the elevator [of the municipal chamber], the guard asks, “where’s your 

card?” She’s a state representative, but the elevator guard stops her. Even 

after she’s worked there for over a year, and sees this guy every day, he still 

asks her for her ID, whereas the men do not get ID-ed. [Mock voice] “Oh, 

hello, good morning, sir!” (6b, academic and coordinator of a favela-based 

civil society programme)  

The experiences of City Councillor for Rio de Janeiro Marielle Franco, and the violence that 

took her life, were also frequently cited as illustrative of extreme manifestations of the 

indifference and hostility aimed at black women who dare take up space in white male-

dominated environments: 

Her murder was a moment of extreme violence that drew attention to all the 

other types of violence that she suffered when she was there representing 

people. Many videos began to circulate from the City Hall, how things were 

going, how when she was speaking the other councilors would be doing 

something else, they were not attentive to her speech. It is these types of 

violence that are most symbolic. (8a, academic and member of a black 

women’s rights organisation) 

One respondent reflected upon how, despite receiving overwhelming popular support, Franco’s 

reception upon entry to the City Council was less than tepid. The implication was that when 

Franco’s opponents failed to kill her career, they killed her.  

[They] tried to kill her politically, virtually, by making up lies about her. She 

had never been a candidate before, but received so many votes for her first 

term that it was obvious that this was someone the population identified with, 
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who looked like them and saw things like them, and she was elected. Then, 

when she was elected: “No, we don’t want you here.” The pushback began: 

“You don’t have the right to have power.” Because that’s what the big issue 

is: the power struggle. (12c, geographer and leader of a black feminist 

organisation) 

Though several of the respondents believed that the “they” responsible for Franco’s murder 

had failed to achieve one of the assumed goals of the assassination—namely to communicate 

that representatives such as Franco are not welcome in the halls of power19—they 

simultaneously indicated that many women, particularly afrodescendant women, are strongly 

averse to the idea of running for public office for reasons of self-preservation. Two respondents 

claimed that such reasoning had led them to opt out of ever running for political office; several 

respondents claimed that they knew highly competent women in politics who had chosen not 

to run for office in the 2018 elections as a result of Franco’s murder; and several more 

mentioned fearing for the lives and safety of those women who did choose to run for office. 

Summarily, the respondents indicated that political institutions’ reputations as women-hostile 

spaces in all likelihood contributes to the underrepresentation of women in politics by deterring 

women from running for representative office.  

That men constitute the clear majority of political representatives was also described as 

providing representatives that are hostile towards policies and debates promoting the interests 

of marginalised communities with a numerical edge that allows them to sabotage equity-

orientated representatives’ agenda-setting efforts. One respondent, a city councillor for Rio de 

Janeiro, described such an experience:  

This morning I participated in a table debate, and in that debate there were 

four women and one man. It caused so much strangeness among people, and 

all the women were on the left, feminist women, women who deal with the 

issue of public health, but [the male representative was] like, "Ah, men have 

a quota in the debate today.” Then he ended up calling other men and we 

discovered that the male presence is still very strong. (4b, city councillor for 

a centre-left political party) 

 
19 The reason for Marielle Franco’s, and her driver Anderson Gomes’, assassination is not publicly known.  
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This numerical advantage was touched upon by several other respondents too, and was 

described in conjunction with both the perspective of politics as an elite space, and with the 

relative weakness of the inclusionary policies that are passed by the Legislature. Relating to 

this, the respondents indicated that the way the political realm is perceived by the represented—

i.e. who politicians are, and what they do—is important in influencing the electorate’s 

relationship to electoral politics.  

Our political heritage, our inherited history of institutional politics and how 

it is ‘done’ is also linked to the reproduction of rhetoric that is instrumental 

for those in power, telling the population: "leave it to us, we know what we’re 

doing […]” But in addition to and complementing this there is a discourse 

regarding the reproduction of disinterest, that ‘politics has always been like 

that’, ‘institutional politics has always been corrupt’, ‘they have always been 

the same’, so why do we have to be interested? (1d, human rights lawyer 

employed with a black women’s rights organisation)   

The respondents further indicated that, ignoring the popular rhetoric that depicts politicians as 

corrupt, self-serving bandits, the descriptive suitability of incumbent representatives is rarely 

challenged. They suggested that this relates to the fact that Brazilian politics has ‘always’ been 

dominated by white men, As a result, white men may constitute the default in the collective 

imagination of a politician, in turn biasing the electorate towards voting for white male 

candidates and regarding the overrepresentation of white men in politics as ‘normal’. The 

comparative underrepresentation of women and non-whites among political candidates and 

elected officials may similarly bias the electorate against them, as they may for various reasons 

be perceived as less viable choices (relating to e.g. perceived competency or competitiveness) 

or they may stand out from the crowd in a way that may prove detrimental to them (e.g. Dilma 

Rousseff´s impeachment or Marielle Franco’s assassination). While some respondents also 

suggested that political candidates may benefit from standing out from the crowd—particularly 

candidates like Franco, who was perceived as openly concerned with policy issues that might 

benefit marginalised communities—party- and institutional-level factors such as the 

distribution of political finance (which will be addressed at a later point in this chapter) may 

nonetheless entail that candidates from marginalised groups are often faced with disadvantages 

that may nullify such a positive effect.  
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4.1.4 Social Class and Political Consciousness  
All of the respondents expressed the conviction that race and social class are not only 

correlates, but frequently treated as synonymous. This synonymity was described as taking on 

two main forms: one explanation fully negates race as the true source of marginalisation, 

arguing that claims of racism and race-based marginalisation represent misinterpretations of 

classism and class-based marginalisation (this perspective aligns with some interpretations of 

the racial democracy theory); the other sees racism and race-based marginalisation as by-

products of the wider capitalist system, and as such posits race as a subcategory of class. The 

latter explanation is connected to the radical leftist understanding that exclusion based on race 

will be eliminated through the eradication of class-based inequalities under capitalism. While 

only one respondent appeared strongly in support of this latter perspective, all of the 

respondents dismissed the racial democracy theory as a fiction.20 Most frequently, the 

respondents would describe race and class as separate sources of marginalisation that had 

developed symbiotically, in large part due to Brazil’s history as a slave nation.  

Social inequality in Brazil is forged through racial inequality. […] Racism 

is intrinsically, inseparably linked to the idea of social inequality and the 

idea of class in Brazil. (1f, human rights lawyer employed with a black 

women’s rights organisation) 

Because of our past of slavery, both variables, race and class, are comixed. 

The majority of the working-class people in Brazil are black […] (13a, 

political candidate for a left-wing political party)   

The respondents further indicated that the correlation of class and race has important 

implications for the political consciousness—and by extension the political choices—of the 

population. Several of the respondents provided in-depth responses linking political 

consciousness and identity consciousness to vote choices and political participation: the 

absence of consciousness relating to individuals’ social status, as inferred by identity factors, 

was argued to have a particularly detrimental effect on marginalised individuals and groups’ 

abilities to draw a connection between their own personal experiences and politics at the more 

 
20 I had been advised to avoid querying the respondents about the racial democracy theory on the grounds that 

many would in all likelihood not be aware of it. This turned out to not be the case: the majority of those interviewed 

were not only knowledgeable about the theory and its interrelated concepts, but held strong convictions 

concerning the subject.   
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general level. It was indicated that this may include the notion that the representative role is 

one that is not naturally filled by people ‘like themselves’. 

I see a population that has a very active political role, because we need to 

survive and build strategic forms of life in very inhospitable environments. 

[A] population interested in this political activity, but not understanding that 

their daily activity is political activity, or how far it can go towards 

challenging institutional political activities.” (1e, human rights lawyer 

employed with a black women’s rights organisation) 

I’m afraid to say that the majority, especially among the poorest people, 

don’t have time to think very much, or to start discussions or debates about 

politics. They are surviving, so they don’t have much time to reflect about 

this. (6a, academic and coordinator of a favela-based civil society 

programme)  

The respondents believed that low-income demographics typically do not engage with politics 

to a significant degree, as they have not had access to a level of education that might allow 

them to articulate and politicise their grievances – abilities that may potentially lead to the 

political instrumentalisation of shared group identities that can provide alleviation from 

marginalisation and poverty. They further noted that the labour-intensive work often associated 

with low income subsistence provides little respite to individuals positioned along the lower 

socioeconomic rungs, consequently allowing little time and inadequate means with which to 

engage with politics. Identity consciousness was as such seen as an indicator of privilege.  

I think that being able to answer the question of what it means to be black in 

Brazil is already a privilege. Being able to sit here at a table and say "ah, 

being black is that" is already a privilege, because black people are inserted 

into a construction of so much violence that they cannot understand what 

security means, why this violence is happening to them, why their families 

go through these things, or why they are afraid of walking the streets. (7b, 

student activist and member of a left-wing party) 

[…] you do not learn about politics when you are poor, when you are black. 

[…] If you look at the prison population, how many people are in prison 

awaiting trial, because people simply don't know that they cannot be 
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imprisoned before they are tried. Not knowing your rights is a marker of 

race, class, and gender. (10c, teacher and left-wing political candidate) 

 
4.1.5 Territory: Unequal Footing on Uneven Terrains  
In addition to the aforementioned explanations for social and political marginalisation outlined 

in the interviews, many respondents additionally spoke of factors relating to geographical or 

territorial affiliation as important in determining individuals’ position within Brazilian social 

hierarchies. The respondents indicated that individuals’ territorial origins or affiliations played 

an important role both in determining the extent to which individuals can access specific spaces 

or territories, as well as how they are received upon entering or frequenting unfamiliar 

territories. These factors were seen in concurrence with e.g. hindrances such as locked and 

guarded gates and doors; harassment or danger upon entering spaces; and long distances or 

high costs related to travelling or entering spaces. This issue was also seen as relevant in the 

political context, as some individuals were described as being perceived as more eligible to 

access political spaces than others by virtue of their social characteristics. Following the 

wisdom that it is expensive to be poor, the peripheral poor were described as having to, in the 

words of a well-known Brazilian maxim, “kill a lion every day.”21 Lower-income communities 

were described as disadvantaged by the very geographical locations in which they so often find 

themselves, not only due to the poor infrastructure, dangerous terrains and violent 

confrontations between police and gangs that frequently occur in their neighbourhoods, but 

also with regards to the lack of access that follows life in a peripheral community. For a 

peripheral youth who has achieved the feat of feats in gaining entry to a federal university, a 

multitude of challenges still remain: if you cannot afford to live close to the university, you are 

in all likelihood dependent on public transport to get to campus – but buses are few and erratic, 

and bus fares often well above your means. The issue of transportation is likewise problematic 

in—to mention but a few—allowing peripheral citizens to challenge political decisions by 

meeting with their representatives or by participating in centralised political events, including 

political party meetings, public lectures and demonstrations; accessing wider employment 

opportunities; accessing healthcare; and, as was argued by one respondent, accessing cultural 

events. 

 
21 Portuguese: Matar um leão por dia. This expression appeared on several occasions, predominantly in describing 

the challenges that face black Brazilian women, but also in describing those faced by the peripheral and poor. 
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80% of [the cultural facilities in Rio de Janeiro] are found between the 

downtown area and the South Zone, […] but 80% of the population lives 

outside these places. So, the majority of Rio’s population needs to travel to 

access these services and not everyone will have this money, availability, 

willingness, and there is no bus, anyway. So, those who are accessing it are 

only those who are already here. (3b, employed with a public policy monitor 

and citizens’ advisory network)  

Access to basic public services and infrastructure was also seen as important in influencing 

vote choices: one respondent expressed her amazement at discovering that residents’ 

associations in low-income communities, like the Maré favela in Rio de Janeiro, provide basic 

sanitation services to the local population in lieu of government provisions. She noted that such 

communities often establish direct lines with municipal employees to create a more streamlined 

process of accessing public services: 

[…] they have this local newspaper and they announce when the Residents’ 

Association is going to [provide] basic sanitation services, [stuff that] is 

supposedly done by the government. [Basic] sanitation is actually 

guaranteed in our 1988 Constitution! (16a, public policy analyst and writer) 

If I want the garbage to be picked up from the street, I have to go online and 

search for the number of the garbage collection service, but sometimes in 

the favelas they already know this number, they already have it saved on 

their phones because they have to ask for this service more often. (16b, public 

policy analyst and writer) 

Whereas she and other respondents expressed their awe at low-income communities’ ingenuity 

in finding collective solutions to address inadequate infrastructure and service provision in 

their neighbourhoods, this ingenuity was seen as paired with a serious side-note: citizens who 

cannot rely on their government to provide even the basic services to which they are 

constitutionally entitled are unlikely to perceive politics as particularly meaningful, which may 

influence the extent to which they participate in both traditional (institutional) and alternative 

forms of politics. While the respondents believed that political decisions that are felt by 

marginalised communities—relating e.g. to financial redistribution or security—may influence 

vote choices in those communities, they also noted that seeing poor and peripheral communities 

voting in line with policies singularly addressing their own grievances may have the 
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detrimental effect of souring middle- and upper-class Brazilians’ perceptions of low-income 

voters.  

[…] there is this common-sensical idea that people in the North East don’t 

know how to vote, right, and they’re PT’s biggest electoral group. The North 

East and North are probably the worst areas of the country to live in, and 

these states have been enriched a lot by the PT government, and therefore 

mostly keep voting for PT. (14b, doctoral graduate student in international 

relations)  

Depictions of low-income voters as self-interested and unconcerned with the interests of the 

Brazilian population as a whole were described as providing more privileged Brazilians a 

rationale to dismiss the needs of marginalised communities, further alienating marginalised 

voters while simultaneously endangering the electoral prospects of political candidates from 

such communities.  

 

4.1.6 Institutions as Elite Spaces  
In representative democracies, only a select few are able to ascend to the legislative level. As 

such, political institutions are by definition elite spaces. This, of course, is not problematic in 

scenarios where the prerequisites for access are considered relatively indiscriminatory and/or 

those who are elected to represent do so in a responsive manner. According to the respondents, 

however, ascension to the Legislature—particularly the National Congress (federal level) and 

the Legislative Assemblies (state level)—is a feat generally considered to be reserved for the 

small segment of the population who are either capable of accessing the financial means that 

are considered necessary in order to run an effective electoral campaign, or who have strong 

connections with influential individuals in the worlds of politics or corporate business.  

[…] this force of reproduction, of nepotism, of oligarchies, of family, of 

surnames, white powerful families, owners of land, of economic resources, 

[…] interacts with […] the idea of the new, of the good bourgeois man from 

the upper middle class who says he has bold ideas, that he has dynamism in 

his production that comes from his heritage and construction of thinking, of 

knowledge, from the exchanges of the private market, and that this will save 

the population. (1g, human rights lawyer employed with a black women’s 

rights organisation)  
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Nepotism, oligarchic affirmation and economic power are normalized as 

something that, based on the education we receive, become viewed as 

inseparable from the exercise of political power itself. (1h, human rights 

lawyer employed with a black women’s rights organisation)  

The respondents’ descriptions of elites in the context of Brazilian politics can be sorted into 

two main categories: embedded elites, e.g. political families or dynasties with long-track 

records within political affairs, and whose names in themselves are brands associated with 

power, competency, and the right to represent and rule; and transient elites, e.g. individuals 

with close ties to private companies and organisations seen as representing private interests 

before public interests. Some private interests were in addition described as better represented 

than others, particularly ‘the three Bs’,22 denoting three informal parliamentary groups seen as 

wielding substantial power in the parliamentary chambers: the bullet bench, composed of 

politicians supportive of liberal weapons legislation; the ox bench, composed of politicians 

who represent the interests of agribusiness; and the bible bench, composed of politicians 

supportive of conservative politics in line with the doctrines of Christian evangelism.  

The bottom line of the respondents’ arguments concerning the elite nature of institutional 

politics was that a certain fraction of those in power are capable not only of maintaining that 

power, but appear to perceive it as something that they are both entitled to and better adept at 

than most others. This ability to maintain power was described as contingent on an ability to 

continue to attract substantial support both among their colleagues, their donors, and—

vitally—the electorate. Such an elite hold on power was believed to strengthen the message 

that politics is a realm where only a select few qualify to venture – a select few of whom the 

majority are white men.   

 

4.2 Institutional Explanations 

4.2.1 Representatives’ Proximity  
Several of the respondents indicated that distance between representatives, political candidates 

and the electorate plays an important role in guiding both the population’s political choices and 

their general access to arenas where political decisions are made. That the offices of political 

representatives are based centrally—in the municipal centres, state capitals or the federal 

distrct—entails that representatives are not only often out of reach of those they represent, but 

 
22 Portuguese: Bancada BBB: Bancada da bala; bancada do boi; and bancada da bíblia. 
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that the represented are often out of sight of their representatives. Several of the respondents 

claimed that the majority of the population are only in direct contact with their (would-be) 

representatives during electoral periods, when candidates visit them on the campaign trail 

looking for votes. Some respondents noted that such visits may present an additional element 

that steers voting choices while jeopardising both democratic principles and the electorate’s 

impressions of politicians: vote selling.  

Can we judge someone who does this? No, because they're starving, they're 

in need, they're in despair. How are you going to judge someone who would 

prefer to vote for the guy who gave him something, rather than for that 

woman who came from a favela, who also wants to win a vote, but has 

nothing to give [in return for it]? (9a, political candidate for a left-wing 

political party) 

Opportunities for dialogue between the represented and the representatives were as such 

perceived as meagre: the represented were described as often both physically and intellectually 

incapable of establishing dialogue with political decision-makers, while decision-makers in 

turn were described as disinterested in establishing open and inclusive avenues for dialoguing 

with their constituents. These factors were perceived as furthering the distances between the 

represented and their representatives, the latter of whom may be considered representative only 

in name. In the worst-case-scenario, this was felt to present the danger that representatives 

simply are not aware or concerned with the needs and interests of those they represent.  

I think that Brasília’s own location gets in the way… If [government] were 

still in Rio de Janeiro, as it was in the past, people would be closer.” (2d, 

journalist)  

When they reach the political level, it seems that these demands that are here 

are very distant and then they do not reflect, for the most part, this reality 

that exists here. They end up becoming autonomous beings. (17c, public 

health technician and centre-right political candidate) 
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4.2.2 Institutional Hierarchies, Quotas, and Laranjas   
The respondents were generally of the impression that the political institutions, and by 

extension the political parties, are largely hierarchical – and that gender is an important element 

in establishing members’ position within that hierarchy. Though the respondents believed that 

the extent to which political party hierarchies are structured along gendered lines was 

contingent on factors such as the party’s size (i.e. smaller parties were believed to be more 

inwardly egalitarian than larger parties), longevity (i.e. parties with a long track record were 

believed to have more engrained elites within their ranks and seen as more traditional in their 

gender outlook) and ideological basis (i.e. leftist parties were believed to be generally more 

egalitarian than other parties), none appeared under the impression that such a thing as a truly 

egalitarian party structure existed. In the words of one respondent: 

Activist spaces, social movements and political parties are not separate from 

reality. We exist in society. So even inside a socialist party, we have this 

gender inequality. Even in this political space, the women prepare food in 

the kitchen for the activists, and the men make public speeches, etcetera. 

(13b, political candidate for a left-wing party)  

Many of the respondents described this issue in conjunction with the existing demographic 

makeup of the representatives: they believed that the political institutions and political parties 

continue to be dominated by white men and elites precisely because they are already dominated 

by white men and elites. Owing to this, they saw little collective willingness among legislators 

to support or pass legislation that might open up the political sphere to a more diverse set of 

actors, as doing so would mean jeopardizing existing actors’ ability to maintain their hold on 

power. They further noted that when legislation aimed at addressing inequalities is passed, it 

often falls victim to what was dryly labelled Brazilian creativity:  

Brazilian people are very creative. They find a way to break this quota, this 

law, without actually breaking it. They do what the law is telling them to do... 

but actually not. (6c, academic and coordinator of a favela-based civil society 

programme)  

[We find a way of doing] everything that comes to Brazil differently and very 

badly, politically speaking. (10d, teacher and left-wing political candidate, 

on alternatives or supplements to the gender quota)  
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At the legislative level, such creativity was described in terms of passing legislation that only 

provides the absolute minimum in terms of addressing issues of political underrepresentation 

in Brazil – to present an image of running while standing still. At the party level, it was 

described in terms of actively working to discover legal loopholes in order to maintain the 

political parties’ existing social structures.  

Appearing to observe the gender quota and reserved funding laws was nevertheless 

described as something that is important to political parties, not only because they risk being 

penalised if they are found to have broken the laws relating to female political candidates, but 

also because political parties are in all likelihood interested in appealing to a wide range of 

potential voters – including voters who are concerned with descriptive representation. One 

respondent, a political candidate for a left-wing party, described how despite the fact that her 

party had allegedly succeeded in securing enough viable female candidates to fill the mandated 

quota in the previous election, they had failed to meet that target in the 2016 municipal 

elections. As a result of this, they had ‘struggled’ to redistribute the earmarked funding among 

those few women who were in fact running. In response to this comment, she was asked an ad 

hoc follow-up question: “What happened to the money, then?” 

So, we committed a crime. When a political party doesn’t have enough 

women we have to just invent names, because it’s the law. Although we are 

socialist and feminist, the reality is that women, historically, are not 

prepared to occupy political spaces. (13c, political candidate for a left-wing 

party) 

The crime the respondent is referencing is the practice of nominating non-viable political 

candidates for electoral competition—laranjas, or orange candidates, as discussed in chapter 

two—in order to fill the mandated 30 per cent female candidate requirement set by the gender 

quota. While almost all of the respondents mentioned orange candidates, the fate of the 

reserved party funding remained largely unaddressed – most likely because people simply do 

not know where that money goes (though a common assumption was that it is simply 

redistributed within the political party to fund the campaigns of candidates seen as more viable 

contenders). While the above response could easily be interpreted as relating merely to how 

political parties bypass the candidate gender quota, the context and the apparent 

acknowledgement that the two crimes are linked appears to indicate that with regards to the 

distribution of party funding, parties also find creative solutions. Several respondents who have 

run for political office themselves indicated that albeit they are aware of their parties’ 
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obligations to distribute a certain proportion of funding to female candidates, they have—in 

line with the party culture—largely accepted that the actual distribution of funding is outside 

of their control.  

The previously cited respondent’s explanation concerning why such creativity is 

necessary further provides some insight into why political parties apparently opt for fudging 

candidate lists rather than make it a priority to recruit more female candidates: because they 

believe that “women […] are not prepared to occupy political spaces.” This argument was 

criticised by other respondents, who argued that by shifting the blame of marginalised groups’ 

underrepresentation onto those same marginalised groups, those in power are able to preserve 

the status quo by maintaining that it is marginalised groups’ unwillingness to participate, rather 

than the institutions and parties’ unwillingness to accommodate for a more diverse set of 

representatives, that causes descriptive disproportionality in representation. On the background 

of such explanations, all the respondents—including respondent 13—strongly believed that the 

gender quota is important despite its many weaknesses, if only for reasons of symbolism.  

I think [the gender quota] is essential, but there are still problems, because 

they continue to use laranjas. Because the quota exists, they have to comply 

with it, but there is room for cheating, so they cheat. (12e, geographer and 

leader of a black feminist organisation) 

In reference to the relative absence of afrodescendant representatives, the respondents indicated 

that whereas non-white Brazilians are systematically excluded from the political institutions, 

the widespread acceptance of the racial democracy theory has played an important part in 

ensuring that affirmative action policies aimed at promoting racial diversity within the political 

institutions have been largely off the table. While the respondents recognised positive 

developments concerning the recognition of racial inequalities in Brazilian society—reflected 

amongst others in both the rising proportion of Brazilians who choose to self-identify as preta 

or parda, as well as the introduction of a ‘race quota’ at the university-level—they held that in 

the absence of a quota aimed at ensuring a greater proportion of non-white political candidates 

and representatives, the descriptive composition of the representative bodies was unlikely to 

change. The respondents further expressed that among those few non-white candidates who 

are successful in attracting substantial support, the majority are likely to have come from 

socioeconomic backgrounds that set them aside from the majority of the Brazilian population 

– and in particular the members of their ‘in-groups’. This was viewed as problematic in that 

class differences and the concept of “racial whitening” entail that although these 
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representatives may look like the underrepresented proportions of the population, they were 

unlikely to be representative of them in the substantive sense. This issue was acknowledged 

with regards to many female representatives, too. On being queried about the possible 

implications of a racial quota in politics, one respondent commented:  

[I] think this is my greatest Utopia, […] a quota in politics for black people. 

I would love to see parties racking their brains trying to beat a quota for 

black candidates. (7d, student activist and member of a left-wing party) 

In other words, were such a quota to exist, the respondent was convinced that the parties would 

respond to it in exactly the same manner as they were described as responding to the gender 

quota. In sum, the absence of strict monitoring of political parties’ candidate nomination lists 

and penalties for non-compliance were seen as contributing towards the ongoing 

underrepresentation of female candidates in Brazil’s institutions both by incentivising parties 

to bolster the candidate lists with orange candidates, as well as by disincentivising parties from 

taking further action by nominating greater numbers of viable female candidates (e.g. through 

recruitment, training and financial support). With regards to the representation of non-white 

Brazilians, the respondents described a system that does not recognise racism, nor inequalities 

stemming from race as an issue, and that powerful actors as such are unlikely to exert 

substantial effort to ensure that a greater proportion of the candidates that are nominated and 

elected are of African—or indeed Asian or indigenous—origins.  

 

4.2.3 Access to Advertising  
The laws governing electoral broadcasting in Brazil include a mechanism in which political 

parties’ candidate advertising timeslots are calculated following that party’s proportion of 

elected representatives. This means that larger political parties are entitled to more free 

television advertising than smaller political parties, in turn allowing them to reach out more 

effectively to the large segment of the population that still relies on television as their primary 

source of accessing information about politics. 

[…] politics is very unequal in Brazil, right. Television time, for example, 

smaller parties get like 2 seconds, while larger parties get 15 minutes. (7c, 

student activist and member of a left-wing political party) 

The respondents indicated that the laws guiding political advertising on television are 

problematic in terms of providing the population with information about a more diverse set of 
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candidates, as the larger parties were believed to be less diverse and less likely to provide 

significant support to female and non-white candidates than the smaller, particularly left-wing, 

parties. This was in turn seen in relationship with another factor described as important in 

influencing electoral outcomes, which is also highly influenced by political party size: the 

importance of money and the distribution of public funding from the Party Fund.  

 

4.2.4 Political Finance  
The amount of television advertising time a political candidate is allocated was also seen as 

connected to the amount of campaign revenue that individual political candidates already have 

access to, as well as the amount of campaign revenue that individual political candidates are 

likely to attract as a result of their advertising. As the allotted advertising minutes are 

distributed among the competing candidates at the discretion of their parties, the respondents 

expressed the conviction that white, male candidates are likely to receive preferential treatment 

that jeopardises other candidates’ electoral chances.  

The more television time you get, the more money you have to campaign, the 

easier your candidature becomes and the more likely you are to be elected. 

And who has money in the country? Black people? Women? No. (12b, 

geographer and leader of a black feminist organisation) 

I didn’t have time on the TV, and the others had around 1 minute. And the 

white, rich men, they had 15 minutes. It’s so unequal, the money and the 

exposure time and the possibility to run a campaign through which one can 

dialogue with the population. (13d, political candidate for a left-wing 

political party) 

The amount of money political parties receive from the public Party Fund is calculated based 

on that party’s proportion of elected representatives. Though political parties are bound by law 

to reserve at least 30 per cent of their allocated public funding to women candidates, the 

respondents—particularly those with experience from party politics and political 

campaigning—indicated that parties are highly adept at bypassing such legal obligations. They 

believed as a result of this that candidates from marginalised groups wishing to make a 

successful bid for political office are often dependent on accessing financial resources from 

outside the public system.   
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Though the respondents generally agreed that the recent implementation of a law banning 

legal entities from funding electoral campaigns was positive, they nonetheless frequently 

expressed the conviction that lobbyists and other influential actors representing private 

interests continue to exert substantial influence over politics out of public view by organising 

clandestine transferral systems (e.g. misreporting donations made by legal entities as 

originating from legal sources). The legislation was consequently seen as symbolically sound, 

but essentially futile – if not counterproductive.  

[The] truth is that they always have a way to cheat, the owner of a large 

company will [simply] donate his personal account [instead]. In practice, 

large companies continue to finance. (10e, teacher and left-wing political 

candidate) 

[It] is important that companies are not able to finance campaigns, but they 

cheat. There is always a loophole, and these guys have a lot of money to pay 

a lot of lawyers to find it for them. Who was making the millionaire 

donations? Business owners. Why is it important? Again, to start a 

discussion, to turn the red light on and say “look, people,” because business 

financing in politics means that the elected officials will have to repay their 

debts at some point, they create new strategies so the owners of companies, 

as individuals, are able to make large donations… yet it is the middle-class 

people that make donations of R$1000, R$500, R$50 who are perceived as 

the problem! (12d, geographer and leader of a black feminist organisation)  

The respondents believed that the new law in fact aids the illicit flow of political finance in a 

manner favourable to big businesses and their political contacts, as the ‘big fish’ have means 

at their disposal to bypass legislation that are unavailable to ‘small fry’. This issue was also 

seen in relation to the distribution of political finance to parties and candidates via the Party 

Fund, which was perceived as a system that naturally privileges white, male political 

candidates, incumbents, and otherwise well-connected individuals—seen as more likely to (i) 

rank highly within the hierarchies of big political parties, (ii) have access to a large pool of 

wealthy donors, (iii) have substantial personal wealth, and (iv) consequently have a greater 

capacity to make a name for themselves—over others. Some respondents further expressed a 

concern that discriminatory funding practices jeopardised not only the capacities of smaller 
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and less-established political parties with more diverse candidate pools to challenge the white-

male-dominated status quo, but in fact endangered their very survival.  

Ultimately, the respondents described factors relating to individuals’ personal 

characteristics and identities as important determinants for how they perceive and interact with 

politics, to what extent they are able to influence political decisions, and to what extent they 

are able to access the means with which to run a successful electoral campaign.  

 

4.3 Chapter Summary (Hypotheses) 
The analysis presented in this chapter followed two dominant themes, concerning sociocultural 

and institutional explanations for women and non-white Brazilians’ political marginalisation. 

The respondents described a sociocultural context that privileges whiteness and masculinity, 

and by extension considers traits associated with women and afrodescendants as inferior. The 

political institutions were described as white, masculine spaces that provide electoral 

conditions favourable to male political candidates, thus allowing men to constitute a clear 

majority within the representative body. Based on this, I expect to find through the quantitative 

analysis that:  

 

Hypothesis 1: Being male is positively associated with approval of candidates by the TSE. 

Hypothesis 2: Being male is associated with a positive electoral outcome regardless of 

candidates’ racial identity.  

 

The distinctions respondents drew between racial categories were more nuanced than those 

drawn between men and women. Afrodescendant political candidates were described as faced 

with a high bar when running for representative office, a bar that should be expected to be 

higher for those candidates that identify as black than those who identify as parda. The 

sociocultural factors that privilege whiteness also seen as important in the electoral context, 

allowing individuals who identify as white to represent the majority both among political 

candidates and representatives. Based on this, I expect to find that:  

 

Hypothesis 3: Being white is positively associated with approval of candidates by the TSE. 

Hypothesis 4: Being white is associated with a positive electoral outcome regardless of 

candidates’ sex.   
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The sociocultural and institutional factors that privilege whiteness and masculinity over other 

traits were described as playing an important role in determining which political candidates are 

able to access substantial amounts of political finance with which to fund their electoral 

campaigns, providing male and white political candidates with greater access to campaign 

resources than women and non-white candidates. Political party size was also argued to play 

an important role in determining the allocation of campaigning resources, in accordance with 

the laws that allocate means from the Party Fund and free television advertising timeslots 

among the parties based on the distribution of parties’ representatives within the political 

institutions. Recognising that political finance predictors and party size predictors should be 

expected to measure the same phenomena, political finance here functions as a measure for 

both. As running for office in Brazil was described as a highly expensive endeavour, access to 

campaigning resources was considered important for political candidates. Based on this, I 

expect to find that: 

 

Hypothesis 5: High campaign expenses are associated with a positive electoral outcome 

regardless of candidates’ racial identity. 

Hypothesis 6: High campaign expenses are associated with a positive electoral outcome 

regardless of candidates’ sex.   

 

Finally, the respondents’ descriptions of embedded elitism within the political institutions, 

paired with the assumed benefits of political incumbency in terms of allowing candidates 

running for re-election access to campaign funding and advertising through their status, 

influence, and personal means, makes it reasonable to expect that:  

 

Hypothesis 7: Political incumbency is associated with a positive electoral outcome.  

 

These hypotheses will be tested quantitatively in the next chapter, before the joint findings 

from chapters four and five are discussed in detail in the final chapter.  
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5 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
This chapter is divided into two main sections. The first section analyses the wider relationship 

between candidate sex, race and viability during the 2018 general election, employing data 

covering all political offices and states. The purpose of this section is to examine in broader 

strokes how the underrepresentation of women and afrodescendants in Brazilian politics may 

be seen as linked to a wider process of selection and deselection that occurs both preceding and 

during elections. The second section looks at the hypothesised predictors of a successful 

electoral outcome for candidates running for office as state deputies and federal deputies during 

the 2018 BGE, by analysing the predicted effect of sex, race, political finance, incumbency, 

and their interaction terms on electoral outcomes. All logistic regression models included in 

the analysis are displayed in odds ratios, and the interpretations of the outputs are 

correspondingly made in terms of odds and probability.  

 

5.1 Candidate Nomination, Approval, and Election  
Hypotheses 1 and 3 propose respectively that being male and being white are predictors of TSE 

approval at the second stage of the candidate-level electoral process. Figures 7-10 illustrate 

candidate presence by sex and gender at the nomination, approval, and election stages of the 

2018 BGE as numeric and proportional values. The graphs illustrate that while there are 

considerable differences between groups in terms of the number of political candidates that are 

nominated—with men and white nominees representing a clear majority—rates of approval 

with the TSE are relatively consistent across both categories. Nonetheless, men and white 

nominees are shown to hold a slight advantage over other groups from the first to second stage, 

consistent with expectations. Further, male and white nominees succeed not only in 

maintaining their positions from stages one to two at a slightly higher rate than other groups, 

but also achieved a proportional improvement between these stages – implying that their 

successes come at other groups’ losses.23 This connection is most visible in the relationship 

between approved and elected candidates in figure 8, where the proportion of elected women 

inversely mirrors the proportion of elected men. A similar pattern reveals itself between white 

and parda24 candidates in figure 10, suggesting an unexpected relationship between TSE 

rejection, electoral failure, and identifying as parda.  

 
23 See also Figures 11 and 12 in Appendix II. 
24 Observations denoted parda/o in-text are observed as Brown in figures 9 and 10 and tables 3–7. 
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Figure 7: Nominated, approved, and elected candidates running for any political office, by sex (n = 29,085). Figure created by 
the author based on data from TSE (2018).  

 

 
Figure 8: Nominated, approved, and elected candidates running for any political office, by sex as a proportion of the total 
population count per candidate stage (n = 29,085). Figure created by the author based on data from TSE (2018).  
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Figure 9: Nominated, approved, and elected candidates running for any political office, by self-declared race (n = 29,085). 
Figure created by the author based on data from TSE (2018). 

 

 
Figure 10: Nominated, approved, and elected candidates running for any political office, by self-declared race as a proportion 
of the total population count per candidate stage (n = 29,085). Figure created by the author based on data from TSE (2018).  
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Employing the raw data in which all political offices are treated as equal, I run a logistic 

regression model using the same variables that are visualised in the graphs. The dichotomous 

outcome variable, Approval, is coded 1 where nominated candidates were approved by the TSE 

following the nomination round, and 0 otherwise. State fixed effects are included in order to 

address possible variation across states, e.g. demographic differences that may affect voters’ 

inclinations toward voting for certain types of candidates at a higher or lower rate than the 

national average. 

The first output, illustrating the predicted relationship between candidate status and sex, 

determines a statistically significant and positive relationship between candidate sex (male) 

and confirmation status (approved) at p < 0.01 (Table 3, Model 1). This indicates that the 

probability of male candidates being approved by the TSE is significantly higher than the 

probability of their female peers being approved across contended seats, an observation that 

matches the patterns illustrated in figures 7 and 8.  

Controlling for race (Table 3, Model 2), the predicted effect of sex on candidate status 

remains positive and significant, yet the OR drops to 0.290. The race coefficients (where 

candidates that self-identified as white are the reference group) indicate that identifying as 

parda is negatively and significantly associated with nominees’ probability of being approved 

by the TSE (p < 0.01). For candidates who self-identify as black or other,25 the coefficients 

fail to reach statistical significance. As the results for these groups are also non-significant in 

Table 1, Model 3—results that for the other category are in all likelihood related to the small 

number of Indigenous and Asian-Brazilian observations (Asian-Brazilian n = 168; Indigenous 

n = 133)—further discussion of the regression outputs for these groups will be excluded from 

this section.  

Finally, I include an interaction term between sex and race in order to examine whether 

the predicted effects of these variables differ substantially across groups (Table 3, Model 3), 

which can be thought of as a measure of intersectionality. The interaction terms fail to achieve 

statistical significance, indicating that whereas sex and race are both important predictors of a 

nominated candidate’s odds of approval, statistically significant and positive probability of 

being approved by the TSE is first and foremost associated with being male, while statistically 

significant and negative probability of approval is associated with being female and/or being 

parda.  

 

 
25 Indigenous or Asian-Brazilian. 
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Table 3: Candidate Nomination and Approval 
 Dependent variable: 

 Status (Eligible)  

 (1) (2) (3) 

Male 1.336*** 0.290*** 0.299*** 

 (0.054) (0.040) (0.058) 

Brown  -0.180*** -0.175** 

  (0.045) (0.072) 

Black  -0.099 -0.083 

  (0.065) (0.100) 

Other  0.028 0.210 

  (0.199) (0.323) 

Male*Brown   -0.008 

   (0.087) 

Male*Black   -0.027 

   (0.130) 

Male*Other   -0.306 

   (0.409) 

Constant 11.942*** 2.615*** 2.610*** 

 (2.027) (0.173) (0.175) 

Fixed Effects (State) Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 29,085 29,085 29,085 

Log Likelihood -9,491.875 -9,483.579 -9,483.281 

Akaike Inf. Crit. 19,041.750 19,031.160 19,036.560 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 

Table 3: Logistic regression model (logit) of raw, national-level data, with fixed effects at the state level. Results are 
reported in odds ratios.  
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While there are multiple issues that are worth addressing concerning the predictive power of 

the regression models displayed in Table 3, indicated by the relatively poor improvement of 

out-of-sample prediction (AIC) and the use of categories that are—as has already been argued 

at an earlier stage in this thesis—largely incomparable in terms of central predictors such as 

finance and party size, the takeaway from this initial stage is nonetheless this: following the 

assessment of the graphs and the logistic regression models, in which nominated candidates (i) 

being male and (ii) being white was found to positively predict approval by the TSE, both null 

hypotheses are rejected. In other words, the hypotheses that being male and being white are 

both candidate traits that are positively associated with approval by the TSE are accepted. In 

addition, the observation that parda candidates appear to be particularly disadvantaged in terms 

of both the direction of TSE judgements and electoral outcomes will be considered alongside 

the remaining hypotheses in the next section of the chapter. 

 

5.2 Predicting Electoral Success  
This section sets out to analyse in depth the relationship between the independent variables as 

outlined in Chapter 3, and Electoral Outcome, a binary outcome variable operationalised as 1 

where a political candidate successfully gains the electoral seat for which they were running, 

and 0 otherwise. Data on the candidates for elections at the two different levels under analysis, 

respectively for Federal Deputies (the Chamber of Deputies) (Table 6) and State Deputies (the 

Legislative Assemblies) (Table 7) are analysed and compared throughout the remaining 

chapter.  

The data presented in this section is limited to candidates that (i) were approved by the 

TSE and (ii) had registered campaign expenses exceeding R$0.00 during the 2018 BGE. This 

specification entails a drop in observations from n = 7658 to n = 5800 (-1858) for Federal 

Deputies, and from n = 16,173 to n = 11,353 (-4820) for State Deputies, indicating that a 

substantial number of the nominated candidates that were approved by the TSE running at both 

levels were either orange candidates (following the assessments of “non-consensual” or “on 

leave” orange candidates specified in Wylie and Santos (2016) and Wylie et al. (2019)),26 or 

were for other reasons inactive during the electoral period.  

 

 
26 “Non-consensual” orange candidates are individuals that have not been informed of their candidacy nomination. 

“On leave” orange candidates are individuals that are aware of their nomination yet have no intention of running 

for office. Both types are illegal. 
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Table 4: Candidate spending (Federal Deputies)  

Expenses > R$0 Yes No Total (n) 
Female (all) 73% 27%  2425 

Male (all) 77% 23%  5235 
Asian (all) 65% 35% 54 
Black (all) 69% 31% 829 

Brown (all) 70% 30% 2298 
Indigenous (all) 76% 24% 38 

White (all)  80% 20% 4439 
Asian Female 54% 46% 24 
Black Female 73% 27% 339 

Brown Female 68% 32% 704 
Indigenous Female 86% 14% 14 

White Female 76% 24% 1342 
Asian Male 77% 23% 30 
Black Male 66% 34% 490 

Brown Male 71% 29% 1594 
Indigenous Male 71% 29% 24 

White Male 82% 18% 3097 
Table 4: Approved candidates’ (Chamber of Deputies) registered expenses (over R$0 = Yes), by sex, race, and sex and race. 
Candidates where spending is registered as NA or R$0 are omitted from the analysis. Data: TSE 2018. 

 

Table 5: Candidate spending (State Deputies)  

Expenses > R$0 Yes No Total (n) 
Female (all) 70%  30%  5030 

Male (all) 70%  30%  11,143 
Asian (all) 67%  33%  85 
Black (all) 61%  39%  1751 

Brown (all) 65%  35% 6122 
Indigenous (all) 59%  41% 69 

White (all)  76%  24% 8146 
Asian Female 60%  40% 25 
Black Female 70%  30% 653 

Brown Female 66%  34% 1825 
Indigenous Female 69%  31% 26 

White Female 73%  27% 2501 
Asian Male 70%  30% 60 
Black Male 56%  44% 1098 

Brown Male 65%  35% 4297 
Indigenous Male 53%  47% 43 

White Male 78%  22% 5645 
Table 5: Approved candidates’ (State Legislatures) registered expenses (over R$0 = Yes), by sex, race, and sex and race. 
Candidates where spending is registered as NA or R$0 are omitted from the analysis. Data: TSE 2018. 
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5.2.1 Sex and Race as Predictors of Electoral Outcome  
Hypothesis 2 suggests that male candidates will achieve better electoral outcomes than female 

candidates at both the state and federal levels irrespective of other factors. The coefficients for 

Sex (Male) in Models 1, Table 6 and 7, indicate the same pattern that was found in Table 3: the 

probability of a male candidate achieving a successful electoral outcome where women 

candidates are the reference group is statistically significant (p < 0.01) when Sex is not 

controlled for any other variable. The statistical strength of the prediction that men will perform 

better in electoral competition than women holds throughout the models, though the outputs 

from respectively Table 6, Models 2 and 4 and Table 7, Models 2 and 4 indicate that the 

predicted relationship between sex and electoral success differs contingent on the racial identity 

of the political candidate.27  

Controlling for the other variables, the probability of men running for the office of Federal 

Deputy who self-identify as pardo achieving a positive electoral outcome is negative and 

significant across models when compared to the reference group, though this relationship too 

appears to be contingent on other factors: whereas the interaction term between sex and race 

for parda candidates remains positive and significant at p < 0.05 across models 4–7 in Table 

6, this group first reaches statistical significance at p < 0.01 among candidates to the State 

Legislature when controlled for the interaction effect between race and finance, implying 

greater importance of campaign expenditure among these candidates. Predictions for black 

candidates compared to the reference group also indicate a negative and statistically significant 

prediction of electoral outcome in Table 6, Model 1 and Table 7, Models 2–3, though after 

controlling for the predicted effect of finance (Federal Deputies) and the interaction between 

sex and race, the predictions for black candidates fail to reach statistical significance. On this 

basis I fail to reject the null hypothesis—that being male is negatively associated with or has 

no effect on electoral outcome across race groups—on the basis that only one specified group, 

pardo men, provides statistically significant predictions in favour of the alternative hypothesis. 

For State Deputies (Table 7), being a male that self-identities as pardo is also associated with 

a positive probability on electoral outcome compared to the reference group. In this table, 

however, the coefficients are negative and significant across all observations for black male 

candidates controlled for the other variables. For this reason, I fail to reject the null hypothesis 

for both State and Federal Deputies.  

 

 
27 See also tables 6a-b and 7a-b in Appendix II where candidate sex is set as the main explanatory variable. 
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The coefficients for race in both tables indicate a statistically significant and positive 

relationship between a candidate identifying as white and achieving a positive electoral 

outcome, providing some support to hypothesis 4, which postulates that identifying as white is 

associated with a positive electoral outcome for both men and women. Parda candidates are 

predicted to perform poorly at p < 0.01 at both the state and federal level, whereas candidates 

who identify as black are predicted to perform poorly when controlled for sex and, among the 

state deputy candidate pool, finance – though this effect disappears when controlling for the 

other variables.28 The interaction terms between sex and race further indicate that the predicted 

effect on electoral outcome is statistically significant and negative for male candidates running 

for office as State Deputies who self-identify as black (Table 7, Models 4–7), and positive and 

significant at p < 0.05 for male candidates running for office as Federal Deputies who self-

identify as pardo. This further indicates that whereas sex is an important predictor of a 

candidate’s likelihood of achieving a positive electoral outcome, racial identity too plays an 

important role – with some differences in trends contingent on the office that candidates are 

competing for. On this basis I fail to reject the null hypothesis (4)—that being white is 

negatively associated with or has no effect on electoral outcome for men and women—

following the observation that the interaction between sex and race appears to play an important 

role in determining how candidates running for office as State and Federal Deputies fare in 

electoral competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
28 Interestingly, the coefficients for Asian and Indigenous candidates running for office as state deputies achieve 

a negative and statistically significant predicted probability on electoral outcome in Table 7, Models 2 and 3, 

though this effect disappears when controlling for the other variables.  
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Table 6: Predictors of Electoral Success (Federal Deputies 2018) 
 Dependent variable: 

  
 Outcome 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 
Male 2.671*** 0.941*** 0.886*** 0.651*** 0.693*** 0.699*** 0.644*** 
 (0.340) (0.128) (0.160) (0.185) (0.214) (0.207) (0.208)         
Brown  -0.824*** -0.221 -1.208*** -1.208*** -1.635*** -1.609*** 
  (0.123) (0.149) (0.440) (0.446) (0.521) (0.523)         
Black  -1.237*** -0.363 -0.710 -0.685 -1.024 -1.047 
  (0.234) (0.255) (0.552) (0.558) (0.637) (0.645) 
        
Other  -0.976 -0.125 0.572 0.615 0.761 0.720 
  (0.601) (0.707) (1.043) (1.049) (1.077) (1.078)         
Finance   1.142*** 1.146*** 1.179*** 1.096*** 0.984*** 
   (0.041) (0.041) (0.094) (0.093) (0.095)         
Incumbent       0.910*** 
       (0.166) 
        
Male*Brown    1.130** 1.125** 1.355** 1.335** 
    (0.460) (0.466) (0.527) (0.530)         
Male*Black    0.428 0.396 0.464 0.489 
    (0.617) (0.624) (0.696) (0.706) 
        
Male*Other    -1.077 -1.126 -1.500 -1.566 
    (1.392) (1.396) (1.582) (1.613)         
Male*Finance     -0.041 -0.042 -0.101 
     (0.105) (0.102) (0.103)         
Brown*Finance      0.384*** 0.362*** 
      (0.121) (0.121) 
        
Black*Finance      0.686*** 0.583** 
      (0.256) (0.258)         
Other*Finance      0.894 0.727 
      (0.998) (0.961)         
Constant 0.077*** -1.969*** -2.755*** -2.530*** -2.570*** -2.488*** -2.619*** 
 (0.031) (0.407) (0.457) (0.459) (0.472) (0.478) (0.493) 
         
Fixed Effects (State) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,800 
Log Likelihood -1,677.967 -1,641.333 -1,130.818 -1,126.889 -1,126.809 -1,117.494 -1,102.924 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,411.934 3,344.666 2,325.637 2,323.778 2,325.619 2,312.988 2,285.849 
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
Table 6: Logistic regression models (logit) of specified data (candidates running as Federal Deputies in all 26 Federal Units 
and the Federal State, 2018), with fixed effects at the state level. Results are reported in odds ratios.  
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Table 7: Predictors of Electoral Success (State Deputies 2018)  
 Dependent variable: 

 Outcome 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 
Male 2.599*** 0.922*** 1.577*** 1.601*** 1.037*** 0.959*** 0.738*** 
 (0.230) (0.089) (0.121) (0.149) (0.149) (0.142) (0.151)         
Brown  -0.929*** -0.597*** -0.968*** -0.970*** -1.519*** -1.380*** 
  (0.082) (0.096) (0.271) (0.237) (0.286) (0.294) 
        
Black  -1.387*** -0.614*** 0.414 -0.014 -0.231 -0.042 
  (0.173) (0.184) (0.314) (0.303) (0.317) (0.321)         
Other  -2.667*** -2.124** -11.489 -12.080 -14.075 -13.884 
  (1.005) (1.022) (249.463) (249.216) (245.163) (246.840)         
Finance   1.105*** 1.113*** 0.804*** 0.702*** 0.561*** 
   (0.032) (0.032) (0.049) (0.051) (0.054) 
        
Incumbent       2.422*** 
       (0.102)         
Male*Brown    0.419 0.457* 0.864*** 0.802*** 
    (0.284) (0.254) (0.290) (0.299) 
        
Male*Black    -1.401*** -0.887** -0.757* -0.822** 
    (0.385) (0.381) (0.395) (0.406)         
Male*Other    9.440 10.018 10.940 11.013 
    (249.465) (249.218) (245.126) (246.814)         
Male*Finance     0.472*** 0.476*** 0.250*** 
     (0.064) (0.064) (0.066) 
        
Brown*Finance      0.368*** 0.333*** 
      (0.077) (0.079)         
Black*Finance      0.528*** 0.409** 
      (0.198) (0.204)         
Other*Finance      -4.467 -4.561 
      (9.569) (8.232) 
        
Constant 0.041*** -2.466*** -3.552*** -3.580*** -3.072*** -2.961*** -3.181*** 
 (0.009) (0.234) (0.271) (0.282) (0.278) (0.282) (0.303)          
Fixed Effects (State) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 11,353 11,353 11,353 11,353 11,353 11,353 11,353 
Log Likelihood -3,336.544 -3,237.604 -2,394.211 -2,385.769 -2,359.890 -2,344.047 -2,064.402 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 6,727.088 6,535.207 4,850.422 4,839.538 4,789.781 4,764.093 4,206.804  
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
Table 7: Logistic regression models (logit) of specified data (candidates running as State Deputies in all 26 Federal Units, 
2018) with fixed effects at the state level. Results are reported in odds ratios.  
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5.2.2 Political Finance as a Predictor of Electoral Outcomes  
Political Finance, here operationalised as the standardised campaign expenses registered for 

candidates running for the same legislative seat in the same state, is a predictor of electoral 

outcome that has received substantial attention in the literature on political representation and 

electoral competition in Brazil. Political finance was also identified as an important possible 

predictor of electoral success—vis-à-vis sex and race—by several of the respondents 

interviewed for the qualitative analysis. As the Finance variable included in the models is 

transformed using standard scores, Finance coefficients are interpreted as the change in the 

dependent variable given a one standard deviation change in the finance variable.  

Hypothesis 5 postulates that higher campaign costs are associated with a positive electoral 

outcome irrespective of a candidate’s self-declared race. Hypothesis 6 makes the same 

assumption concerning candidates’ sex. Assessing the first hypothesis in reference to Table 6 

(Federal Deputies), higher campaign expenses are shown to be associated with stable 

statistically significant odds of a positive electoral outcome across measures, at p < 0.01. 

Further, controlling for campaign expenses weakens the negative probability of race (parda 

and black as compared to white), indicating that groups with comparatively low odds of 

achieving a positive electoral outcome benefit from high campaign expenses (and, by 

extension, high campaign funding). Whereas the output for Table 7, Models 3–7 also indicates 

that high campaign expenses are conducive to a positive electoral outcome for candidates 

competing at the state level (statistically significant at p < 0.01),  controlling for finance does 

not bring about similar changes to the race coefficients in Table 7, Model 3, indicating that 

non-white candidates running at the federal level may have more to gain from attracting 

substantial financial donations than those running for office as State Deputies. Controlling for 

the interaction between race and finance (Tables 6 and 7, Model 6) further indicates a 

relationship between a candidate’s race and finance, with a positive and statistically significant 

(p < 0.01) probability on electoral outcome for black and parda candidates in both models – 

an effect that falls to a positive and significant prediction at p < 0.05 for the interaction term 

between black candidates and high expenses when controlled for political incumbency in 

Tables 6 and 7, Model 7, yet remains unaffected for the interaction term between parda 

candidates and high expenses in the same models.  

Controlling for the interaction between sex and race (Tables 6 and 7, Model 4) and sex 

and campaign expenses (Tables 6 and 7, Model 5) has no notable effect on the standalone 

coefficients for sex and race’s predictions at the federal level, though the latter interaction term 
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does affect the coefficients for the interaction between sex and race for candidates running as 

State Deputies. The interaction term Male*Finance indicates a positive and statistically 

significant (p < 0.01) predicted outcome that maintains its strength across models when 

controlling for respectively the interaction between race and campaign expenses, and political 

incumbency, in Table 7. Controlled for the interaction term between sex and campaign 

expenses, the positive Sex*Race coefficient for male parda candidates reaches significance at 

p < 0.1, an effect that is strengthened (p < 0.01) when also controlling for the interaction 

between Race and Finance. This further indicates a positive relationship between sex, race, 

and political finance for candidates running as State Deputies that may particularly benefit male 

and parda candidates, though this effect does not influence the overall predicted effect of the 

standalone predictors for Sex and Race – further indicating that the relationship between the 

predictors in influencing whether or not a candidate at the state level achieves a positive 

electoral outcome is contingent on how their personal traits intersect.  

The overall takeaway concerning the effect of political finance on electoral outcome is 

ambiguous. Whereas the predicted effect of a one standard deviation change in campaign 

expenses is positive and statistically significant (p < 0.01) for candidates running at both state 

and federal levels—implying that high campaign expenses are associated with a positive 

electoral outcome holding all else equal—the regression coefficients for the interaction terms 

for race and finance indicate that the actual effect of political finance on electoral outcome is 

contingent on both a candidate’s racial identity, and on the political office for which the 

candidate is competing. For candidates running at the federal level, access to high levels of 

campaign finance may be interpreted as having the effect of evening the playing field for parda 

and black candidates who might otherwise perform poorly when competing against white 

candidates. The non-significant coefficients for the interaction term between sex and finance 

in Table 6, Models 5–7 (Federal Deputies), may further be seen as illustrating the point that 

where political finance is concerned, it is a candidate’s race as opposed to their sex that to the 

greatest extent determines whether or not access to high levels of campaign funding will 

improve their odds of achieving a positive electoral outcome – or, conversely, that spending 

large amounts of money on a political campaign is similarly beneficial to both male and female 

candidates (as also illustrated in Tables 6a-b and 7-a-b in Appendix II). Based on this, the null 

hypotheses 5 and 6 are rejected in the federal-level context: high campaign expenses are 

associated with a positive electoral outcome irrespective of sex or racial identity for candidates 

running as Federal Deputies.  
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For candidates running at the state level, however, the relationship between candidate sex 

and political finance appears to be more complicated. As mentioned previously, controlling for 

Finance caused no change in the direction or significance levels of the coefficients Sex (Male) 

or Race in Table 7, Model 3, where the same control caused substantial changes to the same 

coefficients in Table 6. Whereas controlling for the interaction between sex and race in Model 

4 eliminated the predicted negative association of a candidate self-identifying as black on 

electoral outcome (from negative and statistically significant at p < 0.01 to positive and non-

significant), and controlling for the interaction terms Sex*Finance and Race*Finance 

improved the predicted probability of male parda and black candidates on electoral outcome 

(from positive and non-significant to positive and statistically significant (p < 0.01) for male 

parda candidates in Models 4 to 6, and from negative and statistically significant to negative 

and significant at p < 0.1 for black candidates in Models 4 to 6), the results for Table 7 are 

more compounded than those illustrated in Table 6. Furthermore, whereas the interaction 

between a candidate’s sex and their registered expenses caused no significant changes to the 

coefficients in Table 6, the Male*Finance variable delivers uniformly positive and statistically 

significant (p < 0.01) coefficients in Table 7 that produce the aforementioned changes in the 

predictions for both pardo and black male candidates (Model 5). On the basis of this, I fail to 

reject the null hypotheses 5 and 6 in the state-level context. 

 

5.2.3 Political Incumbency as a Predictor of Electoral Outcomes 
Hypothesis 7 posits that political incumbency is associated with a positive electoral outcome. 

The hypothesis is based on the presupposition that political incumbents are, owing to the 

reasons outlined in the previous chapter, highly competitive candidates.29 The coefficients for 

Incumbency in Tables 6 and 7, Models 7, indicate that the predicted probability of an incumbent 

achieving a positive electoral outcome is statistically significant (p < 0.01) at both levels of 

interest when controlling for all other variables, with an OR of 0.910 for incumbents competing 

at the federal level and 2.422 for incumbents competing at the state level. Whereas controlling 

for incumbency has no substantial effect on the coefficients for the existing variables in Table 

6, Model 7 (with the exception of the positive coefficients for the interaction term 

Black*Finance, dropping from statistical significance at p < 0.01 in Model 6 to significance at 

 
29 An 8th model including an interaction term for political incumbency and finance was also run, but given that 

the inclusion of this variable produced no meaningful change to the regression outputs and provided no 

mentionable improvement to model fit, this interaction term was omitted from the analysis.  
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p < 0.05 in Model 7), the two interaction terms for black political candidates—between 

respectively sex and finance—indicate that political incumbency has a somewhat negative 

effect on the predicted probability of a black male candidate achieving a positive electoral 

outcome when compared to the interacted reference groups. One potential explanation for this 

drop in predictive power when controlling for political incumbency relates to the possibility 

that the candidates who constitute the reference group—in the case of the interaction term for 

black men, white women—benefit from incumbency status when competing for electoral 

office. While the logistic regression outputs from Tables 6a-b and 7-b (Appendix II) indicate 

that the predicted effect of incumbency status on electoral outcome is positive and statistically 

significant (p < 0.01) for both men and women running for office at both the state and federal 

level, it is nonetheless possible that some candidates from underrepresented groups running for 

re-election may benefit from incumbency to a greater extent than other minority 

representatives. Based on the observation that the predicted probability of incumbency on 

electoral outcome is positive and statistically significant when controlled for all other variables 

in both electoral contexts, while only marginally affecting the coefficients for the interaction 

terms Black*Finance (Tables 6 and 7, models 7) and Male*Black (Table 7, Model 7), I reject 

the null hypothesis—that incumbency is negatively associated with or has no effect on electoral 

outcome—for candidates running for office at both the state and federal level.  
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5.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented two sets of logistic regression analyses in which the hypothesised 

predictors for respectively (i) candidate approval by the TSE and (ii) electoral outcomes for 

candidates running as State Deputies to the State Legislatures and Federal Deputies to the 

Chamber of Deputies were evaluated. In the second half of the chapter, the hypotheses were 

assessed separately for the regression outputs at the state and federal level, which were found 

to produce differing outcomes where the predicted relationships between campaign funding, 

candidates’ biological sex, and candidates’ racial identities on electoral outcomes were 

evaluated. The resulting conclusions were:   

 

Hypothesis 1: Being male is positively associated with approval of candidates by the TSE. 

Hypothesis 2 (0): Being male is negatively associated with or has no effect on candidates’ 

electoral outcomes regardless of their racial identity. 

Hypothesis 3: Being white is positively associated with approval of candidates by the TSE. 

Hypothesis 4 (0): Being white is negatively associated with or has no effect on candidates’ 

electoral outcomes regardless of their sex. 

Hypothesis 5: High campaign expenses are associated with a positive electoral outcome for 

candidates running for office as Federal Deputies regardless of their racial identity. 

Hypothesis 5 (0): High campaign expenses are negatively associated with or have no effect on 

electoral outcomes for candidates running for office as State Deputies regardless of their racial 

identity.  

Hypothesis 6: High campaign expenses are associated with a positive electoral outcome for 

candidates running for office as Federal Deputies regardless of their sex. 

Hypothesis 6 (0): High campaign expenses are negatively associated with or have no effect on 

electoral outcomes for candidates running for office as State Deputies regardless of their sex. 

Hypothesis 7: Incumbency is associated with a positive electoral outcome for candidates 

competing for re-election as either State or Federal Deputies.   

 

These results, and their implications for the research question, will be discussed alongside the 

findings from the qualitative analysis in the next, and final, chapter.  
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6 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 

To speak about race is to speak about the domination and enslavement of a people, 

to speak about their erasure, the silencing of their voices, and the denial of their 

humanity. To speak about race is to speak about the inequalities that have 

structured our society to this day.30   

Marielle Franco (2017) 

 

This thesis set out to answer the research question What factors contribute towards the 

continued political marginalisation of women and afrodescendants in Brazil? by following a 

two-phase mixed-methods approach consisting of (i) a qualitative analysis of  interview data 

from 17 semi-structured interviews conducted in Rio de Janeiro in January 2020, and (ii) a 

quantitative analysis employing a self-constructed dataset covering candidate-level electoral 

data from the 2018 BGE and demographic data from the 2010 census. The analytical findings 

are presented and discussed in the first half of this chapter, before the thesis is concluded with 

a wider discussion on their potential implications for the future of representative politics in 

Brazil and the possible avenues for future research into political representation and 

intersectionality in the Brazilian context.  

 

6.1 Findings 

6.1.1 Qualitative Findings 
In line with the wider intersectional framework of the analysis, the interview respondents 

described the social and institutional structures of Brazil as highly hierarchical domains 

wherein positionality is determined by the interplay of individuals’ personal characteristics, 

particularly gender, race, class, and geographical or territorial affiliation. Whereas white men 

and negra women were most frequently portrayed as benefiting or disadvantaging from this 

system, the respondents’ descriptions were seldom marred by universalism: privilege and 

disadvantage were described as permeating all loosely fitted social categories, with outcomes 

contingent on the intersecting nature of the factors at work. Nevertheless, certain characteristics 

 
30 Author’s translation. Portuguese: “Falar de raça é falar da dominação e escravização de um povo, do 

apagamento, silenciamento e retirada da sua humanidade. Falar sobre raça é falar sobre a desigualdade que 

estrutura a nossa sociedade até hoje.” 
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were seen as making individuals more vulnerable to experiencing further disadvantage—the 

add-on effects of marginalisation—than others. Brazil’s legacies of slavery, colonialism, 

authoritarianism and conservative religiosity were presented as important factors in structuring 

both social and institutional hierarchies, implying that whereas women and afrodescendants 

are present in the upper rungs of society at a much higher rate today than what they have been 

historically, no amount of wealth or status can fully protect an afrodescendant Brazilian from 

experiencing racism, nor a Brazilian woman from experiencing sexism. These manifestations 

of prejudice were described as culturally and systemically embedded within existing structures, 

stubborn stains that prevail despite some efforts to remove them through affirmative action 

policies.  

In the electoral context, marginalisation was described as omnipresent, manifested in both 

the actions and inactions of the institutions, the political parties, the representatives, and the 

electorate. The institutions were portrayed, whether by design or by the conscious puzzling of 

those who inhabit their structures, as largely inalterable systems under which the status quo is 

both maintained and reinforced. The interview respondents saw little real effort on the part of 

important players within Brazilian politics in working towards the expansion of criteria for 

entry in a manner that may aid in the greater inclusion of historically marginalised groups, 

echoing the sentiment of a “crisis of representation” in Brazil that was touched upon in chapter 

two. The institutions were described as white, masculine spaces rigged in favour of certain 

demographic groups, with absent or highly malleable mechanisms for the political inclusion of 

historically marginalised groups; embedded traditions of paternalism, clientelism and 

patrimonialism that work towards allowing an elite stronghold on political power; low 

regulation of intra-institutional bargaining behaviours leading to the formation of influential 

cross-party coalition groups that represent the interests of private capital and large religious 

organisations; and unfair laws connected to the distribution of vital campaigning resources.  

Political parties—particularly larger, well-established parties—were described as largely 

unwilling to or incapable of addressing issues of inequality within their own ranks, opting 

rather to make use of loopholes in the legal framework than question or challenge party cultures 

and priorities concerning the inclusion of historically marginalised groups. Parties too were 

described as composed of rigid hierarchical structures under which certain party members are 

privileged over others on the basis of their gender, race, social class, and social status. This was 

seen as manifested in the preferential treatment of specific individuals and groups over others 

in terms of recruitment, allocation of work and responsibilities within the party, career 

progression, and the uneven allocation of political finance and television advertising minutes 
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to political candidates during elections. Relating to this, political candidates’ prospects of 

achieving a positive electoral outcome was frequently described as contingent upon their 

capacities to attract and accumulate political finance with which to bolster their electoral 

campaigns – a capacity that was in turn seen as a correlate of individuals’ physical and social 

traits. Vital to this view was the expectation that individuals from historically marginalised 

groups who are able to achieve both nomination, TSE approval, and electoral success often 

come from vastly different socioeconomic backgrounds than the majority of the individuals 

they are perceived as representing in descriptive terms: political representatives who share 

physical characteristics with marginalised communities may not necessarily think like them, 

understand them, or concern themselves with representing these communities’ interests.  

Political representatives, irrespective of their personal characteristics, were perceived as 

either being invested in maintaining the existing political and social hierarchies, or as stuck 

between a rock and a hard place in terms of their capacities to use their platforms to address 

and alleviate social inequalities. Furthermore, several respondents argued that expecting 

minority representatives to produce positive political results that may open up politics to a more 

diverse set of representatives and address the grievances of underrepresented groups was not 

only unreasonable in practical terms, but was also unjust towards minority representatives 

themselves, who should not be expected to shoulder the burden of achieving equality on their 

own. The sad fate that befell Marielle Franco, and the failure on part of the wider criminal 

justice system in providing a thorough and transparent investigation into her murder, was 

mentioned by several respondents as not only indicative of the risks that political 

representatives from historically marginalised groups take when championing political causes 

related to systemic inequalities and political wrongdoing, but also as a deterrent to black 

women and other individuals from marginalised communities who might otherwise pursue a 

career in politics. Owing to this, several of the respondents’ voiced their belief in the 

importance of community organisation and political activism in addressing inequalities from 

the bottom up, in lieu of adequate organisations within the institutions that may bring about 

positive development from the top down.  

Finally, the respondents provided a nuanced description of the Brazilian electorate as 

constituting a heterogeneous population living under diverse and diverging circumstances that 

influenced both how they perceived politics and politicians, the extent to which they interacted 

with and participated in political activities and processes, and the ways in which they evaluated 

the political interests and agendas of their peers. The respondents frequently drew links 

between intersectionality and political participation, arguing that the lived circumstances of 
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multiply-burdened individuals—frequently illustrated in the case of Rio de Janeiro with the 

urban poor, faveladas—often entail low access to services and infrastructures that may help 

inform electoral choices or guide individuals towards participating in politics. The 

unfavourable circumstance of persisting on a low income was argued by several respondents 

to entail that people simply do not have the time to think about politics, nor to question or 

challenge widely held perceptions of who politicians are or what they do. This too was 

described in conjunction with political interest, choices, and participation: in a social 

framework where white men constitute the standard image of leadership and power within the 

collective imagination, and where the racial democracy theory is in large part still accepted as 

truth, challenging existing frameworks was considered a substantial challenge.   

In sum, the respondents described a cultural context where internal and external norms 

relating to individual and group identities are important in influencing the extent to which 

individuals are able to access politics, with the term access here relating both to (i) individuals’ 

opportunities and capacities to acquire knowledge about politics, leading to social and political 

consciousness, the formulation of interests and demands, and traditional (electoral) or 

alternative (non-electoral) participation in political activities; and (ii) the extent to which 

political arenas may be considered open spaces for historically marginalised sections of the 

population. This should be seen as problematic not only in terms of the willingness that 

representatives can be expected to display in working towards the diversification of the 

representative body, but also in terms of the expected willingness—or opportunity—of 

individuals from marginalised communities to participate in representative politics.  

 

6.1.2 Quantitative Findings  
Building on the hypotheses singled out for analysis in chapter four, which focused respectively 

on the predictive effect of sex, racial identities, campaign expenses and incumbency status on 

electoral outcomes for political candidates running for office as State Deputies or Federal 

Deputies during the 2018 BGE, the quantitative analysis revealed findings both consistent with 

and deviating from the expectations emerging from the interview material. The overall 

assumptions reflected in the hypotheses were that male candidates, white candidates, 

candidates with access to substantial resources with which to fund their political campaigns, 

and candidates running for re-election, would achieve positive electoral outcomes at higher 

rates than the reference groups. Interaction terms were also included in the analysis in order to 

control for the interacted effects between the central independent variables on the outcome 
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variable. Focusing the analysis on elections at both the state and federal level allowed for 

comparison between two distinctive candidate populations who, while running for political 

office under similar conditions—i.e. an electoral context under which a 30 per cent gender 

quota is applied to parties’ lists of nominated candidates and votes from open lists are translated 

into mandates by PR, as well as under the wider context of the 2018 BGE—may also be 

expected to exhibit some differences in terms of the examined phenomena. 

The results of the logistic regression models presented in the first half of chapter five, 

which looked at the predicted association between sex, race, and a nominated candidate at the 

national level’s probability of being approved (or rejected) by the TSE preceding the 2018 

BGE, indicated that whereas nominated candidates were rejected by the TSE at similar rates 

when compared to the proportion of nominees within their ‘group’,31 white and male nominees 

were nonetheless more likely to have their candidacies approved by the TSE than other groups. 

Further, as illustrated in Tables 4 and 5, a substantial proportion of those candidates that were 

approved by the TSE yet remained financially—and assumably competitively—inactive during 

the election period were female and/or non-white, suggesting that a sizeable number of ‘non-

viable’ candidates are positively evaluated by the TSE. This latter finding is important in terms 

of understanding political parties’ rationale for utilising orange candidates, seen in conjunction 

with the gender quota and the TSE’s criteria for approving candidates. If political parties are 

penalised for nominating non-viable candidates if such nominations are discovered by the TSE 

during the approval stage, yet escape further disciplinary action when a substantial proportion 

of their approved candidates remain inactive for the duration of the electoral process, non-

compliance to the gender quota should be expected to continue to present an attractive prospect 

for parties with little invested interest in ensuring that a higher proportion of political 

candidates and representatives are women. The presence of non-viable candidates on party lists 

following TSE evaluation is also problematic in terms of data validity and institutional 

transparency, as it entails the publication of unreliable information concerning the composition 

of party lists that provide political parties with a trusted official source with which to reference 

their alleged compliance with the gender quota.  

The results of the logistic regression models presented in the second half of chapter five, 

where the hypothesised predictors of electoral success—or loss—were evaluated, further 

illustrated that both sex and race are important factors for determining a political candidate’s 

probability of achieving a positive electoral outcome. Whereas the model outputs indicated that 

 
31 See Figures 11 and 12, Appendix II.  
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white and male candidates are not universally associated with electoral success—that is, a 

political candidate’s electoral outcome was found to be contingent on a combination of 

predictors—the analysis nevertheless presented sufficient support to conclude that being white 

or being male is positively associated with a candidate’s electoral outcome to a far greater 

extent than being non-white or being female. Controlling for the interaction terms further 

produced results indicating that whereas self-identifying as parda (the second largest 

candidate, representative, and indeed demographic group in terms of racial identification) is 

associated with a positive electoral outcome where the candidate is male, being parda is 

nevertheless negatively associated with electoral success where sex is unspecified (with white 

candidates constituting the reference group). This is taken to imply that whereas male 

candidates who identify as pardo are likely to be disadvantaged when competing for office 

against white men, their odds of achieving a positive electoral outcome should be expected to 

be good when competing against white, and by extension parda, women at both the state and 

federal levels.32  

Unsurprisingly, controlling for the predicted effect of political finance on electoral 

outcomes revealed that candidates with the means to spend heavily on their electoral campaigns 

are likely to win election at a significantly higher rate than candidates with more humble 

resources at their disposal. While this result was to be expected granted the substantial existing 

literature corroborating the importance of political finance in electoral competitions both in 

Brazil and elsewhere, the effect of controlling for political finance on the coefficients for 

candidate race were nonetheless interesting. Only controlling for candidates’ sex and race, 

political finance was found to remove the negative association of candidates identifying as 

black or parda on electoral outcome when running for office at the federal level, providing 

reason to believe that high levels of political funding can help correct for many of the 

disadvantages faced by afrodescendant candidates. This finding is important, as it implies that 

candidates from historically marginalised communities stand a better chance at being elected 

to represent if they are able to attract substantial donations with which to finance their 

campaigns when running for certain political offices. While controlling for the interaction 

between candidate sex and race (where respectively women and white candidates represented 

the reference groups) removed the improved prediction for parda candidates running for office 

as Federal Deputies, the regression coefficients for black candidates running for the same office 

 
32 Owing to the observation that white women are predicted to outperform parda women running at either level, 

see Tables 6a and 7a, Appendix II. A similar effect is not determinable in competition against black women.  
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remained unaltered when subjected to all controls – a pattern that was observed to hold for both 

female and male black political candidates running as Federal Deputies in Tables 6a-b 

(included in Appendix II). Whereas the observation that high levels of political finance may 

help political candidates from historically marginalised groups win election, this should be 

considered in relation to the interview respondents’ concerns regarding the extent to which 

representatives with traits typically associated with marginalisation may be seen as 

representative of those groups. If the financial prerequisites for winning political office are 

extremely high, the socioeconomic status of the candidates capable of attaining considerable 

resources with which to fund their electoral campaigns will in all probability differ from those 

population demographics they are perceived as representing in descriptive terms. Furthermore, 

where the cost of financing a successful electoral campaign exceeds far and above what regular 

Brazilians are able to acquire, finance may represent the greatest hurdle to overcome in order 

to gain representative office. This could in turn entail that the electoral prospects of both 

women and non-white political candidates are in fact better at the state level, where the positive 

effect of political finance appears more evenly distributed. This latter point may possibly relate 

to the fact that municipal and state representatives are physically closer to the constituents than 

representatives who serve at the federal level, perhaps also meaning that they are 

‘substantively’ closer due to being exposed to many of the same geographically contingent 

experiences. The benefits of proximity may play some role in explaining why higher campaign 

expenses appear to be more meaningful in predicting the electoral outcomes of candidates 

running for office at the federal level, as state-level candidates may simply not be as dependent 

on spending extraordinarily high amounts of money on their campaigns in an effort to reach 

out to their constituents.  

Finally, the role of incumbency in predicting electoral outcomes was included in the 

analysis as a result of the respondents’ comments concerning embedded elitism, nepotism, and, 

as was beautifully worded by one respondent, “oligarchic affirmation” (1h). Based on the 

assumption that incumbents are more likely to be influential, more recognisable to the 

electorate than most non-incumbents, and have access to greater resources with which to run 

an effective electoral campaign than other candidates, Hypothesis 7 successfully predicted a 

positive association between political incumbency and electoral outcome. Whereas the 

overarching trend in both the state and federal contexts when controlling for incumbency 

indicated that candidates running for re-election hold an overall advantage over contenders 

irrespective of other factors, the interaction terms for the interaction between respectively black 

candidates and political finance at both the federal and state level, and black candidates and 
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sex (male) at the state level, indicated that the positive effect of incumbency on electoral 

outcome is nevertheless contingent on the interplay between other factors when comparing 

respectively male and female, black and white, and high- versus low-spending candidates. 

Ultimately, the results concerning the effect of incumbency on electoral outcome indicate that 

once State Deputies and Federal Deputies are elected into office, their chances of remaining in 

that position are relatively good – lending further credit to the respondents’ descriptions of a 

representative body that tends to allow little deviation from pre-established constellations in 

terms of social and descriptive traits.  

 

6.2 Conclusion 
The opening and closing citations of this thesis are reflective of the descriptions provided by 

the interview respondents whose thoughts, insights and experiences from Brazilian social and 

political life were presented in the qualitative analysis in chapter four. Jair Bolsonaro, now 

President of the Federative Republic of Brazil, represents in large part the continuation of a 

political system where white men not only constitute the majority of the representative body, 

but where the antitheses to whiteness and masculinity are largely disassociated with the ability 

to represent. Marielle Franco, and the black women who picked up the representative mantle 

in the wake of her passing, stand in stark contrast to this reality: a political minority made up 

of a demographic majority.33 The study’s research question was born from this observation, 

one that from the perspective of descriptive representation appears contradictory to the opening 

statement of the 1988 Constitution, under which democratic rule pledges to deliver to the 

Brazilian people a representative state contrasting the uniformity of its authoritarian forebear.  

Though the inferences of this thesis may appear to provide little in terms of hope for a 

future that delivers such ambitions in real terms, they are nonetheless important in providing 

an answer to the quandary concerning the ongoing political marginalisation of Brazilian 

women and afrodescendants. While the findings are supportive of the conclusions made in 

much of the existing literature on democratic governance and political representation in Brazil, 

presented in chapter two, the theoretical framework—which presupposes that the factors that 

cause women and afrodescendants to continue to experience marginalisation at the political 

level are intrinsically linked to those that bar historically marginalised groups’ access across 

 
33 Afrodescendant women and afrodescendant men made up respectively 25.37 per cent and 25.36 per cent of 

the Brazilian population according to the most recent census (IBGE 2010), making afrodescendants the largest 

demographic group both by gender and in total.  
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sociocultural and institutional contexts—has provided a perspective to the research question 

that imparts a fresh take to the phenomena under analysis.  

Noting that positive gains in terms of opening up political spaces to greater numbers of 

women representatives were made in the years immediately following the democratic 

transition, the results from the quantitative analysis presented in chapter five illustrate that 

women continue to be substantially disadvantaged compared to men in electoral competitions. 

While the TSE data for the 2018 BGE demonstrated that women typically made up just above 

or below 30 per cent of nominated candidates on party lists in those contexts where the gender 

quota is enforced, the real distribution of male to female candidates competing for 

representative office is further skewed in favour of men when considering the proportion of 

women nominees who were rejected after evaluation by the TSE, and those observed to have 

remained financially inactive during the electoral period. This appears to confirm the 

statements made by several of the interview respondents concerning political parties’ practice 

of nominating non-viable candidates in order to escape disciplinary action by the electoral 

tribunal, a method of circumventing the gender quota that has been more extensively 

researched by authors such as Kristin Wylie (2018). These observations make it natural to 

conclude, as others have before me, that the gender quota utilised in the Brazilian electoral 

model leaves much to be desired in improving the descriptive representation of women. 

Considering the points laid out in chapter two concerning the arguments for descriptive 

representation, it is reasonable to expect that the Brazilian political system—and the Brazilian 

population—would benefit from seeing more women elected to representative office. In order 

to achieve this, further effort should be expended on ensuring that the mechanisms in place that 

guarantee women some level of representation are improved upon, including reassessing the 

range of the gender quota and the level at which it is applied, as well as the system of assessing 

and penalising non-compliance with the quota law.  

The findings concerning the political representation of afrodescendants are decisively 

nuanced, an unsurprising fact when considering the complex ways that race and racial identities 

are constructed and interpreted in Brazil. In terms of electoral success, the order of 

representation by race appears to mirror the social whitening concept associated with the racial 

democracy theory, where a scale of ‘whiteness’—from white, to parda, to black—orders the 

distribution of elected officials from majority to minority. Pardas, who fall somewhere in-

between, appear to either benefit or disadvantage from their racial identity contingent on the 

other factors at play. Perhaps the most interesting finding, concerning the predicted relationship 

between political finance and electoral success, indicates that political candidates with identity 
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traits associated with marginalisation benefit substantially from higher levels of campaign 

funding. This may indicate that greater numbers of parda and black candidates will achieve 

positive electoral outcomes where political finance is focused more towards historically 

marginalised candidate groups, a measure that both political parties and the wider institutional 

framework should be capable of addressing. However, in lieu of legislation aimed at improving 

the descriptive representation of afrodescendants, there is little reason to expect that such 

change will come about organically. If the cost of representation in monetary terms naturally 

privileges individuals from more hospitable socioeconomic backgrounds, representative bodies 

should be expected to continue to be formed in large part by representatives whose descriptive 

traits and lived experiences fail to mirror those of the majority population. Ultimately, then, 

development towards a representative scenario in which the needs and interests of the 

population are addressed substantively may depend in large part on developments being made 

in addressing and remedying how the redistribution of resources and service provision tends to 

follow the patterns of the past.  

In an alternative approach to assessing the research problem, it might be prudent to ask 

not which factors contribute towards the continued marginalisation of women and 

afrodescendants in Brazil, but rather which factors do not. The interview respondents’ focus 

on the importance of racial, social and political consciousness, and political organisation from 

the bottom up as instruments for addressing social and political inequalities may prove fruitful 

in addressing the apparent standstill of the representative situation in Brazil. Recent research 

has indicated a growth in the number of Brazilians who elect to self-identify as afrodescendant 

that cannot be explained by differences stemming from population growth rates alone (Miranda 

2015). The imminent undertaking of the next Brazilian census, set to 2021, will provide 

researchers with new material with which to assess demographic trends in terms of racial self-

identification. Furthermore, while the electoral results from the 2018 BGE in large part 

followed recent trends concerning the distribution of representatives by gender and race, the 

rise in black women candidates competing for office in Rio de Janeiro should not go unnoticed 

(Kaiser 2018). With the results of the 2020 municipal elections right around the corner, further 

increases in the number of women, afrodescendants—and not least afrodescendant women—

elected to office at the municipal level may offer new approaches to how politics is conducted 

– and by example, provide new substance to the meaning of representation. 
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Appendix II. Data and Models 
 
 

MODELS 
 
Table 6a: Federal Deputies (Women)  
 Dependent variable: 
 Outcome 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Brown 0.207*** -0.973** -1.135** -1.159** 
 (0.080) (0.476) (0.554) (0.564) 
Black 0.235*** -0.536 -0.830 -0.860 
 (0.125) (0.588) (0.709) (0.705) 
Other 0.829 1.066 1.187 1.209 
 (0.876) (1.074) (1.125) (1.127) 
Finance  1.260*** 1.203*** 1.008*** 
  (0.108) (0.114) (0.127) 
Incumbent    1.596*** 
    (0.560) 
Brown*Finance   0.183 0.275 
   (0.278) (0.297) 
Black*Finance   0.579 0.345 
   (0.509) (0.537) 
Other*Finance   1.031 1.236 
   (1.955) (1.944) 
Constant 0.611 -1.613** -1.570* -1.467* 
 (0.376) (0.795) (0.802) (0.783) 
Fixed Effects (State) Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 1,768 1,768 1,768 1,768 
Log Likelihood -284.041 -180.604 -179.614 -175.513 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 628.081 423.207 427.228 421.025 
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table 6b: Federal Deputies (Men) 
 Dependent variable: 
 Outcome 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Brown 0.492*** -0.121 -0.365** -0.356* 
 (0.065) (0.160) (0.181) (0.182) 
Black 0.308*** -0.312 -0.582* -0.582* 
 (0.080) (0.288) (0.337) (0.337) 
Other 0.335 -0.479 -0.689 -0.770 
 (0.247) (0.921) (1.082) (1.093) 
Finance  1.145*** 1.049*** 0.883*** 
  (0.046) (0.050) (0.059) 
Incumbent    0.885*** 
    (0.179) 
Brown*Finance   0.483*** 0.455*** 
   (0.140) (0.138) 
Black*Finance   0.694** 0.605** 
   (0.301) (0.303) 
Other*Finance   0.736 0.552 
   (1.065) (0.938) 
Constant 0.192*** -2.355*** -2.232*** -2.514*** 
 (0.103) (0.579) (0.586) (0.609) 
Fixed Effects (State) Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 4,032 4,032 4,032 4,032 
Log Likelihood -1,328.589 -924.376 -914.995 -903.012 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 2,717.178 1,910.752 1,897.991 1,876.023 
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table 7a: State Deputies (Women)  
 Dependent variable: 
 Outcome 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Brown 0.306*** -0.955*** -1.106*** -1.122*** 
 (0.065) (0.257) (0.304) (0.322) 
Black 0.421*** 0.006 -0.253 -0.064 
 (0.121) (0.310) (0.355) (0.362) 
Other 0.00000 -15.023 -15.340 -15.164 
 (0.0002) (1,110.936) (2,368.674) (2,356.854) 
Finance  0.831*** 0.774*** 0.599*** 
  (0.051) (0.059) (0.064) 
Incumbent    2.788*** 
    (0.288) 
Brown*Finance   0.116 0.136 
   (0.117) (0.121) 
Black*Finance   0.824*** 0.805*** 
   (0.296) (0.308) 
Other*Finance   -0.690 -0.672 
   (6,002.802) (5,946.882) 
Constant 0.099*** -3.571*** -3.656*** -4.030*** 
 (0.052) (0.702) (0.728) (0.780) 
Fixed Effects (State) Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 3,511 3,511 3,511 3,511 
Log Likelihood -607.216 -445.088 -440.658 -392.857 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,272.432 950.176 947.316 853.714 
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table 7b: State Deputies (Men)  
 Dependent variable: 
 Outcome 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Brown 0.412*** -0.529*** -0.736*** -0.645*** 
 (0.037) (0.105) (0.117) (0.127) 
Black 0.195*** -0.908*** -0.988*** -0.843*** 
 (0.043) (0.236) (0.237) (0.247) 
Other 0.086** -2.048** -3.201 -2.917 
 (0.087) (1.032) (4.460) (3.838) 
Finance  1.283*** 1.159*** 0.803*** 
  (0.041) (0.046) (0.048) 
Incumbent    2.379*** 
    (0.110) 
Brown*Finance   0.537*** 0.463*** 
   (0.102) (0.104) 
Black*Finance   0.190 0.088 
   (0.275) (0.240) 
Other*Finance   -4.551 -4.624 
   (9.904) (8.444) 
Constant 0.207*** -1.949*** -1.860*** -2.268*** 
 (0.051) (0.264) (0.272) (0.295) 
Fixed Effects (State) Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 7,842 7,842 7,842 7,842 
Log Likelihood -2,608.159 -1,897.742 -1,881.712 -1,650.433 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 5,274.318 3,855.483 3,829.423 3,368.865 
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Figure 12 
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SUMMARY STATISTICS 
 

Table 3: Candidate Nomination and Approval 
Status (Dependent Variable): Not Approved = 0, Approved = 1 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.0000   1.0000   1.0000   0.8971   1.0000   1.0000 
 
Sex (Independent Variable): Female = 0, Male = 1 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.0000   0.0000   1.0000   0.6952   1.0000   1.0000  
 
Race (Independent Variable): Other = Asian and Indigenous  
White   Brown   Black   Other  
15241   10383   3160     301  
 
State/UF (Fixed Effects): 
AC     AL     AM     AP     BA     BR     CE    
586    461    855    663   1196     28    913 
DF     ES     GO     MA     MG     MS     MT    
1258    833   1193    796   2374    541    541   
PA     PB     PE     PI     PR     RJ     RN    
899    621   1094    439   1288   3695    512   
RO     RR     RS     SC     SE     SP     TO  
654    683   1340    784    526   3948    364 

 
Table 6: Federal Deputies 

Electoral Outcome (Dependant Variable): Lost = 0, Won = 1 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.08845  0.00000  1.00000 
 
Sex (Independent Variable): Female = 0, Male = 1 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.0000   0.0000   1.0000   0.6952   1.0000   1.0000 
 
Race (Independent Variable): Other = Asian and Indigenous  
White   Brown   Black   Other  
3552    1611     572      65 
 
Expenses (Independent Variable) in Brazilian Reals  
Min.     1st Qu.     Median       Mean    3rd Qu.       Max.  
1.1      4475.7    20000.0   206670.4   111883.1  2513705.8 
 
Expenses (Independent Variable) (Standard Scores) 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
-0.7190  -0.4468  -0.3937   0.0000  -0.1923   6.2761 
 
Incumbent (Independent Variable): Not Incumbent = 0, Incumbent = 1 
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Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.06931  0.00000  1.00000 
 
State/UF (Fixed Effects) 
AC     AL     AM     AP     BA     CE     DF    
58     58     73     71    316      188    135   
ES     GO     MA     MG    MS     MT     PA    
133    149    149    579     98     96    100   
PB     PE     PI     PR     RJ     RN     RO    
118    239    107    349    701     90     79    
RR     RS     SC     SE     SP     TO  
99    350    189     88   1121     67 
 

Table 7: State Deputies 
Electoral Outcome (Dependant Variable): Lost = 0, Won = 1 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.09108  0.00000  1.00000 
 
State/UF (Fixed Effects) 
AC     AL     AM     AP     BA    CE     ES 
307    210    334    224    421      365   453    
GO     MA     MG     MS     MT     PA     PB    
545    287    825    245    288    456    248   
PE     PI     PR     RJ     RN     RO     RR    
433    158    546   1346    230    300    291   
RS     SC    SE     SP     TO  
684    379    209   1401    168 
 
Sex (Independent Variable): Female = 0, Male = 1 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.0000   0.0000   1.0000   0.6907   1.0000   1.0000 
 
Race (Independent Variable): Other = Asian and Indigenous  
White   Brown   Black   Other  
6195    3987    1073     98 
 
Expenses (Independent Variable) in Brazilian Reals  
Min.     1st Qu.  Median  Mean    3rd Qu.  Max.  
0.4      3500.0   13242.5    72423.2    63245.0  1128164.2 
 
Expenses (Independent Variable) (Standard Scores) 
Min.    1st Qu.    Median      Mean    3rd Qu.      Max.  
-0.69009  -0.49059  -0.38878   0.00000  -0.03386  10.74713 
 
Incumbent (Independent Variable): Not Incumbent = 0, Incumbent = 1 
Min.   1st Qu.   Median     Mean   3rd Qu.     Max.  
0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.07223  0.00000  1.00000 
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MODEL STATISTICS 
 

Table 3: Candidate Nomination and Approval 
hoslem.test(process$y, fitted(process2)) # X-squared = 9.4116, df = 8, p-value = 0.3088 
hoslem.test(process$y, fitted(process3)) # X-squared = 6.4084, df = 8, p-value = 0.6016 
pR2(process) # McFadden 1.529944e-02 
pR2(process2) # McFadden 1.616005e-02 
pR2(process3) # McFadden 1.619100e-02 
 
Table 6: Federal Deputies  
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model2)) # X-squared = 7.7548, df = 8, p-value = 0.4578 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model3)) # X-squared = 71.956, df = 8, p-value = 2.003e-12  
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model4)) # X-squared = 77.486, df = 8, p-value = 1.565e-13 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model5)) # X-squared = 74.097, df = 8, p-value = 7.478e-13 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model6)) # X-squared = 67.662, df = 8, p-value = 1.433e-11 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model7)) # X-squared = 71.847, df = 8, p-value = 2.105e-12 
pR2(model1) # McFadden 3.220886e-02  
pR2(model2) # McFadden 5.333790e-02  
pR2(model3) # McFadden 0.3477844 
pR2(model4) # McFadden 0.3500509 
pR2(model5) # McFadden 0.3500967  
pR2(model6) # McFadden 0.3554696   
pR2(model7) # McFadden 0.3638727 
 
Table 6a: Federal Deputies (Women) 
pR2(model1) # McFadden 0.10284356 
pR2(model2) # McFadden 0.4295545 
pR2(model3) # McFadden 0.4326796 
pR2(model4) # McFadden 0.4456342 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model2)) # X-squared = 10.459, df = 8, p-value = 0.2343 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model3)) # X-squared = 5.7653, df = 8, p-value = 0.6735 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model4)) # X-squared = 10.515, df = 8, p-value = 0.2307 
 
Table 6b: Federal Deputies (Men) 
pR2(model1) # McFadden 3.819914e-02 
pR2(model2) # McFadden 0.3308196 
pR2(model3) # McFadden 0.3376104 
pR2(model4) # McFadden 0.3462859 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model2)) # X-squared = 77.88, df = 8, p-value = 1.305e-13 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model3)) # X-squared = 67.568, df = 8, p-value = 1.496e-11 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model4)) # X-squared = 89.278, df = 8, p-value = 6.661e-16 
 
Table 7: State Deputies  
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model2)) # X-squared = 4.9819, df = 8, p-value = 0.7595 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model3)) # X-squared = 78.703, df = 8, p-value = 8.915e-14 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model4)) # X-squared = 68.261, df = 8, p-value = 1.089e-11 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model5)) # X-squared = 87.423, df = 8, p-value = 1.554e-15 
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hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model6)) # X-squared = 67.527, df = 8, p-value = 1.524e-11 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model7)) # X-squared = 57.054, df = 8, p-value = 1.758e-09 
pR2(model1) # McFadden 3.649616e-02 
pR2(model2) # McFadden 6.506747e-02 
pR2(model3) # McFadden 0.3086164 
pR2(model4) # McFadden 0.3110543  
pR2(model5) # McFadden 0.3185273 
pR2(model6) # McFadden 0.3231026  
pR2(model7) # McFadden 0.4038564 
 
Table 7a: State Deputies (Women) 
pR2(model1) # McFadden 0.07081537 
pR2(model2) # McFadden 0.3189095 
pR2(model3) # McFadden 0.3256890 
pR2(model4) # McFadden 0.3988359 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model2)) # X-squared = 21.909, df = 8, p-value = 0.005087 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model3)) # X-squared = 12.146, df = 8, p-value = 0.1448 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model4)) # X-squared = 10.918, df = 8, p-value = 0.2064 
 
Table 7b: State Deputies (Men) 
pR2(model1) # McFadden 4.777137e-02 
pR2(model2) # McFadden 0.3071420    
pR2(model3) # McFadden 0.3129946  
pR2(model4) # McFadden 0.3974336  
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model2)) # X-squared = 117.06, df = 8, p-value < 2.2e-16 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model3)) # X-squared = 81.247, df = 8, p-value = 2.742e-14 
hoslem.test(model1$y, fitted(model4)) # X-squared = 100.64, df = 8, p-value < 2.2e-16 
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Appendix III. Interview Citations 

Translated and original interview citations. Interview citations not included in Appendix III 
were from interviews conducted in English.  

1a [...] in addition to the interpersonal question of how men forge their families, 
interpersonal relations, work relationships, [masculinity exists] as something that 
reaffirms a violent state. If we think about institutions as an expression of this 
masculinity, they help to reinforce this understanding of what it is to be a man in 
Brazilian society. 
Mas, para além da questão interpessoal, de como os homens forjam suas relações familiares, 
interpessoais, de trabalho, a gente tem a masculinidade como algo que reafirma um estado 
violento, né. Se a gente for pensar as instituições enquanto expressão dessa masculinidade, 
elas ajudam a recarregar essa compreensão do que é ser homem na sociedade brasileira. 

1b [...] there is a direct feedback between masculinity, which is expressed in the 
institutions, the man, and in the individual. How men, depending on their identity, 
relate to this masculinity, which is built collectively and produced and reproduced by 
the institutions, is very different. How the white man, how he receives, reproduces and 
transforms this masculinity, which is socially and institutionally affirmed, is different 
from how a black man does it. 
Então existe uma relação direta de retroalimentação entre a masculinidade, que está 
expressa nas institucionalidades e o homem, indivíduo em si. Agora, como que esses homens, 
a depender da sua identidade, se relacionam com essa masculinidade, que é construída de 
maneira coletiva e produzida e reproduzida por essas instituições, é muito diferente. Como o 
homem branco, como ele recebe, reproduz e transforma essa masculinidade, que é afirmada 
socialmente e institucionalmente, é diferente de como um negro faz isso também. 

1c We’re talking about masculinity that also takes on the form of absence, that is 
unverifiable, as a rule, within white, middle-class, elite families. So, there is a 
masculinity there, marked by absence, or by the absence or lack of responsibility, or by 
the absence even by an external agent, by the action of the State, which kills, which 
murders black men in terrible numbers. So this masculinity, as seen by the black man, 
also plays a role in reproducing racism, because it helps to reaffirm that black 
communities are unstructured, because their men are absent. 
Então a gente tá falando de uma masculinidade que também atravessa as ausências, o que 
não é verificado, como regra, dentro de famílias brancas, de classe média, de elite. Então, 
existe aí uma masculinidade lida pela ausência, ou pela ausência da desresponsabilização ou 
pela ausência mesmo por um agente externo, pela ação do Estado, que mata, que assassina 
homens negros de maneira massiva. Então essa masculinidade, olhada para o homem negro, 
cumpre um papel também de reprodução do racismo, porque coloca, mais uma vez, ajuda a 
reafirmação de que as comunidades negras são desestruturadas, porque seus homens estão 
ausentes. 

1d Our political heritage, our inherited history of institutional politics and how it is 
‘done’ is also linked to the reproduction of rhetoric that is instrumental for those in 
power, telling the population: "leave it to us, we know what we’re doing [...]” But in 
addition to and complementing this there is a discourse regarding the reproduction of 
disinterest, that ‘politics has always been like that’, ‘institutional politics has always 
been corrupt’, ‘they have always been the same’, so why do we have to be interested? 
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Conciliado a isso, a nossa herança de política, a nossa herança história da política 
institucional, do fazer política institucional, também está ligado a reprodução de alguns 
discursos que são muito instrumentais para esses que estão no poder, de dizer à população 
"deixe nas nossas mãos, nós sabemos o que nós fazemos, ou porque fazemos a anos ou 
porque a gente tem uma mensagem de evolução, enfim, pra dizer a vocês". Mas, acessória a 
isso, e complementando isso, tá um discurso de reprodução de desinteresse, a política 
sempre foi assim, a política institucional sempre foi corrupta, sempre foram esses mesmos, 
então por que que a gente tem que se interessar? 

1e I see a population that has a very active political role, because we need to survive 
and build strategic forms of life in very inhospitable environments. [A] population 
interested in this political activity, but not understanding that their daily activity is 
political activity, or how far it can go towards challenging institutional political 
activities. 
Então eu vejo uma população que tem um fazer político muito ativo, porque a gente precisa 
sobreviver e construir formas estratégicas de vida em ambientes muito inóspitos, em 
contextos muito desfavoráveis, insalubres, perigosos, enfim. Então eu vejo um fazer político 
muito ativa, uma população interessada nesse fazer político, só que não compreendendo que 
o seu fazer diário é um fazer político, ou até onde ele pode ir pra mudar o fazer político 
institucional. 

1f Social inequality in Brazil is forged through racial inequality. [...] Racism is 
intrinsically, inseparably linked to the idea of social inequality and the idea of class in 
Brazil. 
A desigualdade social, no Brasil, é forjada através da desigualdade racial. Então, o projeto 
de um Estado eugênico, que afirma a branquitude, ele é de muito interesse para um Estado 
capitalista que pretende manter as estruturas e as classes divididas e a mobilidade social 
pouco transitante. Então é importante que a gente afirme quem é que tem cara de 
trabalhador, quem é que tem cara de dono dos meios de produção e como que esses donos 
do meio de produção são e como esses trabalhadores são. O racismo está intrinsecamente, 
inseparavelmente ligado à ideia de desigualdade social e à ideia de constituição de classes 
no Brasil.   

1g There, this force of reproduction, of nepotism, of oligarchies, of family, of 
surnames, white, powerful families, owners of land, of economic resources, this also 
interacts with another profile that feeds on this policy and that occupies many of these 
occupied chairs by white men, which is the idea of the new, of the good, bourgeois man, 
of the upper middle class, who says he has bold ideas, that he has dynamism in his 
production, one that comes from his heritage and construction of thinking, of 
knowledge, from the exchanges of the private market, and that this will save the 
population. 
Aí essa força de reprodução, de nepotismo, de oligarquias, de família, de sobrenomes, 
famílias brancas, poderosas, detentoras de terras, de recursos econômicos, isso dialoga 
também com um outro perfil que se retroalimenta nessa política e que ocupa muitas dessas 
cadeiras ocupadas por homens brancos, que é a ideia do novo, do homem bom, burguês, de 
classe média alta, que diz que tem ideias arrojadas, que tem dinamicidade na sua produção, 
que isso advém da sua herança e construção de pensar, do saber, a partir das trocas do 
mercado privado e que isso vai salvar a população. 
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1h Nepotism, oligarchic affirmation and economic power are normalized as 
something that, based on the education we receive, become viewed as inseparable from 
the exercise of political power itself. 
Então o nepotismo, a afirmação oligárquica, o poder econômico, eles são normalizados, 
como algo que, a partir dessa educação que nós temos, como algo que é indissociável do 
próprio exercício do poder político. 

2a [Being] white is a space of privilege. As it is a privilege, white people in general 
do not think about it, so they do not realise it is a privilege.  
Essa cena é muito rica porque mostra essas pessoas que são lidas como brancas no Brasil se 
colocando pela primeira vez como um lugar de não branco, de estranhos, de negros e 
tentando "Não, não, mas nós somos" e ser branco é um espaço de privilégio. Como ele é um 
privilégio, as pessoas brancas de um modo geral não pensam sobre isso, então elas não 
percebem que é um privilégio. 

2b I go through situations with him that are subtle moments that I have never been 
through before. For example, arriving at my house and he is at my side and the 
doorman stops him and I have to say “no, but he’s with me.” They would never think 
that someone two steps away from me with whom I am talking would not have been 
with me if they were white. 
Claro, eu te falei que eu tenho pensado muito nessa questão de racismo e tal porque eu to 
vivendo numa redação negra, mas eu também to namorando um homem negro e um homem 
negro que é negro, que não poderia ser branco em outra situação. Então eu passo por 
situações com ele que são momentos sutis que eu nunca tinha passado antes. Por exemplo 
estar chegando na minha casa e ele estar do meu lado e o porteiro parar ele e eu tenho que 
falar assim "não, mas ele tá comigo". Jamais achariam que alguém a dois passos de mim 
com quem eu to conversando não tivesse comigo se fosse branco. 

2c Until a few years ago we had separate legislation for domestic workers. They 
were treated differently in terms of social security, in working hours, and such. Hence, 
when this legislation was passed, saying things like for example “a maid can only work 8 
hours a day” and she is entitled to time off, [...] when rights were equated, because 
[domestic workers] had fewer rights than regular workers and this was seen as normal, 
people responded: “But my God, what do you mean? The housekeeper!” The 
relationship with these employees is a bondage, they were seen almost as slaves.  
Tem umas coisas que quando a gente comenta parece absurdo, mas até poucos anos atrás 
nós tínhamos uma legislação separada para empregadas domésticas. Elas ganhavam 
diferença na previdência, nas horas, tal. Daí quando se mexeu com essa legislação, dizendo 
coisas como, por exemplo, que uma empregada só pode trabalhar 8 horas por dia e que ela 
merece ter folga, porque ela trabalha 8 horas por dia. Enfim, quando se equiparou os 
direitos, porque antes elas tinham menos direitos que um trabalhador regular e isso era visto 
como normal, e quando se equiparou os direitos foi uma gritaria "mas meu Deus, como 
assim? A empregada de casa". A relação com essas empregadas é uma relação de servidão, 
elas eram vistas quase como escravas. 

2d I think that Brasília’s own location gets in the way... If [government] were still in 
Rio de Janeiro, as it was in the past, people would be closer. 
Acho que própria localização de Brasília atrapalha isso, de certa forma. Se fosse no Rio de 
Janeiro ainda, como foi no passado, as pessoas estariam mais próximas. 
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2e People feel allowed to go hard on women, in a sexist country it's even harder. 
[Dilma Rousseff] is a woman and she is also a serious woman, she wasn't giggling, so 
they said, "she's so serious, she's a lesbian.” Come on, she's the President! [...]  
People feel allowed to go hard on women, in a sexist country it's even harder. She's a woman 
and she was also a serious woman, she wasn't giggling, so they said "she's so serious, she's a 
lesbian". Come on, she's the President, what's the matter? 

2f Someone attacked [the openly gay congressman] David Miranda and asked him 
"who takes care of your children?" No one asks [straight] male politicians "who takes 
care of your children? How many kids do you have? How do you plan to be a President 
or to be a Member of Congress if you have kids?"  
Someone attacked his husband, he's a congressman, David Miranda, and asked him "who 
takes care of your children?", because they have a couple of boys. Because if you're gay, 
you're seen almost as homo. No one asks politicians "who take care of your children? How 
many kids do you have? How do you plan to be a President or to be a congressman if you 
have kids? 

3a Being a man means being on top of the structures, of all the infrastructures that 
exist not only in Brazil, but in the world.  
Ser homem é estar no topo das estruturas, de toda infraestrutura que existe não só no Brasil, 
no mundo né?  

3b 80% of [the cultural facilities in Rio de Janeiro] are found between the 
downtown area and the South Zone, [...] but 80% of the population lives outside these 
places. So, the majority of Rio’s population needs to travel to access these services and 
not everyone will have this money, availability, willingness, and there is no bus, anyway. 
So, those who are accessing it are only those who are already here.  
Teve uma pesquisa que saiu acho que 3 anos atrás que falava que os equipamentos culturais 
do Rio de Janeiro, 80% dele estava entre centro e Zona Sul, 80% dos equipamentos 
culturais, só que 80% da população mora fora desses locais. Então, assim, todo mundo 
precisa se deslocar para usar esses serviços e nem todo mundo vai ter esse dinheiro, 
disponibilidade, vontade, não tem ônibus, enfim. Então, quem ta acessando é só quem já está 
aqui né. 

3c At the moment we are extremely polarized, I think everyone [feels that they 
have] to choose a side and then just defend their side. It’s like a football team, you’re 
defending your side, but you don’t necessarily understand politics. You select your 
candidate or your side (left or right) and just stay there. I think they’re interested, but 
they don’t quite know how deeply it works.  
Eu acho que tem grupos específicos que tem interesse, mas não acho que elas são muito 
interessadas, mas no momento que a gente está, atual de polarização extrema, acho que todo 
mundo teve que escolher um lado e aí você só defende o seu lado. é como se fosse um time de 
futebol, você fica defendendo o seu lado, mas não necessariamente você entende de política. 
Você só escolhe o seu candidato e fica ali, ou o seu lado se você é esquerda ou direita. Mas 
acho que elas estão interessadas, mas elas não sabem muito bem como funciona 
profundamente. 

4a [People make] speeches and speeches saying “race doesn’t matter, the race is 
human. It doesn’t mean anything to talk about black people, about white people, about 
indigenous people, people who live in the rivers, it is no use talking about class or 
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groups or tribes, it is no use talking about black and white to me, because to me the race 
is human, and I respect everyone the same,” when in fact this is not the case, race is 
important, but it is not treated with that importance.  
Nós temos relatos de discursos e mais discursos de pessoas dizendo "Não importa a raça, a 
raça é humana. Não importa falar de negro, falar de branco, falar de indígena, de 
ribeirinhos, não adianta falar das classes ou dos grupos ou das tribos. Não adianta falar de 
negro e de branco comigo, pra mim é raça humana, o meu respeito é o mesmo", quando na 
verdade não é, então raça é importante, mas não é tratada com essa importância. 

4b This morning I participated in a table debate, and in that debate there were four 
women and one man. It caused so much strangeness among people, and all the women 
were on the left, feminist women, women who deal with the issue of public health, but 
[the male representative was] like, "Ah, men have a quota in the debate today.” Then he 
ended up calling other men and we discovered that the male presence is still very 
strong.  
Se você pega, por exemplo, hoje, pela manhã, eu participei de uma mesa de debates e nessa 
mesa de debates tinham quatro mulheres e um homem. Causou uma estranheza tanto das 
pessoas, e todas mulheres de esquerda, mulheres feministas, mulheres que lidam com a 
questão da saúde pública, mas assim "Ah, o homem tem uma cota nessa mesa hoje". Depois 
acabou chamando outros homens e aí a gente acabou descobrindo que sempre a presença 
masculina ainda assim é muito forte. 

7a [He] is afraid to go to the beach because every time he goes there the police find 
some reason to either search him or scold him.  
Tipo meu irmão, ele tem medo de ir à praia porque toda vez que ele ia à praia ele era 
revistado, levava algum tipo de esculacho de policiais. Então acho que ele nem consegue 
compreender o porquê isso acontecia com ele, acho que ele não consegue compreender, e aí 
eu tento ter essa conversa com ele, mas é bastante difícil. Então acho que essa pergunta pode 
ter diferentes respostas mesmo.      

7b I think that being able to answer the question of what it means to be black in 
Brazil is already a privilege. Being able to sit here at a table and say "ah, being black is 
that" is already a privilege, because black people are inserted into a construction of so 
much violence that they cannot understand what security means, why this violence is 
happening to them, why their families go through these things, or why they are afraid of 
walking the streets. 
Acho que conseguir responder essa pergunta, o que é ser negro ou pardo no Brasil, já é um 
privilégio. Você conseguir sentar aqui em uma mesa e falar "ah, ser negro é isso" já é um 
privilégio, porque as pessoas negras estão inseridas numa construção de tanta violência que 
elas não conseguem compreender o que a segurança significa, por que essa violência está 
acontecendo comigo, por que a minha família passou por esse monte de coisa, por que eu 
tenho medo de andar na rua? 

7c  [...] politics is very unequal in Brazil, right. Television time, for example, smaller 
parties get like 2 seconds, while larger parties get 15 minutes.  
Sim, acho que é uma coisa boa porque a política é muito desigual no Brasil, né. O tempo de 
televisão, por exemplo, os partidos menores tem tipo 2 segundos, enquanto os partidos 
maiores tem 15 minutos. 
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7d [I] think this is my greatest utopia, [...] a quota in politics for black people. I 
would love to see parties racking their brains trying to beat a quota for black 
candidates.  
Eu gostaria muito, acho que essa é a minha maior utopia, que existisse essa cota na política 
para pessoas negras. Eu adoraria ver os partidos quebrando a cabeça para bater uma cota 
de pessoas negras candidatas. 

8a Her murder was a moment of extreme violence that drew attention to all the 
other types of violence that she suffered when she was there representing people. Many 
videos began to circulate from the City Hall, how things were going, how when she was 
speaking the other councilors would be doing something else, they were not attentive to 
her speech. It is these types of violence that are most symbolic. 
O assassinato foi um momento de violência extrema que chamou atenção para todos os 
outros tipos de violência que ela sofria quando estava ali representando as pessoas. Muitos 
vídeos começaram a circular sobre a Câmara Municipal, como se davam as coisas, como os 
momentos de fala que ela tinha os outros vereadores estavam fazendo qualquer outra coisa, 
não estavam atentos à fala dela. São esses tipos de violência que são mais simbólicos.  

9a Can we judge someone who does this? No, because they're starving, they're in 
need, they're in despair. How are you going to judge someone who would prefer to vote 
for the guy who gave him something, rather than for that woman who came from a 
favela, who also wants to win a vote, but has nothing to give [in return for it]?  
A gente pode julgar alguém que faz isso? Não, porque eles tão passando fome, tá passando 
necessidade, tá passando desespero lá. Como é que vai julgar alguém que vai preferir votar 
no cara que deu alguma coisa pra ele, pra aquela mulher ali que veio da favela também que 
quer ganhar voto e não tem nada pra dar ela, entendeu?  

10a [...] it is necessary to differentiate what it means to be a woman and what it 
means to be a black woman in Brazil.  
Apesar de talvez todo feminismo ficar chateado por eu dizer isso, é preciso diferenciar o que 
é ser mulher e o que é ser uma mulher preta no Brasil. 

10b Politics is an extremely masculine space, practices are masculine, all the time you 
need to convince someone that the orientation you gave makes sense. […] when 
guidance comes from women it is difficult for people to understand that it makes sense. 
A política é um espaço extremamente masculino, as práticas são masculinas, o tempo inteiro 
você precisa convencer alguém que a orientação que você deu faz sentido e olha que sou de 
um partido centralista, que não tem corrente, que orientação é orientação e a gente faz e, 
mesmo assim, quando a orientação vem de mulher é difícil para as pessoas entenderem que 
ela faz sentido.  

10c [...] you do not learn about politics when you are poor, when you are black. [...] If 
you look at the prison population, how many people are in prison awaiting trial, 
because people simply don't know that they cannot be imprisoned before they are tried. 
Not knowing your rights is a marker of race, class, and gender.  
Ser negro te faz não conhecer alguns direitos, ser pobre te faz não conhecer os seus direitos. 
Se você olhar a população carcerária, quanta gente você tem presa aguardando o 
julgamento, aguardando o processo, porque simplesmente as pessoas não sabem que elas 
não podem ser presas antes de serem julgadas. Então isso tem marcador de raça, de classe, 
de gênero.  
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10d [We find a way of doing] everything that comes to Brazil differently and very badly, 
politically speaking. (on alternatives or supplements to the gender quota)  
Eu tenho medo, porque tudo o que vem para o Brasil a gente dá um jeito de fazer diferente e 
muito ruim, politicamente falando. 

10e. [The] truth is that they always have a way to cheat, the owner of a large 
company will [simply] donate his personal account [instead]. In practice, large 
companies continue to finance.  
Só que a verdade é que eles tem uma forma de burlar sempre, o dono de uma grande 
empresa vai fazer uma doação da conta pessoal. Na prática, as grandes empresas continuam 
financiando.  

12a Being a man and being white is what we call the supreme sum of oppression, 
though in reality it is the supreme sum of privilege.  
Então ser homem e branco é o que a gente deu o nome de suprassumo da opressão e a gente 
dá o nome de suprassumo da opressão, mas é o suprassumo do privilégio.  

12b The more television time you get, the more money you have to campaign, the 
easier your candidature becomes and the more likely you are to be elected. And who has 
money in the country? Black people? Women? No.  
Então ainda continua processo, sempre foram eles e eles estão lá, e a população ainda 
enxerga e acredita neles, lembrando que, no Brasil, quanto mais tempo de televisão, quanto 
mais dinheiro você tem pra fazer campanha, mais fácil fica a sua candidatura e a 
probabilidade de você ser eleito é muito maior. E quem que tem dinheiro nesse país? É 
negro? É a mulher? Não, né, então você se cria.  

12c [They] tried to kill her politically, virtually, by making up lies about her. She had 
never been a candidate before, but received so many votes for her first term that it was 
obvious that this was someone the population identified with, who looked like them and 
saw things like them, and she was elected. Then, when she was elected: “No, we don’t 
want you here.” The pushback began: “You don’t have the right to have power.” 
Because that’s what the big issue is: the power struggle.  
Essa mudança também passa a ideia de, mais uma vez, a morte física da Mari, e depois a 
tentativa de morte, eles tentaram matar ela politicamente, virtualmente, inventando um 
monte de mentira sobre ela, era isso, porque isso era tão latente que o número de votos que a 
Mari teve para um primeiro mandato, nunca tinha vindo candidata, era uma resposta de que 
assim, é isso, se tiver alguém que a população se identifica, que olha e vê, ela vai chegar. Aí 
quando você chega "não, a gente não quer vocês aqui não", começa a busca por empurrar 
de volta, "vocês não tem o direito a ter poder", porque a grande questão é a luta pelo poder.  

12d [It] is important that companies are not able to finance campaigns, but they 
cheat. There is always a loophole, and these guys have a lot of money to pay a lot of 
lawyers to find it for them. Who was making the millionaire donations? Business 
owners. Why is it important? Again, to start a discussion, to turn the red light on and 
say “look, people,” because business financing in politics means that the elected officials 
will have to repay their debts at some point, they create new strategies so the owners of 
companies, as individuals, are able to make large donations... yet it is the middle-class 
people that make donations of R$1000, R$500, R$50 who are perceived as the problem!  
Então, vamos lá, no momento, é isso, é importante as empresas não financiarem, só que eles 
burlam. É isso, existe sempre uma brecha e essa galera tem muito dinheiro para pagar um 
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monte de advogado pra dizer para eles como é que eles vão burlar. Então quem tava fazendo 
as doações milionárias? Os donos das empresas. Agora, por que é importante? De novo, 
para trazer a discussão, para colocar uma luzinha vermelha pra dizer "olha, gente", porque 
esse financiamento por empresa significa que o Governo vai ter que dar retorno depois, mas 
eles criaram novas estratégias, então os donos das empresas, porque como é individual, os 
donos das empresas fizeram doações milionárias e ok, porque é de pessoa física, e, inclusive, 
teve problema, porque aí as pessoas classe média que doaram R$1.000,00, R$ 50,00, teve um 
problema porque eles estavam querendo chamar as pessoas que fizeram doação para a 
campanha do Marcelo Freixo, eles estavam sendo chamados para serem ouvidos, criaram 
um problema, só que, nossa, eram R$ 500, R$ 100 reais, os milionários não foram 
chamados.  

12e I think [the gender quota] is essential, but there are still problems, because they 
continue to use laranjas. Because the quota exists, they have to comply with it, but there 
is room for cheating, so they cheat.  
Eu acho que é essencial, mas ainda tem problemas, porque eles continuam usando as 
mulheres de laranja, porque, como tem cota, eles vão lá e cumprem, mas na hora de trazer 
os candidatos, de uma forma ou de outra, existe espaço para burlar, então eles burlam, mas 
é essencial, porque tem que começar de alguma forma.  

17a What does it mean to be a woman in Brazil? Resistance. Resistance is the 
principal word.  
O que significa ser mulher no Brasil? Resistência. Resistência é a principal palavra.  

17b Being a woman in Brazil today is an act of resistance, and being a black woman 
in Brazil today, coming from a favela, is an even greater act of resistance.  
Então, ser mulher no Brasil hoje é um ato de resistência e ser mulher negra no Brasil hoje, 
oriunda de favela, é um ato ainda maior de resistência.  

17c When they reach the political level, it seems that these demands that are here are 
very distant and then they do not reflect, for the most part, this reality that exists here. 
They end up becoming autonomous beings. 
Porque parece que quando eles chegam nesse outro nível, parece que essas demandas que 
estão aqui ficam muito distantes e aí eles não refletem, em sua maioria, essa realidade que 
existe aqui. Eles acabam viram seres autônomos, entendeu?  
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Appendix IV. Interview Guide 
 

Social constructs I would like to start by discussing identity roles in 
Brazil.  

Gostaria de começar com uma breve discussão 
sobre papéis de identidade no Brasil 

 

Gender 1. 
What does it mean to be a woman in Brazil?  
2.  
What does it mean to be a man? 
Prompt:  
Do you believe people are treated differently 
based on their gender?  
In what ways might people be treated differently 
based on their gender?  

O que significa ser mulher no Brasil? 
O que significa ser homem no Brasil? 
P: 
Você acredita que as pessoas são tratadas 
diferentemente com base em seu gênero? 
De que maneiras as pessoas podem ser tratadas 
diferentemente com base em seu gênero? 

Gender constructs 
Gender discrimination 

Race 3.  
What does ‘race’ mean in Brazil?  
What does it mean to be negra, parda or 
branca?  
Prompt:  
Do you believe people are treated differently 
based on their skin colour?  
In what ways might people be treated differently 
based on their skin colour?  

O que significa 'raça' ou ‘cor’ no Brasil? 
O que significa ser negra, parda ou branca?  
P: 
Você acredita que as pessoas são tratadas 
diferentemente com base na cor da pele? 
De que maneira as pessoas podem ser tratadas 
diferentemente com base na cor da pele? 

Race constructs 
Racial discrimination  

Connection 
race/class 

4. 
Do you believe there is a class hierarchy in 
Brazil? What does this hierarchy look like?  
Prompt:  
How would you describe the connection 
between race and class?  

Você acredita que existe uma hierarquia de classes 
no Brasil?  
Como é essa hierarquia? 
P: 
Como você descreveria a conexão entre raça e 
classe? 

Class - race 
connectivity 

Political 
representation 

Describe the terms descriptive and substantive 
representation. 

Descreva os termos representação descritiva e 
substantiva. 

 

 
Substantive 
representation 

5. 
Do you believe the Brazilian government works 
in the interests of the population?  

Você acredita que o governo brasileiro trabalha no 
interesse da população? 

Representative 
government 
Attentive government 

White male 
dominance 

6. 
What do you think is the reason for the majority 
of electoral seats being held by white men? 
Prompts:  
What effect do you think this has on the content 
of policy?  
On political effectiveness?  

Em sua opinião, qual é a razão da maioria dos 
assentos eleitorais ocupados por homens brancos? 
P: 
Que efeito você acha que isso tem no conteúdo da 
política? 
Sobre eficácia política? 

Gender hierarchy 
Gendered institutions 
Social structures 

 
 

Descriptive 
representation 

7. 
Do you believe the government would be better 
at representing the electorate’s interests if 
elected politicians had more in common with 
the population?  
Prompt: 
In what ways?  

Você acredita que o governo brasileiro seria 
melhor em representar os interesses do eleitorado 
se os políticos eleitos tivessem mais em comum 
com a população? 
P 
Como? 

Descriptive 
representation  

Descriptive 
representation 

8. 
What do you think would happen if politicians 
were more like the population?  

 
O que você acha que aconteceria nos políticos era 
mais parecido com a população? 

Belief in group 
interests 
Access 
Interests 
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Race as political 
issue 

9. 
Is race an important issue in politics? 
P:  
Is race treated as an important issue in politics?  
Do policies reflect this?  

A raça representa uma questão importante na 
política? 
P: 
É tratado como importante?  
As políticas refletem isso? 

Racial democracy 

“Women for 
women” 

10. 
Do you believe that female politicians are more 
likely to care about “women’s issues”?  
That black politicians are more likely to care 
about “race issues”?  

Você acredita que é mais provável que as 
mulheres políticas se preocupem com os 
"problemas das mulheres"? 
Que os políticos negros são mais propensos a se 
preocupar com "questões raciais"? 

Group interests  
Descriptive 
representation 
Intersec 

Gender quota 11. 
What is your opinion of the gender quota in 
party lists? 

Qual a sua opinião sobre a cota de gênero nas 
listas de partidos? 

Affirmative action 
Sexism 

Race quota/reserved 
seats 

Talk about other countries, e.g. India. 
12. 
How do you believe a similar system might work 
in Brazil?  

[India] 
Como você acredita que um sistema semelhante 
funcionaria no Brasil? 
Como seria esse sistema? 

Brazilian 
exceptionalism  
Affirmative action 
Racism 

Interest 
 
 

Interest  

13. 
Would you say people – that is, the general 
population – are typically interested or 
disinterested in politics?  
Prompt: 
What do you believe is the reason for interest or 
disinterest?  

Você diria que as pessoas - isto é, a população em 
geral - estão tipicamente interessadas ou 
desinteressadas em política? 
P:  
Na sua opinião, qual é o motivo de interesse ou 
desinteresse? 

Interest 
Knowledge 
Participation 

Money and power The law concerning political donations was 
recently changed to ban private companies and 
organisations from donating money to political 
campaigns.  
14. 
Do you believe this law is a good thing?  

A lei sobre doações políticas foi alterada 
recentemente para proibir empresas e 
organizações privadas de doar dinheiro para 
campanhas políticas. 
Você acredita que essa lei é uma coisa boa? 

Campaign funding 
Elitism  
Laws 
(knowledge/opinions 
of)  

Money and power 15. 
How important do you think campaign funding 
is for political candidates?  

Qual a importância do financiamento da campanha 
para os candidatos políticos? 

Campaign funding 
Access  
Electorability 

Funding and identity 16. 
Do you believe some people are more likely 
than others to receive large campaign 
donations?  
Prompt:  
Who are these people?  

Você acredita que algumas pessoas são mais 
propensas que outras a receber grandes doações 
de campanhas? 
P: 
Quem são essas pessoas? 

Campaign funding 
Privilege 
Electorability 
Class 

Political 
mobilisation 

I would like to end by discussing political 
mobilisation, participation, politics and identity.  

Gostaria de terminar discutindo mobilização 
política, participação, política e identidade. 

 

Politics as personal 17. 
Do you agree with the statement that “the 
personal is political”? 
Prompt:  
What does personal politics look like in Brazil?  

Você concorda com o 
 ditado "o pessoal é político"? 
P: 
Como é a política pessoal no Brasil? 

Identity politics  
Belief in differing 
interests  
Intersectionality 
Personal experiences 

Identity traits as 
tools for 
politicisation  

18. 
Do you believe that people’s identities — 
connected to gender, race, class, and so on — 
affect their political attitudes?  
Prompt: Do you believe it affects whether a 
person is interested in politics?  

Você acredita que as identidades das pessoas, 
como sexo, raça auto-identificada, status de classe  
etc. afetam as atitudes políticas de uma pessoa? 
P: 
Você acredita que isso afeta se uma pessoa está 
interessada em política? 

Identity politics  
Belief in differing 
interests  
Intersectionality 
Personal experiences 
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Do you think it affects whether a person 
participates in political activities?  

Você acha que isso afeta se uma pessoa participa 
de atividades políticas? 

 
19. How do you believe gender, race and 
socioeconomic background (class) affect a 
person’s chances of accessing politics?  

Como você acredita que gênero, raça e formação 
socioeconômica (classe) afetam as chances de uma 
pessoa ter acesso à política?  

Access 
Class  

Identity and access 20. 
Ignoring traditional political participation (voting 
or running for office), are there other ways of 
accessing politics in Brazil?  

Ignorando a participação política tradicional (votar 
ou concorrer à eleição), existem outras maneiras 
de acessar a política no Brasil?  

Political participation 

Politicising 
inaccessibility 

21. 
Have you ever participated in any alternative 
methods of accessing politics? 
Prompts:  
What type(s)?  
When did you do this?  
Do you still do this?   

Você já participou de algum método alternativo de 
acessar a política? 
P: 
Qual tipo / Quais tipos?  
Quando você fez isso? 
Você ainda faz isso? 

Political participation 

Participation 22. 
Do you know of any methods of influencing 
politics that you have not participated in 
yourself?  

Você conhece algum método de influenciar a 
política em que você não participou?  

Political participation 

Marielle Franco 23. 
Do you believe that Marielle Franco’s 
assassination has influenced people’s political 
interest and political participation?  

Você acredita que o assassinato de Marielle Franco 
influenciou o interesse e a participação política das 
pessoas? 

Political participation 
Rio/Brazil 
Race, gender  
Mobilisation 

The Alternative 
System 

24. 
If you could change the Brazilian political 
system, what would it look like?  

Se você pudesse mudar o sistema político 
brasileiro, como seria? 

Values 


